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ÀBSTRACT

The downward rigidity of srages and its implications for t.he
labour market are some of the central observations that must
be explained, whether in a developed economy or an
underdeveloped one. Àny satisfactory theory of wages (and
employment ) must provide explanation for not only the
phenomenon of downward vrage inflexibility but also the
reasons why in some instances falling wages may not
eliminate unemployment. This happens to depict the situation
in the Iess developed countries (lpCs), and this
dissertation addresses this problem, with particular
reference to Nigeria.

This study models the relevant behaviour of the LDCs'
Iabour markets, and establishes that the assumptions and
hypothesized relationships are consistent with the observed
situation in the Nigerian setting, and as such can be
helpful as an illuminating paradigm to the understanding of
LDCs' labour problems.

Às any relevant poiicy prescriptions for addressing the
employment problem in any LDC can only emerge out of the
necessary relevant theoretical constructs for the Iabour
market, the Efficiency-Wage model of employment and wages is
developed and applied to the Nigerian labour market in
particular and to LDC labour markets in general, to explain
the pertinent factors determining employment and vrage
conditions in the economy. The resulting expositions are
then screened in the I ight of the ex ist ing empi r ical
evidence, to ascertain the extent to which they may or may
not depict the real world conditions which require
at tent i on .

Most LDCs are agrarian, therefore the agricultural sector
of the economy and the conditions of employment in it hold
very crucial implications for the overall labour market. In
thi s connect ion , thi s thesi s extends spec ial attent ion to
the modelling of the agricultural labour market using the
efficiency wage theory.

The model is found to be innovative in analyzing the
labour problems of the underdeveloped countries. ft explains
not only the incidences of high and inflexible $rages in the
face of massive unemployment in the formal/industrial
sector, but also the basis of the "labour market
segmentation" that characterize the society. It indicates
aIso, that the labour/employment problems in such countries

LV



can be modelled and
Iabour economics.

brought within the realm of modern

Imoortant policy implications emerge from this exercise:specific micro policies directed tõward the appropriåtesectors of the labour market are necessary requirèments fortackling the LDCs' labour/employment problems. -
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Chapter I

T NTRODUCTI ON

1.1 GENERÀL OVERVIEW

Àn attempt is made here to utilize neocLassical r

modelling to explain some of the fundamenLal basis for the

condition of wage and employment behaviour in the Nigerian

economy in particular, and in the less developed countries
(r.ocs) in general. À ma jor aspect of such a condition is

the downward wage rigidity found in most LDCs where it has

been observed that vrage rates adjust only slowly (if at

all), and not fast enough to bring about equilibrium between

labour markets, with unemployment as the consequence

(rields , 1974a: 906; Blaug, 19732 62).

ÀIso, such conditions include the "segmentation" of the

labour market (House, 1984ai House and Rempel , 197 6b).

These conditions could be explained by recourse to

I n labour economics generally, the reference
'neoclassicaf is used to denote the analytical methods
that make use of the notion of individual and group
maximizaEíon/optimization behavioural tendencies, âs well
as the idea that price flexibility Ieads to market-
clearing Isee: Cain (1975¡ 1976), Carter (1982), Rosen
(1982), Sobel (1982) or Addison and Siebert (1979) ,
Ehrenberg and Smith (1985)1. In this thesis, we follow
this tradition, such that any reference to the term
'neoclassicaf is to be reckoned in this "labour economics
sense". Ours envisage a 'marginal analysis', and is only
to such an extent neoclassical.

1



neoclassical economic analysis. 2 Such

being attempted here bY uti lizing

Hypothesis and its implications for the

2

an undertak ing i s

the Ef f ic iency-Wage

Iabour market.3

The wage stickiness that characterizes LDC labour markets

is studied from the firm's behavioural point of view (in

accordance with optimization tendencies), not only in terms

of the non-institutional factor of the reduction of hiring

and training costs, but also (and more importantly) in terms

of gains to the f i rm in worker "ef f ic iency" as vrages are

rai sed. Such a condit ion causes an inter-sectorat ( i . e.

industrial-agricultural and/or urban-rural and/or formal-

informaL and/or modern-subsistence) wage differential that

does not respond to market forces. Several authors have

drawn attention to this phenomenon Isee below], drawing from

the earlier discussions of the 'wage-efficiency'

relationship by Leibenstein (1957a; 1957b; 1958).

The primary work on the efficiency-wage theory appeared

in t.he late 1950's with Leibenstein's work. rn his recent

contribution to the growing volume of Iiterature on the

theory, Basu ( 1 984:96 ) notes how the recent years have

2 One school of thought attributes
to institutional factors Isee
(1969), Frank (1971)1.

The efficiency-wage hypothesis can be used to explain many
important features of the labour market: involuntary
unemployment, wage rigidity' segmentation, existence of
wage distribution for workers of identical
chãracteristics, and discrimination (ekerlof, 1984¡
Yellen, 1984). This study considers the first three of
these attributes.

these
Berg

conditions mainly
(1962r, Reynolds

3
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witnessed a resurgence of interest in the theory. This is

evident in the contributions of Rodgers (1975), Mirrlees
(1975), Stiglitz (1976a), BIiss and Stern (1978), Àgarwala,

(1979). The period in between Leibenstein's pioneering work

and the mid-seventies was also not totally without some

discussion of this intêresting hypothesis as is evident in

works of Ezekiel (1960), WonnacotE (1962), and also Myrda1

(1968). In the 1980's, works of Malcolmson (1981), Akerlof

(1984), Basu (1984), Ye1len (1984), and Eswaran and Kotwal

(1985) represent some of the most recent attempts to focus

more attention and interest on the theory.

These authors exposed the theory to some depth, and some

carried out interesting empirical illustrations. Our

contribution lies in applying this important approach

towards the study of a particular underdeveloped economy,

thereby providing an additional way of using an existing
paradigm to model a system which may be correct and hence

useful.

1.2 PROBLEM FOCUS

Development economists have over the years observed that the

accumulated knowledge of how labour markets function in the

LDCs is too sparse and too fragmented to permit a more

complete identification of the labour market problems in

these countries.a It is only when the operation of labour

a Morawetz (1974) as well as Rempel and House (1978) carry
comprehensive surveys of the relevant Iiterature on this



markets in specific situations has

analyzed will it be possible to spell

requirements for any such situation

197824).

4

been documented and

out the needed policy
(RempeI and House,

Hansen (1983) and Kannappan (1977)
presented by several other writers.

This study is deemed to meet this important requirement

for addressing the LDCs' Iabour market problems. I t
provides a comprehensive documentation and anal-ysis of the

behaviour of wages and employment in the LDCs in general,

against the background of the Nigerian economy. The

Efficiency-Wage Hypothesis is applied: not that it is ipso

factq the most appropriate model needed for that purpose,

but rather because v¡e recognize that its essential tenets

seem to be the most reflective of the most commonly observed

phenomena in the labour markets of LDCs.

The labour markets of the LDCs are, as emphasized

earlier, characterized by certain peculiar circumstances

which not only do not appear to fall in line with the

predictions of economic theory, but also which do not obtain

in the economies of the more industrially developed

countries. This calls for the sÈudy and development of the

necessary theoretical framework to be used to explain these

phenomena, and which can be tested in the light of the

existing evidence. The efficiency-wage hypothesis seems, in

our opinion, to be an appropriate theoretical piece that can

observatíon. See also
for supporting notions



5

be utilized for this purpose.

This dissertation essentialÌy builds a model of the

labour market of the underdeveloped "duaI" economy, with

Nigeria in particular perspective. It models the labour

market in a vray to provide a basis for harmonizing labour

economics and development economics in an effort to obtain a

more concise explanation of the labour problems. It

represents an application of micro-theoretic methods to the

study of LDCs' labour market.s with a view to providing an

additional way of looking at a world of labour market

ambiguities which characterize these economies, and to

explain them within the framework of modern labour

economics.

1.3 LABOUR PROBLEMS OF THE UNDERDEVELOPED ECONOMY: THE
NEED FOR ANALYSIS

v[ithin the framework of neoclassical economics, the

appropriate starting hypothesis in the analysis of a

particular set of vtages (and employment) is that competitive

market forces determine these variables. But the traditional

competitive model offers littIe insight into the reaLities

of vrage and employment determination in developing countries

(todaro, 1985). Wage rates are typically not flexible

downward for reasons which stiIl need to be more thoroughly

understood. "Institutional" factors including labour union

agitations and legislated government salary scales on the

one hand, and private sector firm (including multinational



corporations) hiring practices

identified. It is important that

of these factors (if any) is the

on the other, have

vre clearly understand

most pertinent.

6

been

which

There are many more workers seeking employment at the

going wage than there are jobs available. Involuntary

unemployment (and underemployment) is pervasive; so that the

application of competitive market forces to the LDCs cannot

be very relevant (nempe1, 1 98 1 2215; Hansen , 1983 ) .5 Further,

rural-urban migration well in excess of the absorptive

capacity of the urban economy do not reduce the levels of

urban ( formal act ivity ) wage leveIs and only have

insignificant effect on urban-ruraI income differentials
(nempel, 1981 ).

These observations have been documented to be the case

for some spec i f ic LDCs: Weeks ( 1 972) , Ðiejomaoh and

Orimalade (1971) , Frank ( 1967) , and .Iyoha 
(1982) , for

Nigeria; Berry (1975) for Colombia; Rempel and House (1978)

and Rempel (1981) for Kenya; House (1984) for Cyprus; Lim

(1977 ) for Malaysia; Mulat (1977 ) for Ethiopia; and Bardhan

(1977) for India,

In alluding to this condition, these authors have observed
that the vrage structure in LDCs is not seen to be
responsive to changing supply and demand conditions in the
labour market, and that rapid increases in the supply of
labour do not exert downward pressure on industrial v¡age
rates. Inter-industry and inter-district wage changes are
caused by fact.ors other than changing supply and demand
forces in the labour market.

5
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The several factors that could explain these labour

market problems of the LDCs have been documented in the

multiplicity of studies in this area that have emerged over

the past two decades. Some of the most important factors

identified include: the inherited colonial wage structure
(Weeks, Rempel, Berry) , Iabour union power (f.reeks, Rempel,

RempeI and House, MuIat, Lim), and government intervention
(Weeks, RempeI and House, RempeI, Lim, House, Iyoha).

In our study, based on evidence provided by some of the

above researchers, as weII as by our own empirical

investigations in the Nigerian economyr wê show that none of

the above factors is important in influencing the behaviour

of rrrages and employment in the LDCs. Therefore we dwell on

the analysis of the behaviour of the firm [a factor given

much attention by Rempel and House (1978) and Rempel (1981)

in the case of Kenyal, and on the firm's own principal

objective as an optimizing economic agent, in analyzing and

explaining the observed labour market conditions. Our theme

is the efficiency-wage hypothesis a notion that has

gained increasing attention in the recent past with respect

to LDCs, but which hitherto has not been utilized as a

framework for modelling the observed labour market

conditions for any particular LDC.
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1.4 FORMÀT OF PRESENTATION

The following seguence is adopted in presenting the findings

of. the research. In Chapter 2 the contemporary Iiterature

on the labour problems of the LDCs is examined critically,

in a Iiterature review that also attempts to suggest some

improvements upon these contributions. This is followed in

Chapter 3 by a detailed survey of the labour market

conditions in the Nigerian economy as a prototype of the

LDCs, in an effort to identify and emphasize these as the

existing labour market conditions which this study seeks to

address. The chapter also attempts to assess the labour

market problem and to relate it to the existing conditions.

The key chapter of the thesis then follows. Chapter 4

presents the development and application of our model to the

Nigerian (r,oCs') labour market. The empirical foundation for

the model is thoroughly examined and illustrated by explicit

use of Nigerian data. This is followed by a chapter (Chapter

5) that attempts to give the model some "institutional"
flavour: we consider the roles of unions, multinational

corporations, capital intensity, profit levels, and capacity

utilization within the model's framework. The chapter also

contains the analysis of human capital and its role in the

LDCs' employment problem within the efficiency-wage model.

In Chapter 6, the model is used to analyze the employment

implications of the agricultural labour market. Both

subsistence agriculture and commercial agriculture are

cons idered.



The summary of the results

implications are presented in

of the

Chapter

study and their
7 Lo conclude.
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Chapter I I

THE LÀBOUR MÀRKET ÀNALYSIS OF LDC'S: À REVIEW OF
THE LITERÀTURE

"It is not that uses cannot be found for
collection of pieces of 'economic theory'
developing countries. It is that $¡e have no
which explains the most important problems
the poor countries."." (r,ivingstone, 19762

a whole
in the
theory
fac ing

36 ) .

This chapter is a review of what might be regarded as the

contemporary labour economics literature of the LDCs. This

broad labe1 is used to refer to the works of the various

notable economists who have addressed themselves to the

detailed study and analyses of the labour problems of the

less developed countries.6 We reckon that the contributions

of these writers are together adequately representative of

the bulk of the LÐCs' labour market literature. Whether or

not these contributions fa11 within the sub-field of

development economics (as opposed to labour economics) need

not be the crucial matter for our consideration here. For

our purposes, the important issue is that whereas these

This includes the works of Lewis (195a¡ 1979), Leibenstein
(1957a¡ 1957b; 1958¡ 1978), Stiglitz (1969¡ 1974¡ 1976a¡
1976b) , Todaro (1969; 1 985) , Harris and Todaro (1969;
1970) , Morawetz (1974) , Fields (1974a,b) , House (1973;
1 984a ) , House and Rernpel (197 6a, b, c ; 1978a ,b¡ 1 980 ) 'Mazumdar (1959a,b; 1976a,b¡ 1977), Bardhan (1Slt¡
1979a,b), Rempe1 (1978¡ 1979; 1981¡ 1982), Berry (1975);
Berry and Sabot (1978); Hansen (1971; 1983); Knight (1967¡
19751¡ Knight and Sabot (1983), to mention just a few.

10

6



contributions represent the

problems of the LDCs, theY

mainstream labour economics.

existing
are not

ones that

considered

11

address the

as part of

The mainstream labour economics Iiterature modern

labour economics -- has of recent come under the spotlight

regarding its applicability to the LDCs (Kannappan, 1977;

Hansen, 1983; Kuttner, 1985), and it seems to be generally

agreed that modern labour economics, as taught in Colleges

and Universities all over the worId, is sti1l essentially a

"Iabour economics of the developed countries" (Livingstone,

1976). This situation calls for the need to modify, or

better stiI1, integrate contemporary Iabour economics with

the existing work on LDC labour markets, with a view to

developing a body of literature that could be as much

applicable to the LDCs as it is to the developed world.

Earlier proponents of this measure called attention to it

in the proceedings of two conferences held on:- (1) "The

Teaching of Development Economics" (Manchester 1967) and (2)

"The Teaching of Economics in Àfrica" (Dar-Es-Salam 1973),7

and both called for a "search for new tools and concepts

appropriate to the analysis of problems of the less

Seers' ( 1 965) thought-provoking paper was used as a
starting point for the Manchester Conference, and the
conference's complete report is contained in Martin and
Knapp (1967), and in: "The Need for New Perspectives in
Teaching and Research in Economics in Latin America",
Social and Economlg Studies, (March 1969). The complete
report on the Dar-Es-Salam conference is contained in
Livingstone et al ( 1 973 ) .

7
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developed countries" (Livingstone, 1976236¡ Livingstone et

ù, (1973).

The earlier feeling vlas that orthodox (labour) economic

theory vras inadequate for the needs of developing economies,

and thus by implication suggested a "parting of v¡ays*

(r,ivingstone, 1976:3) between economic theory (applicable to

the "mature" and industriaIly developed economies), and

development economics (ttre sLudy and analysis of the

functioning of LDC5 and of their development). However,

those who supported this position did not seem to understand

the importance each of the areas has for the other in

further Study and understanding of the LDC5' economic

problems. The current feeling is that whereas economic

theory represents the "tools for the job", which must

therefore be applied to the job itself, development

economics serves. to identify the "job for the tools", to

which the relevant tools must be applied (see Phelps-Brown'

1972).

The critical mind would ask: if labour economics does not

address the LDCs adequately, why do we worry if the labour

market treatment of the development economics sub-fieId does

provide an adequate analysis? In answer to this, it can be

viewed that, though the sub-field has generalJ.y been very

useful in modelling underdevelopment, there stilI remains

the need ( f or it ) to provide ansvrers to some of the

important (albeit difficult) questions it raises (Basu,
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1984).8 Its analytical methods of long-run (rather than

short-run) studies of the process(es) of underdevelopment,

besides being too ambitious' seem to make the studies and

their findings a litt1e unrealistic (Abumere, 1978¡ Àboyade,

1983). Its focus on the process of development, rather than

on the problems and structure of underdevelopment,

represents some of the concerns that need to be addressed by

the application of modern labour economics to LDC labour

markets (Basu, '1980; 1984). Its assumptions are

neocLassical, but the models they yield are too aggregative,

and are not based on plausible functional relationships

between key variables in the LDCs (which relationships are

generally not known ) (t,ivingstone, 197 6:37 ) .

We recognize the need for a change in technique. LDCs'

Iabour market analyses de,serve an increased use of more

rigorous methods and concepts and results from economic

theory (wickens, 1974; Hansen, 1983; Basu, 1984). The

application of micro-theoretic methods in ways similar to

the approaches of some of the more recent writers are some

of the important new developments needed for the emergence

of a more reLevant 'labour economics' for the LDCs.

I rn alluding to a similar point, Basu (1984:8) observes
that "...while it (development economics) raises
innumerable important questions, it appears to have
ansvlers f or very f ew, which gives r i se to the suspic ion
that traditional development economics, in the name of
asking difficult guestions, often ended up asking
questions impossible (for it) to answer ..."
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andWe present a

the LDC labour

studY.

critique of mainstream labour Iiterature
market literature, as a background to our

2.1 A PREVIEW ON MODERN LÀBOUR ECONOMICS

It is generally viewed that the apparent reason for the

timited applicability of contemporary labour economic theory

to the problems of the developing country is due to the

widely acclaimed notion that the problems of such a country

have to be treated on â different footing from that of an

industrially developed country because the mode of.

organization of production is different in the two types of

economies (uathur, 1964). The typical unit of production in

an industrially developed economy is a firm operating with

the help of wage-Iabour, whereas in the case of the

underdeveloped economy the basic unit of production in Lhe

dominant sector of the economy (ttre non-industrial sector)

is a household drawing its labour supply mainly from the

members of the family. Such unorganized nature of

production and the predominance of self-employment on family

farms and other multifarious small-scale informal activities
facilitate the existence on a large scale of what has come

to be known as "disguised unemployment", in contrast to open

unemployment the form commonly found in the industrially

developed economy.
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The neoclassical theory of labour supply and demand for

the individual and the firm respectively, follow the

traditional paradigm of extending the optimizatíon-subject-

to-constraint behavioural assumption that has come to be one

of the most useful hand-tools of rigorous economic analysis.

In labour analysis, the individual (or household) supplier

of labour is assumed to seek to maximize utility.derivable
from leisure hours and consumption facilities that is earned

by giving up leisure (i.e. by supplying work hours), subject

to income constraint available from sources including

working and non-working (e.g. transfer payments). The firm
(or producer) ttrat demands labour services is assumed to

seek to maximize profits (or minimize costs) arising from

its (or his) production activity, subject to output

constraint that should be met. These two agents acting and

interacting to optimize in their respective spheres, help to
generate the series of economic behaviour that govern the

labour market activities upon which Lhe society as a whole

thrives.

There also is the "dual labour market" explanation of the

events in the labour market. This approach does not see the

various outcomes in the labour market in terms of their
neoclassical (optimization tendencies of individual and

group behaviour) underpinnings, but rather in terms of their
institutional- conditioning. The labour market is posited to
be segmented into a prirnary and a secondary sector within
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which districts vrorkers and employers operate according to

markedly different behavioural rules (Wachter, 1974). The

primary sector constitutes jobs in the Iarge firms and/or

unionized occupations which tend to offer high vrages, good

working conditions, employment stabitity, chances of career

advancement and "equity and - due processes in t.he

administration of work rules" (Doeringer and Piore , 1971;

Cohen and Pfeffer, 1 984 ) . The secondary sector of the

labour market is the one, relative to the primary sector,

having Iess attract ive jobs: low vrages, poor working

conditions, considerable amount of instability of employment

(trigh turnover rates), littIe chance of promotion and/or

career advancement, and often arbitrary management

procedures. The literature presumes that there are barriers
to mobility between the labour market segments, and such

barriers emerge because of the existence of internal labour

markets with limited ports of entry and because of the

different availabilities of on-the-job training and the poor

job histories of the secondary market workers (Hodson and

Kaufman, 1982¡ Cohen and Pfeffer, 1984).

2.1.1 Modern Labour Economics and the LDCs

The mainstream theories of labour economics contain

important tools of analysis that could be utilized for the

LDC labour market, but they would not be adequate, given the

LDC's peculiar economic structures (enelps-Brown , 1972¡

Ikpeze , 1978; Hansen, 1983). This, however, is not to say
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that the underdeveloped country has no important uses to

which it can put contemporary Ìabour economic analysis. What

we wish to imply is that in terms of empirical validity,
many of the theories of mainstream labour literature today

would not stand up well when applied to the LDCs. Not that

it lacks the requisite analytical methods for addressing the

labour problems of the LDCs, what it lacks is the relevant

material to which it can apply its analytical methods" For

instance, the neoclassical approach has been put to

important use by various authors in analyzing labour market

conditions of LDCs.s The dual labour market approach of

modern labour economics can be extended to the analysis of

the dual economies of Èhe LDCs Isee (uouse, 1984a); House

and Rempel, 1976b)1. This approach will shed significant
Iight on the understanding of the rural-urban, formaf-

informal, modern-traditional sector dichotomy encountered in

the study of LDC labour markets.

In applying its neoclassical modelling to the LDCs,

Iabour economics attempts to address the LDCr s labour

problems with the same tools of analysis (together with the

assumptions used in building these tools) that it uses for

the developed economies. The result is that its answers to

the LDC's labour questions are far from satisfactory
(ehelps-Brown, 1972¡ Abumere, 1978). High rates of urban

s works of Leibenstein, Stiglitz, Mazumdar, Basu,
and Kotwal among many others are good examples
application.

Eswaran
of this
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unemployment, say, would be explained by the "natural rate"

hypottresis as due to longer "search" attitudes on the part

of urban job seekers; and Keynesian (neoclassical) theory

would be applied to explain it in terms of deficiencies in

effective demand in the economy. ÀIso the unemployment

problem could be explained as due to mismatch of urban

labour to existing vacancies (structural unemployment).

This in itself appears to represent a valid application of

theory, and in fact, these explanations could be valid for

the problem. But if, sãy, the appropriate policy actions as

implied by the theory are adopted in tackling the problem,

the result could be disappointing. This is because the

underlying assumptions upon which the theory is founded are

rather at variance with the set of assurnptions required for
building LDC labour market theories. Urban empJ.oyment-

creating policies may succeed in reducing urban unemployment

by some margin, but it could lead to an increase in the

absolute number of the unemployed (Harris-Todaro, 1970¡

Bairoch,1973¡ Iyoha,1975¡ Berry and Sabot, 1978; Bruton,

1978). Income-maintenance programmes could help alleviate
the poverty of the urban unemployed, but it could lead to

serious labour market conseguences if adopted in a society

with rigid institutional arrangements and inadequate

accounting procedures required for administering such a

programme.

. :::

a..'a:'.
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In the LDCs, it has been found that workers' ski1l (human

capital acquisition) and wage rate may not be the major

factors determining the employability of labour (Fajana,

1973, Mu1at , 1977) . The labour market may be "segment€d",

so that the dual labour market literature might be

appropriate in analyzing the problem. But hitherto Iabour

economics has not provided any formal theoretical model in

this regard.

In the LDCs, the concentration of poverty and

underemployment in certain sections of the population

indicates that, in the argument of the dual labour market

approach of labour economics, neoclassical approach of self-
adjustment mechanisms is inadeguate for analyzing the

problems. It also represents a proof that a non-neoclassical

sector exists (wachter, 1974). This view is supported by

Vietor i sz and Harr i son ( 1 973 ) :

"when bad jobs are found to be so widespread'that
perhaps 60 percent of workers in the inner city
fail to earn enough to support a family at even
minimum levels of decency, conventional
explanations based on individual differences in
labour productivity become noncredible. "

Though it might be argued that neoclassical economics does

not claim that poverty will disappear, such an underst,anding

is a necessary implication of its theoretical postulates
( see Sobel, 1982) . For instance , f.ollowing the line of

neoclassical interpretations, one would expect, sây, that

excess labour supply in the urban sectors of the LDCs should

pull the wage rate downr wârranting the absorption of lhe
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excess l-abour until the labour market is cleared. Or,

employers should be attracted to the low-wage rural sector

to hire labour, so that there would be no incidence of vast

rural--urban vrage differentials as they obtain in these

economies as perpetual features of the economy. Such

outcomes, however, have not been realized. This would lead

one to question the relevance of orthodox economic theory to

the case of the LDCs.

Yet i t i s important that v¡e do not lose s ight of the f act

that labour economics is not altogether lacking in

applicability to LDCs" The instiÈutionalist approaches to

the explanation of economic phenomena seem to be readily
appl icable in deal ing wi th the relat ive structureless

secondary labour market (urban informal and rural). The

vrage in this sector seems to be f ixed by the needs of

society for Iow-paid workers to do menial jobs. The society
(and the employers of labour in it ) tend to become

accustomed to the services supplied by cheap labour and have

littIe or no inclination to pay "decent" (high) viages for

such things as garbage collection, washing, etc. In the

Nigerian society, where a great deal of sexual

discrimination pertains in the labour market, the

institutional degree of sexism plays a significant role in

determining the vrage rate and employment in the secondary

sector (where most women in the labour force are allocated).
Moreover, a blend of the neoclassical and institutionalist
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approaches could be used to apply to the rural/subsistence

secLor wage determination. The wage rate in this sector may

reflect a perfectly elastic supp.ly curve of workers at some

vrage Ievel determined Iargely by custom or subsistence

living considerations (Mazumdar, '1959b; Hansen, 1966) .

Determinants of custom may be difficult to specify, but

social legislation (especially government.al/public

assistance) seems to be relevant (wachter, 1974). The social

minimum is dictated by the "reservation v¡age" of rural

workers (Lewis, 1954; Sarkar, 1957; Hansen, 1966).

2.2 THE LITERÀTURE ON LDC LABOUR PROBLEMS

The principal objective of any theory is for it to be

applied towards analysis, prescription and evaluation of

policies, and eventual solution of practical problems. In

the case of LDC labour market theories, this objective lies

in applying them towards addressing the employment problem:

increased employment for a country's labour force not only

brings about a more equitable distribution of income, it

also raises the overall fiving level of the population, and

represents the basis for further economic growth and

development.

}re attempt here to present some of these theorie's, and to

assess them critically on both a technical leve1 and on

their operational relevance. À categorization of the

literature on LDC labour markets into three broad groups
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(not necessarily reflecting their chronological order, but

rather arranged to reflect their similarity in approach and

material content) is adopted. The groups are the "Lewis-

type" models, the "Leibenstein-Stiglitz-Mazumdar" group, and

the "Harris-Todaro and the migration models". This latter
group encompasses much of contemporary contributions in this
field, and has come to represent the most powerful of the

neoclassical body of Iiterature that deal with the LDCs. It,
however, stiIl relies heavily on the background work and

foundation Iaid by its predecessors the Lewis-type models

and the contributions of the Leibenstein and Stiglitz era.

2.2.1 The Lewis-type ModeIs

The pioneering work in the labour market analysis of the

LDCs is that of Lewis ('1 954) and the subsequent "Lehris-type"

rnodels that developed out of it. The LDCs are posited as

characterized by conditions of "labour surplus". In

explaining this term, Berry (1975: 563) aefines that part of

the traditional sector labour force with marginal product

below (wage) income as "surplus labour", which is available

to the modern sector at a vrage partly determined by non-

market (institutional) factors. The modern sector in the

"labour surplus economy" is defined as one where, in hiring
Iabour, employers attempt to maximize profits (i.e. they

tend to employ the "value of marginal product (or marginal

revenue product) equal the marginal cost of the last worker"

rule). The complementary traditional- sector has marginal



cost of Èhe last worker above the value of his

product. An economy with both modern and traditional

as defined above, is known as a dualistic one.
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marginal

sec tor s

The Lewis-type models are thus dual-sector models in
which the economy is dichotomised in the above fashion. They

depict the absorption of an initial surplus by transference

of labour from the traditional to the modern sector of the

economy; the modern sector is the capitalist sector and the

traditional sector is the subsistence sector. The capitalist
sector is "that part of the economy which uses reproducible

capital and pays capitalists for the use thereof" (Lewis,

1954: 148). The subsistence sector includes everything else,

notably subsistence agriculture, petty trade, domestic

services, and the like, â11 of which Lewis characterizes

with the existence of surplus labour.10

An unlimited labour supply exists at the subsistence

vrage, and employers cannoL bid up wages through expansion in

employment. The average income level in the subsistence

( rural ) sector (wr ) must be somewhat less than the average

10 Surplus labour in the original Lewis' sense implies the
case where the sector contains workers whose marginal
productivity is negligible, zero, or negative, but who
nevertheless receive some positive amount of income which
enables them to achieve a given living level. Mathur
(1964) provides a detailed explanation of how zeÊo
marginal productivity could be consistent with positive
vrage payment despite the validity of the marginal
product ivi ty theory of v¡ages. For an account of t.hi s
explanation as well as a thorough analysis of the
marginal productivity theory in the context of a labour
surplus subsistence economy, see Mathur (1964). See also,
Sen (1966).
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wage ( income ) in the modern ( urban ) sector (wu) by,

according to Lewis' suggestion, some 30 percent or more

(Reynolds, 1965). The reasons for the existence of this
vrage gap are the incidence of higher living costs in the

towns, psychic costs to workers who transfer from easy-going

Iife in the traditional sector to the "tight-discipline"
life of industry, and also the higher conventional living
standards in the urban area (Reynolds, 1965; Leeson, 1979¡

Godfrey, 1979; Basu, 1984). Thus the urban-rural vlage gap

could therefore be seen as a strictly compensating

di f ferent ial .

We present the Lewis-type models' analysis of employment

determination in the following framework:

Employment in the capitalist sector is determined on

ordinary maximizing principles: with a perfectly elastic
supply of labour at the existing Wu>Wr, the firm's problem

is that of

(2.11 Max pQ(l,K*1) - W.L rK*1
{i'i

where

p is price of output Q, L is labour input, K*l is a given

Ieve1 of capital input in the first period (period 1), with

rental rate r.
From the first order conditions for achieving (2.1) we

obta i n

(2.2) þrf = pe'(L,K*1)
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from which the equilibrium amount of employment can be

determined. Let the solution be given by

(2.2a) I'r1 = l[w1 ,t,e(l,tt*1)J
in the f i rst per iod.

Now the capitalist surplusrr I S = pQ-wtL-rK*1, is bound to

be reinvested, thereby the capital stock is increased from

K* 1 to, sây, Ktr* 2 which then enters into (2.2a) to yield a

higher level of demand for labour (employment) as

(2.3) Lrl z = f.[W2 ,t,e,(L,K'tr'2)J, W2>W1.

From this situation a higher amount of surplus wiIl lead

further to higher capital stock and higher labour demand,

and the process wilI continue until all available surplus

Iabour suppJ-y have been absorbed. The model views though

that the era of unlimited labour may never end because

labour supply is being expanded continuously through

population increase. And unless the labour demand curve

shifts out faster than the labour supply rises, surplus

labour would continue to increase over time.

......:

Meanwh i 1 e

remains at

reduction of

the average income

WF, and would not

labour because there

in the traditional sector

decline in the face of

had always existed labour

11 The assumption here is that the firms are monopolists
making positive profits (Lewis, 1954). However, it could
be wondered why there should be entry barriers
perpetuating the monopolists' prolonged positive profit
margins. Arrighi (1973) provides the explanations as to
why this could be so, by noting that the modern sector
firms are usually (foreign) oligopolists operating with
high capiÈa1-intensive techniques. See also, Kñight and
Sabot (1983).
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surplus. Nor will it be affected by the size of the labour

surplus ( for even though the labour surplus might reduce the

subsistence sector' s marginal productivity on which Wr

depends (see Basu, 1980; 1984), Wr would never fall below

its "fixed" Ievel that is required for basic sustainance).

Should a time come when the labour surplus is exhausted and

Iabour becomes scarce in the capitalist sector, the labour

supply in the latter becomes upward sloping: all disguised

unemployment has been eliminated in the subsistence sector

and the marginal productivity of aII labour in t.his sector

has nov¡ risen to Wu. This is the point which Ranis and Fei

(1964) terms the "commercialization point". The subsistence

sector must pay labour the value of its marginal product and

must compete with the modern sector for "scarce" Iabour.

The subsistence sector has novr vanished by becoming

"modern", and both sectors novl operate on commercial

principles since rural workers are now no longer rationed,

and are able to move between sectors.

But the vrage level in the industrial sector may have

risen and been rising prior to the exhaustion of the labour

surplus for reasons that include non-economic ones. It
may rise in line with a rise in conventional standards of

Iife, voluntary increases granted by capitalists on moral

grounds, trade union pressurer or government regulation
(ReynoIds, 1 965 ) . Therefore the modern-subsi stence sector

wage gap would stilI always exist; and labour rationing and
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to be therural-urban labour

order of events in

" immobil ity"
the economy's

would

labour

cont inue

market.

We note that Wr is not expected to increase while labour

surplus still existed. rf it does increase however (for some

reason) tfris would lead to higher Wu and/or may postpone

further the attainment of the "commercialization point". Wu

is determined by the alternative available to those entering

capitalist employment the standard of Iiving in the

subs i stence sector ( of which wr i s an approx imate

indicator). So wu will be above Wr by at least a margin

which is necessary to induce the labour transfer, and

represents the amount required for the attainment of a

conventional higher standard of Iiving for capitalist
workers and to compensate for higher costs of living in the

capitalist modern sector (Co¿tr€y, 1979; Leeson, 1979) --
the compensating dif ferential.

2.2.2 Leibenstein, Stiglitz, Mazumdar

The work of these authors is slightly different from the

Lewis-type models to the extent that the former seem to

concentrate mainly on the modern sector of the economy. They

appear to take the yrage level in the traditional sector as

determined by some average level of subsistence production

income (StigIitz, 1969¡ 1974; Mazumdar, 1959a,b), and

employment there as characterized as usual by disguised

unemployment. Other than these, the other further pre-
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occupation r¡ith the subsistence sector as such by these

authors is in attempting to explain why the earnings of

labour are often substantially higher in industry than in

agriculture even after allowance is made for the higher cost

of living in the towns. Mazumdar (1959a) views that such a

vast earnings disparity ought not obtain in the absence of

any strong labour union organízations and the presence of a

large and mobile surplus of labour both in agriculture and

in the urban districts (which therefore should depress the

industrial lrage rate through excess supply). But as it is,
this observation has not been realised, and the persistence

of the disparity therefore casts doubts as to the rel-evance

of such neoclassical-based theories as these.

Some other authors in this group (See Bauer and Yamey,

1957 ) seem to provide some ansvrers to the issues raised by

Mazumdar. It is stated that in subsistence economies the

extended family system provides for a form of coLlective
production and consumption which in effect establishes a

reserve price for labour. This implies that there will be a

floor to the wage rate given by the income per capita in

agriculture. So that in order to attract sufficient amount

of labour, the industrial sector has to offer a real wage

greater than the level of this income per capita in

agriculture. But an alternative and seemingly more

explanatory anslrer is provided by Leibenstein (1957 ) who

postulated that whereas in the developed economy the purpose
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of increasing production is to increase the level of

consumption which is desirable for its ovÍn sake, in the

underdeveloped economy an additional reason for wishing an

increase in production exists: such an increase will not

only make possible an increase in consumption, but, aIso, by

adding to the health and vitality and 'hence productive

vigour of Èhe working populaÈion, it will make possible a

further increase in production. Hence an increase in

consumption is desirable not only for its oh'n sake but aLso

for its stimulating effects on production (Mazumdar, 1959b,

wonnacott, 1962). If a country is poor and under-nourished,

an increase in consumption will increase the working vigour

of the labour force, and entrepreneurs will find that the

quality of the labour hours they are purchasing is not

independent of its price, the v¡age rate. So, firms wiIl tend

to set the srage rate at that level which minimizes the cost

per unit of man-effort employed. But the main issue here is
that this v¡age level is very likely to be higher than the

average agricultural vrage level (defined by Wr in the

previous section) available in the subsistence sector. This

explains the modern-traditional sector earnings vagaries in

this model.

With regard to employment determination, the implication

from the Leibenstein position is that if a "surp1us" fabour

situation (in the Lewis sense) is assumed, then at the

chosen wage level t.here is bound to be an excess supply of



Iabour, and involuntary unemployment would exist
modern sector, co-existing with the already

disguised unemployment in the subsisLence sector.

12 Stiglitz refers to the
because of the central
it.
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in the

existing

model as a "Iabour turnover model"
role that labour turnover plays in

The work of Stiglitz (1974) appears to provide the

supplementary framework needed to knit the works in this
group together in a more comprehensive fashion. Stiglitz's
work on this is a general equilibrium model. It provides for

the explanations simultaneously of the determination of v¡age

differentials, urban unemployment, and the allocation of

labour between the urban and the rural sectors. 1 2

Turnover costs (recruitment and training) are greater in
urban sector than in the rural sector (probably because of,
sây, the formal processes of application processing and

interviewing which are observed in the urban area and need

not be observed in the rural area where on-the-spot

recruitments are 1ikely to be the practise. Stiglitz may

also have in mind the idea that the urban labour market

belongs to the primary segment of the labour market while

the rural sector belongs to the secondary segment; and in

the secondary labour market, recruitments are arbitrary and

there is not much training required for the worker). The

turnover rate is a decreasing function of the wage rate in

the urban sector relative to the vrage rate in the rural
sector, so that it pays each competitive firm in the urban
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sector to offer more than the rural wage.

It is clear then that the incidence of hiring and

training costs is the factor behind the reason $rhy urban

r¡age level is higher than its rural counterpart. It also

explains vrhy the urban employed could be expected to be more

productive than his counterpart in the rural sector. The

Stiglitz analysis, viewed together with the Leibenstein and

Mazumdar treatments, provides the insight as to why the

amount of labour demand in the urban sector could always

fall short of the labour supply: the labour supply depends

on the relatively high urban wage rate coupled with the

existing amount of unemployment in the urban sectori labour

demand, oD the other hand, is restricted to the level which

the firm could absorb and train, and would not necessarily
increase if the vrage rate falIs since it also would depend

on whether the firm would be willing to incur the further
training costs. Furthermore, the urban vrage rate could be

expected to experience downward rigidity for most of the

time, for employers would be unwilling to offer any "lovrer"

wages that could depress efficiency and productivity.
Involuntary unemployment would hence persist in the urban

sector.
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Contributions focusinq on the RuraI Labour l"larket Sector

Relatively more recent contributions to the explanation of

the labour market problbms of the agricultural sectors of

the underdeveloped economy exist in works of Bardhan (1979a,

b), Hansen (1983), House (1984 a,b), Eswaran and Kotwal

(1985), Àhmed (1983) to mention just a few.

Earlier treatments of the issue of rural labour supply

exist in works of Mazumdar (1959a), Berg (1961), and Kilby
(1961). These authors generally agree that the individual
labour supply curve is negatively sloped, because (they

reckon) rural dwellers have relatively low want schedules

and therefore are likely to have higher preferences for

Ieisure as against income.

Bardhan (1979a) tested this notion in his empirical study

in which he analyzed a large set of cross-sectional data for

agricultural workers in rural West Bengal region of India in

estimating farm labour supply functions. His results f"å
him to conclude that the supply of agricultural labour is
positively related to the wage rate and negatively related

to the sguare of the wage rate. We can represent this
finding in a linear model:

N = a + pW _ 7W2,

where N is labour supply, w is wage, and a¡9,7 >

parameters.

From this, dN/dw = þ-ZtW = 0 for w=þ/2t

1..:1.

a'
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labour supplyand d2N/dw2- -27 <

curve increases at a decreasing rate with the

wiIl eventually bend backward at the v¡age

w=þ/2t.

v¡a9e

rate

rate, and

given by

It is interesting to observe from

rural labour supply can be modelled with

mainstream labour economic theory.

the

the

foregoing that

use of standard

On the demand side, this sub-set of the literature
attempts to explain wage and employment determination in the

context of both casual and permanent agricul-turaI workers.

Bardhan's (1979b) empirical work here addresses the

conditions of wage and employment in a model where there

exists an " incentive payment" by the employer when

supervision and continuous monitoring of work effort is
costly for him. This is given a more thorough theoretical
treatment by Eswaran and Kotwal ( 1 985) who utilized a

"shirking rnodel" to explain the incidence of non-market-

clearing þrages for agricultural employment contracted on a

somewhat permanent basis. These models bring both the supply

and demand sides together to determine the equilibrium wage

and employment between casual and permanent agricultural
labour.

The employer seeks

from hired permanent

important tasks that

to elicit loyalty and trustworthiness

workers in order to entrust them with

are by nature difficult to monitor"
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The employer accomplishes this by providing for them a

utility level from employment higher than that which could

be obtained from elsewhere in an alternative employment.

This creates a process of what the writers termed "two-tier"
Iabour market within a homogeneous labour force. Àny

evidence of shirking on the part of the employee results in

the termination of the otherwise permanent contract. Such a

possibility and the resulting losses in utility from it,
holds the worker loya1 most of the time to the benefit of

the employer. Based on this theoretical underpinning, the

authors established a system of demand for labour equations

for "permanent" and casual workers, and their !.¡ages; and

demostrate that wages and general conditions of employment

are superior for the permanent employees as compared to the

casual workers "

The models clearly illustrate how, even the agricultural
Iabour market, is ("segmented") divided into a "primary"
(permanent ) sector with high wages and a "secondary"
(casual) sector with low vrages and high turnover rates. À

critique of this analysis is carried out in a subsequent

section of this chapter

2.2.3 Harris-Todaro and the Migration Mode1s

ModeIs

the urban

phenomena

of rural-urban migration and the functioning of

labour market have attempted tc explain the

of Iarge scale urban in-migration and open
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unemployment by recourse to implications from the Lewis

postulate, and by a seemingly direct application of the

Stiglitz (1969; 1974) postulates. Todaro (1969), and Harris

and Todaro (1970) hypothesized a two-sector model in which

the individual decision to migrate is a function of the

urban-rural real income differential and of the probability

of finding a modern or formal sector job. If the present

value of the discounted expected real income gain from

migrat ion, af ter t.aking account of the chances of being

unemployed, is positive, then migration is worthwhile. Works

by House and Rempel (1978a; 1980), and Rempel (1979) on the

empirical examination of this migration model (using Kenyan

data) have tended to confirm the model's underlying

functional relationship (House, 1984b). We present a brief
outline of the model in the following framework.

It is assumed that the rate of rural-urban migration is a

positive function of the differential between expected

earnings in the urban sector and the average expecled

earnings in the rural sector (ttarris and Todaro, 1970;

Iyoha , 1975). Let the expected urban earnings be represented

by the urban vrage rate modified by one's expectations of

f inding employment. The most important factor governing

expectations is the existing urban employment rate, Eu,

which is a proxy for the probability of getting an urban

j ob.



Following these specifications we

Todaro differential equation of

migration as

can
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write a Harris-

of rural-urbanrate

(2.4) trrt = kr{wu(r,u/Hu) - wr}

where

trit = dl,4/At is the rate of migration with respect

to time, t.
M is the amount of migration,

kr is a positive constant,

wu is average real vrage (income) in the urban sector,

Wr is average real wage (income) in the rural sector,

Lu is urban employed labour force,

Nu is total urban labour force (employed and

unemployed).

Now Wu is expected to be greater than Wr in rea] terms (i.e.

adjusted for cost-of-Iiving differences, etc.), for various

reasons (see above): the urban sector is the more capitalist
sector, and capitalistic production raises the productivity

of labour, enabling labour to receive higher vrages (Lewis,

1954; Leibenstein, 19571. AIso, because of the 1ow level of

productivity in rural agriculture (which dominates economic

activity in the rural sector), average rural earnings faII
far short of its urban counterpart (Umo, 1975). This

situation is aggravated by the operations of agents like the

Nigerian Produce Marketing Boards (see next Chapter).
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Based on the validiLy of this relationship, t{e note that

the urban unempLoyment rate affects the probability of

finding an urban job (rurlnu) -- higher urban unemployment

rate reduces this probability. Hence, there would normally

exist some leve1 of urban unemployrnent rate, (denote this

leveI by U*), sufficiently high to equilibrate the expected

earnings in both sectors, thereby causing migration to

cease. For this rate of unemployment, (2.4) becomes

(2.5a) Xrlwu.(r,urlnu¡* - wrl - 0,

from which we obtain

(2.5b) wr = wu.(r,urlNu)'t.

This shows that equality of inter-sectoral expected earnings

could only come about when the urban unemployment rate is

sufficiently high to cause migration to cease.

Now Iet us define:

11 = the probability of getting a job in the

urban sector,

1t2 = the probability of being employed in the

rural sector.

Then (2.4) can be written as

with the

frft = kr{nrwu - n2wrl

assumptions that

7t1 = f,u/Hu (according to the original Harris-

Todaro (1970) version, and according to Shaw (1971),
and

llz = 1

of one

(i.e.
being

assuming that

"employed" in

there is certainty
the rural secÈor, either
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in commercial agriculture or

or in both).

Therefore ( 2.5a) becomes

(2.6) f rlnrWu - Wr] = 0,

from which (2.5b) is obtained.
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in subsistence activity

Àny event that disturbs the equilibrium (2.6), such as an

increase in urban labour demand (t,u), whether or not it

increases Wu, would increase r 1 and thus make dlL/dt

pos i t i ve, unt i I the system comes to rest at a new

equilibrium with a new unemployment level g**>g*.1s

But what factors are responsible for making equation

(2.6) to hold? why would the expected earnings in the two

sectors be equated under given T1 and T2 with Wu>Wr given

the notion of neoclassical economic theory that rational
individuals and economic agents tend to behave in such a vray

as to exploit all avaitable gains from trade?

13 This represents a very disturbing dilemma for the LDC.
Àttempts to create any additional employment in the urban
sector has the effect of increasing ( rather than
decreasing) the urban unemployment. À simple numerical
example could illustrate this. Suppose Nu=9000, and
Lu=6000. Then absolute number of unemployed is 3000,
white F.u=2/3 or 66.7%. rf an additional 800 jobs is
created, \rhile Nu increases to 10000 ( just by 1000 ) , the
absolute number of the unemployed has risen (to 3200)
with the rise in Lu (to just over 67%1. This is a
dilemma of "creating additional unemployment with
employment": this example indicates that a less than 2%
employment led to over a 6 percentage point increase in
unemployment.
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The ansvrer to the above question is crucial to our

investigation. Both the Lewis postulates and its followers,

as well as Leibenstein, StigIitz, Basu and many others among

the contemporary writers attempt to provide ansrrrers and

explanations to the persistence of the intersectoral wage

gap. A critical look wiIl be taken at these explanations

shortly, and it is envisaged that a possible (perhaps

alternative) explanaLion will emerge from our study.

Before this,
the process of

Todaro model.

let us attempt a more in-depth analysis of

equilibrium determination in the Harris-

2.2.4 À Microeconomic Analysis of the Harris-Todaro Model

Let outputs in the urban and rural sectors respectively be

(2.7a) Qu = Qu(r,u); Qu'>0, Qu"<0
(2.7b) or = Qr(lr); Qr'>0, Qr"<0.
The total labour available in the economy is L, and is

distributed to both sectors such that
(2.7c) r,u + Lr <= L.

Now assuming that the society wishes to maximize social
welfare which depends on the total output produced in the

economy, Qu+Qr; the problem becomes the optimal way of

distributing labour between the sectors under the

constraints (2.7a) , (2.7b) and (2.7c) .

This maximization problem can be depicled as a simple

Lagrangean exercise;
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(2.8) þfax Qu(r.u)

the tr's are

+ er(Lr) + Àr{eu-eu(Lu)}

+ Àz{Qr-Qr(¡,r)} + Às{L-Lu-Lr}

Lagrangean mult ipl iers.where

Thi s yields the following first-order conditions:

(2.8a) Qu' trrQu' - ì's = o

(2.8b) Qr' ÀzQr' - Às = o

(2.8c) Qu - Qu(Lu) = o

(2.8d) Qr - Qr(lu) = o

(2.8e) I Lu Lr = 0.

Solving these:

(2.8a) and (2.8b) yield

Qu' 
= 

,1-lr)

óT' ï-i-T;I
as ( 2.8c ) , and ( 2.8d) are just the def initional equations

already stipulated in (2.7a) and (2.7b) respectively.

Assuming Àr = ì.2 (i.e. assuming changes in Qu and Qr have

identical effects on social welfare),1 a then

(2.9a ) Qu' = Qr' ,

and

(2.9b) f, = Lu+tr (from (2.8e) as against inequality
(2.7c)).

Denote the solutions to these as Lu* and Lr*.

Then by substituting these values into (2,7a) and (2.7b)

we obtain the optimum values:

14 By definition, the
of the sensitivity
case social welfare)

Lagrangean multiplier is the measure
of the objective function (in this
to the constraint (Qu and Qr).
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( 2. 10 ) {Lu* , Qu:r } , {Lr* , gr* } .

(2. 10) represents the "maximum-welfare" equilibrium solution,

and can be compared with the Harris-Todaro equilibrium

solution by the aid of the digrammatic illustration in

Figure 2.1 .

The length of the horizontal axis, Ou-Or represents the

total available labour force. The vertical axes measure Wu

and Wr on the left-hand side and the right-hand side

respectively. The curves MPu and MPr are the marginal

product curves of labour in the urban and rural sectors

respectively, drawn with origins Ou and Or respectively.

Àccording to the welfare-maximization eguilibrium

solution, output is maximized by allocating labour between

the two sectors according to the point of intersection of

the two curves, i.e. employing Lu* in the urban sector and

Lr* in the rural sector.

According to the Harris-Todaro solution, the urban sector

has an institutionally fixed minimum wage Wuo, and this
means that the urban sector employs LuocLu*. The difference,

LuoLu*, represent urban unemployment.

To determine what happens to rural employment as a

result r consider the rectangular hyperbola poR0, 1 5

constructed through the point À.

1 5 This technique adapted from Basu (1980) and (1984).rs





The area WuoÀLuoou (= Wuoluo) is

[= wro(L-Lro)] = wroNu.
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equal to the area wroBLroou

r.e
(2 .11) wuoLuo wr0 (l-Lro )

or

wuoLuo
(2.12) wro

(L-Lro )

wuoLuo

Nu

(2.12) is the same as (2.5b).

Hence the amounts (wuo,Luo) and (wrorlro) represent the

Harris-Todaro equilibrium position for the urban v¡age level

Wuo. This shows that rural employment reduces from Lr* to

Lro as a result of the urban-rura1 s¡age gap (wuo-wro ). The

amount of labour Lr*Lr0 represents an additional urban

unemployment (rural-urban migrants) .

Consider nov¡ an increase in urban employment (at the

f ixed vrage wuo , say ) " 
1 6 The corresponding rectangular

hyperbola RlRr indicates a reduction in rural employment to

Lr1<Lro. The amount of labour LroLrl migrates to the urban

sector and íncreases the urban unemployment level, and

likely its rate also"

16 Note that even íf
Ieve1, Lhe result

Wuo alters at a
wiIl not change.

higher urban employment
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1aÊ Stability Ànalysis
SoIut i on

of the Harris-Todaro Equilibrium

We attempt to establish that the above solution of the

is stable, and that the underlying assumptions for

this stability is established is a subject which this
will investigate.

model

which

study

Define the time rate of increase of migration as

determined by the "excess demand" in urban employment,

i.e.
(2.13) avt/dL = ú = kz(lu - M),

where

kz >

For simplicity assume that urban labour demand (employment)

is a linear function of the urban wage rate:
(2.14) ¡,u = oWu + þ, a<0, p>0.

(2.14) into (2.13) yields

(2.15) M = kz(aWu + p _ M).

Substituting Wu from equation (2.4) into (2.15)

. dk zNu . .ak 2Wr(2.16) U = M + +

we have

kzM þkz

Simplifying,

differential

(2.16a) u

k 1Lu

v¡e obtain the

equat ion

krkzLu

k 1Lu

f irst-order, f irst-degree

k zl,u ( øWr+gk r Lu )
M +

( k r Lu-ok zNu ) (krLu-okzNu) krLu



The solution to (2.16a) is

solutions of the 'homogeneous

part' . 1 7

given

part'
by

and

the

the
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sum of the

'particular

For the homogeneous solution:

. klkzlu
M+M= 0

( k r Lu-ak zNu )

or

ù = - 
krkzlu 

M
(kil-oltutlu)

Integrating both sides:

-vt
M(t) = Àe

where

À=apositiveconstant,
and

krkzLu
=

( k r Lu-ak zNu )

part icular solut ion:For the

puttins ù 0 into (2.16a)

v ( aWr+Ék r Lu )
-vM + 0

klLu

so that

17 The reader who is
of di f ferent ial
(19742466-495).

interested
equat ions

in the complete
may wish to

methodology
see Chiang
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¿ç¡+pk 1 Lu
M M:rr

krLu

The complete solution

-vt
(2.17 ) u(t) = Ae +

k 1Lu

Equation (2.17) is the ¡i¡¡s-path of rural-urban migration.

The stability conditions for (2.17 ) requires that the

limiting value of M(t) as t approaches infinity be finite.
Given that the second term of the right-hand side of (2.17)

is finite for given values of Wr and Lu, then

Lim M(t) = M* if and only if v >
t->ôo

But

krkzLu

k r Lu-¿k zNu

of (2.16a) is therefore given by

øWr+pk 1 Lu

v=
(

since kr, kz >

There fore

oWr+pk 1 Lu
f.im ¡¿(t) = = M*.
t->.¿ k I Lu

Stability is established for the Harris-Todaro solution

illustrated in the model above.

However, the condition o<0 is required for this stability
i.e. the urban labour demand curve is required to be

negatively sloped. In other words, it is required that

urban employers react to wage reductions with increased

Iabour demand, and to wage increases with reduced labour

demand.



But do urban (industrial)

Lo this rule?
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employers actually act according

Our study of the labour market by the application of the

ef f ic iency-wage model wi 11 attempt to examine thi s
requirement and to provide some answer to this guestion.

2.3 CRTTIQUE OF THE LITERÀTURE

The abundance of IiteraLure and the significantly high rate

at which addiLional research output is emerging in respect

of LDC labour markets represents an encouraging development

towards the quest for a more thorough understanding of the

LDCs' economic condit ions. I t i s important that the

literature on the underdeveloped economies be made to have

sufficient micro foundations required for a more rigorous

and more thorough exposition of the facts, preparing the

ground for the evolution of more deep-rooted and viable
po1 icy prescr ipt ions .

Wi t.h respect to the LDCs' labour market 1i terature , the

elegant pioneering contributions of the Lewis-type models

are clearly the most important first attempts in applying

neoclassical analytical methods in the developrnent of LDC

Iabour economics. These efforts set the stage, and laid the

general background upon which the subsequent work in this
direction were based.

However,

not go far

it has been argued that
enough in its utilization

Lewis approach does

the (neoclassical)
the

of
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rationality axiom (Leeson , 1979¡ Basu , 1984\; and also that

the models are based on certain unrealistic premises such as

the premise of competitive product markets (Abumere, 1978¡

Livingstone, 1976) . The models' presumption that

capitalists reinvest their surplus implies that monopoly

situation is supposed, and such a supposition is
incompatibte with the model-s' (implicit) assumption of a

constant output. price leveI.

If firms accumulate surpluses, and are monopolists or

oligopolists Isee Herman (1975), Reuber (1973), Àrrighi
(1977), Knight and Sabot (1983)1, then increased capitalist
investment of profits, Ieading to higher output (shifting

the marginal product of labour curve outward), will depress

output prices and reduce capitalist profits (depending of

course on the price-elasticity of output demand; but even if
we assume a very moderately inelastic demand situation,
prof its will still be adversely affected). Moreover, v¡ages

may be increased due to the increased labour demand.

Therefore , given that entrepreneurs "are not fools", it
will be more reasonable to suppose that they should spend

(some of) their profits on consumption instead of investing

it under such circumstances in which investment in the first
period diminishes profits in the second period. l I The

r8 Basu (1984)
diagrammatic
inÈeresting
contained in
(chapter 5).

makes this point by use of an explicit
illustration. À different set of very

points evaluating the Lewis model is
this Basu's ( 1 984 ) impressive volume

The interested reader may also wish to refer
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models' rationality assumption is therefore inconsistent in

its use for analyzing the workings of the labour market and

employment determination in it. That firms mechanistically

reinvest all their profits does not seem to be a valid

assumption in line with the rationality axiom.

The "compensating differentiaI" explanation given for the

phenomenon of urban-rural vrage gap does not seem to be a

very convincing argument. It is not only ad hoc in terms of

how the employer is supposed to determine the exact amount

of wage level which will be sufficient as a compensating

differential, but also appears to be at odds with the

workings of the "marginal productivity theory" which is
supposed to have governed the choice of the appropriate vrage

offer. How does the model explain the possibility that an

employer's profit maximization criterion (va1ue of marginal

product equals wage rate) might be achieved at a vrage level

close to (or even less than) ttre rural wage? uust the

employer then arbitrarily decide to violate such an optimal
yrage choice in order to raise his wage offer to reflect the

"compensating differential"? If so, why must the employer

find such an action profitable? the model clearly
compromises the fundamental tenets of neoclassical modelling

by not providing a firm basis for explaining why urban vrages

will not fall in the face of increased intake of rural
workers, Its systematic device of "rationing" of rural

to Leeson (1979) as
critique along similar

well as
Iines.

Godfrey (1979) for some
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soc ialworkers seems to be

choice framework than

explicable more in terms of a

in terms of economic behaviour.

'::a 

,

The Stiglitz era brought some improvements into the basic

foundations laid by the Lewis-type contributions. The

crucial issue of the urban-rura1 v¡age differential emerging

as a perpetual feature of the labour market is explained by

Stiglitz (1969¡ 1974) in terms of 'labour t,urnover' factors
(see above). Harris-Todaro and the latter migration models

that grew out of it attribute the higher urban vrage levels
to "the tendency for urban wages to be f ixed by

institutional and/or minimum vrage ruIes" above their rural
counterparts (see Basu, 1984¿73\. The literature thus tended

to treat the rural-urban vrage gap as exogenously determined

(based partly on the Lewis arguments) until Stiglitz (1974)

attempted to provide more indepth analysis into factors
determining how the vrage gap actually emerges and is

sustained (namely, the "turnover" analysis).

However, what these authors establish is not the absolute

rigidity of the urban wage but merely establish why the

urban vrage may tend to equilibrate above the rural one

(gasu, 1984276). It is not clear as to why the urban r{age

must be "fixed" above the rural one. ÀIso the question of

the downward rigidity of the urban wage arises. Recent

contributions to the growing literature on this by House

(1984a), Hansen (1983), Knight and Sabot (1983), Rempel

( 1 981 ) , House and Rempel ( 1 978a ¡ 1978b) attempt to analyze
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the factors causing Lhe rural-urban wage differential and

the urban l¡age inflexibility. Various factors are

identified as possible explanatory factors for these

phenomena; the role of the firm in fixing high vtages as a

result of its market povrer and in order to minimize (high)

turnover costs are the major explanations offered.

We observe Lhat a thorough neoclassical analysis has not

been provided for explaining both the reasons and sources of

urban vrage rigidity and inferiority of rural wages relative

to urban wages. It will be illuminating to see the Harris-

Todaro mechanism adapted to incorporate a model that sheds

light on how the system will work if v¡ages in the two

sectors of the economy are allowed to fluctuate in such a

way that wage parity is achieved. Futhermore, the model

should address the question that may arise if fuIl

employment happens to obtain in the urban sector: for then

wiIl the probability of finding an urban sector job be

unity, thereby making it impossible for equilibrium to

establ i sh.

Our contr ibut ion in establ i shing stabi I i ty for the

Harris-Todaro solution represents a strong indication that

the model can be applied towards the analysis of the LDCs

under the given assumptions. Therefore it is essential for

the Harris-Todaro type migration models of LDC labour market

analysis that the factors responsible for the formation of

the urban vrages, and for these vrages to be always superior
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to rural wages (in real terrns), and also to be inflexible
downward, be thoroughly analyzed and explained within the

neoclassical framework of economic analysis. we consider

this requirement crucial for an on-going durability of the

Harris-Todaro and its associated migration models in
analyzing LDC labour markets, and for formulating the

relevant policy prescriptions. This dissertation attempts

to address this requirement.

The urban informal sector and its interactions with, and

influences oî, the overall labour market has come to pose an

additional question needing to be addressed. The Harris-
Todaro supposition that people in the urban sector either
find jobs at the (forma] sector) wage Wu or they remain

unemployed, seems to be no longer tenable when cast in the

Iight of the operation of the informal sector at offering
alternative employment at wages below Wu (but generally

above Wr) [see Sethuraman (1976¡ 1981), Àmin (1982), Rempel

(1982), Mazumdar (197 6) I . t s

The IiteraÈure on rural (agricultural ) employment

analysis represents an important break-through to the extent

that they have pioneered the application of micro-theoretic

methods to the modelling of agrarian labour markets. The

1 e The omission of the urban informal sector operation need
not, however, be a serious flaw for the Harris-Todaro
model, since the main difference it makes is that its
inclusion raises the probability of finding urban jobs
(and lowers Wu), Such a situation does not alter the
fundamental postulates of the model.
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works of Bardhan (1977¡ 1979a,b) and Eswaran and Kotwal

( 1 985) are particularly worth mentioning.

However, one major premise utilized by these models seems

to be suspect. The assumption that the employer can use an

"incentive payment" system to attract higher work effort
from the employees (and thereby reduce costly supervision

and continuous monitoring) does not seem to be tenable for

the agricultural sector. Given the nature of agricultural
job tasks, one would suppose that worker productivity is

easily verifiable, so that shirking on the part of any

employee is readily detected. Moreover, agricultural job

tasks are relatively non-capital intensive, therefore no

significant "worker discretion and personaf judgement"

(emphasized by Eswaran and Kotwal (1985: 162-165) ) is

required by Èhe worker in his/her job routine. Rather, it is
expected that such requirements characterize employment and

production in the industrial (manufacturing) sector where

some degree of worker sophistication is likely to be needed

because of the high capital-intensity and modern

technological requirements of the production activity in

Èhis sector.

This condition is utilized in our study of the

agricultural sector and its employment implicationsr äs well

as in modelling the LDCs' overall labour market conditions

under the framework of the efficiency-wage hypothesis. The

analyses, the results, and their empirical illustrations,
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provided in the
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of the contents of this thesis, and are

subsequent chapters.

2.4 SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this chapter we have presented both a brief review of

mainstream labour economics and a more indepth critical

evaluation of the labour market Iiterature of the

underdeveloped economies. We have noted the extent to which

the main theoretical constructs of modern labour economics

have applicability in analyzing the problems of the LDC

Iabour markets. lle observed that the neoclassical and dual-

Iabour market analyses of modern labour economics can be

applied usefully to the explanation of LDCs' labour market

conditions.

We also noted that the conLemporary LDC labour market

Iiterature which has developed over the years under the

pioneering lead of Lewis, Leibenstein and others, represents

an important base upon which a complete "Labour Economics of

the LDCs" can be founded. An important requirement for

transformi.ng the existing contributions into a comprehensive

body of "LDC labour economics" is the need for modification

and adaptation of concepts to identify entities of decision-

making and thus provide clearer policy prescriptions, in the

fashion exemplified by the works of Basu (1980; 1984),

Stiglitz (1974¡ 1976a,b), Eswaran and Kotwal (1985), Hansen

(1e83)"
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The existing LDCs' labour market literature is reviewed,

and we attempted to emphasise some of the pertinent flaws

needing attention (and do suppose that our study shall

succeed in attempting to provide answers needed for

addressing these flaws). We have also established stability
for the Harris-Todaro model of LDC labour market analysis,

and discovered that the stability condition requires that

the urban labour demand curve be negatively sloped. Our

study shall attempt to investigate the extent to which this
condition is satisfied in LDC labour markets.

We believe that this exercise is a contribution towards

the emergence of a more representative labour economics

analyses reflecting the economies of the developing worId.

It is envísaged that this critical review of literature
shall enable the reader !o appreciate some of the important

issues requiring attention in the labour problems of LDCs,

and to be able to place in perspective some of the basic

contributions this dissertation attempts to make.



Chapter I I I

CONDITION OF NIGERIÀN LÀBOUR MÀRKET: A PROTOTYPE
OF LDC'S

Às a less developed economy the Nigerian labour market is

characterized by certain important peculiarities that set it.

apart from lhat of a developed economy. This condition calls

for the development of specific measures of labour market

conditions which reflect the country's own special

circumstances. It necessitates the search for the

development of alternative methods of measurement in order

to obtain a more accurate view of labour market conditions

in Nigeria.

Some of these peculiarities have been widely

a number of writers2o with respect to LDCs in

attempt to highlight some of the pertinent ones

to the Nigerian economy.

discussed by

general. We

with respect

Nigeria contains an area of 924,000 square kilometres

(357,000 square miles) stretching between Cameroun (to the

east) to Benin (to the west) on the west African coast to

about 14oN. inhabited by a racially homogeneous population.

2o See, for
Sinclair

example Mouly (1977), Bruton (1978)- , UdaIl and
(1982) 

"
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FuII-time h'age employment is not a general feature of the

Nigerian labour market. À substantial proportion of the

population undertake seasonal work, pârt-time workr oE are

engaged in family enterprises, and as such would most Iikely

not exert any consistent influence on such key labour market

variables as employment/unemployment, wages, and

participation rates. The use of informal methods of labour

allocation is common practice. UnIike workers in developed

countries who gain relatively more labour market information

from formal sources such as employment agenc ies and

classified media advertisements (Rees, 1966), and relatively

less from family and friends, the majority of workers in

Nigeria rely on information from relatives and friends

regarding job availability. 21

In this chapter vre first present a general background by

ïray of discussing some of the socio-economic conditions that

contribute in shaping the labour market factors. The general

labour market characteristics are then discussed, followed

by a complete survey of the economic conditions in the

labour market.

21 Such a situation is not irrational, seeing that people
will tend to avoid the more expensive methods of job
search regular purchase of nevtspapers, mailing
applicaLions, and the like. Ànd moreover, in a community
dominated by very 1ow income persons, the most
inexpensive methods of job search appears to be the most
sensible ones to be adopted.
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3.1 BACKGROUND TO THE LABOUR MÀRKET CONDITIONS

3.1 .1 Àttitudes to Wage-Employment

ColoniaI administration needed cheap unskilled labour in the

plantation farms and mines; and as the products were to be

exported, roads and railways had to be constructed: further
requiring unskilled labour. It turned out Èo be extremely

difficult for such labour to be forthcoming wiIlingly from

the populace who appeared content with their traditional
peasant livelihood, so that certain forms of subtle and

overt coerc ion had to be used to attract labour

(SeibeI,197 3 ) . 2 2 Hence involuntary work, or work for motives

entirely external to the job, governed labour supply, so

that very litte adapt,ation took place, and workers returned

to their home villages as soon as they could.

However, as time went on nelr motives for working and for

staying in towns or at other employment sites developed:

work for wealth (as the "International Demonstration Effect"
took place (Meier, 1964)), work for education expenditure,

and work for social status. As part of the $¡ages have to be

consumed in town, workers have to stay there beyond the

point in time where the amount of wages equals the amount of

money needed for taxes and fees and acquisition of few

items. And as needs and wants increase and prices rise, the

22 Such techniques included the colonial government's
insistence that tax be paid only in cash and in gritish
money (see Seibel: 4). Prior to this, taxes were paid in
kind, in labour, in coyrry shells (a form of an exchange
medium) and other forms of primitive money.
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period spent in town has to be extended further. Thus a

stage is rapidly developing through prolonged and

intensified contact with modern money, modern commodities,

and modern amenities of city life.

Nor are the rural areas left immune from all these. In fact,

in the rural areas the need for tax payment, bride-price,

school fees, etc., aggravate more and more the motives for

vrage-Iabour. People increasingly tend to move to the city
in search of r{age labour, and occasionally return home to

their families.

Finally, the stage is reached where a more permanent stay

in the town/work-pIace is necessitated. Wage employment had

become fulty integrated into the normal life of the Nigerian

worker, and for a great many Nigerians (in absolute rather

Lhan relative terms), vrage-employment has replaced

agricultural- and/or craft work carried out on an extended

family basis. Wage labour has become a socially recognized

section of 1ife, regarded as a superior substitute for work

in the village. 2 3 Workers' attitudes to work shi fted

dramatically from negative to positive, in such a way that,

Seibel (1973) found that over 63 percent of all respondents

showed highly positive attitudes towards their job, 19

percent had negative attitudes, and 1 I percent showed

23 From the author's
Nigerian villagers
reckoned that most
to wage-employment,
itself and not only

close contact and experience among
and town-dweIIers aIike, it is

Nigerians express positive attitudes
and tend to regard it as an end in

as a means of earning one's living.
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ordinarily positive attitude or v¡ere neutral.

3.1.2 Labour turnover and Job Prestige

Because of the type of work in which many were (and still
are) employed in Nigeria: construction (road, Íâi1way,

building, etc), mining, plantation farming and the like,
high turnover is to be expected. The tendency is for workers

to be given only limited'contracts and to be dismissed after
their contracts have expired.2a In Seibel's (1973) study of

Southern Nigeria, it was found that among the workers below

18 years of â9€, the mean employment duration per job is 0.9

years, and this increases with age up to 6.2 years among

workers 45 years of age and above. (tt¡is finding may not be

very different from what obtains in most developed

countries, though).

In Nigeria (and perhaps

have the highest prestige,

are generally rejected. 2 5

lOCs), white-coIlar jobs

manual and technical jobs

as recent as the early

most

while

Even

24 Such experiences tended to make workers reluctant to
sever their family ties at home, and to regard wage-
employment and town-Iiving as transitory.

25 The roots of this attitude have been attributed to the
emphasis of the colonial rulers on ordinarily
academically-trained personnel needed for colonial
administration only Isee: Kilby (1961); Ì.leeks (1972)].
Since there vras no need for gearing the educational
objectives of the colonial system towards long-term
economic developmental purposes (as such purposes are
divorced from the short-term colonial policies), there
was no need to give any emphasis to training of. the loca1
populace in technical and semi-skilled/skilled
qualifications"
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1970's, the high-prestige of white-co1Iar jobs were rea1ly

in harmony with the economic structure: when senior (high-

paying) work could mainly be found only in government and

administration, when strong incentives were sti11 attached

to positions in the bureaucracy, and when the proportion of

Nigerians employed in industry and technology v¡as stil1
relatively meagre (oamachi ,1973) . In the past decade,

occupational prestige has changed greatly in line with the

structure of the economy which has increased the number of

technical and other jobs in industry. However, in the rural

sector where changes often occur later than in the towns,

the o1d attitudes still prevail.

In a survey on this subject, the author found that out of

166 respondents drawn among villagers in six villages in

Southern Nigeria, only about 13 percent give technical and

related jobs as their first choice for themselves and their
children. As high as about 52 percent favour non-technical

academic jobs, and about 35 percent favour other white-

collar office jobs a total of about 87 percent. Compared

to the workers themselves (wage-workers settled in towns),

the trend is almost the same among 220 respondents, except

that there is a significant number here, about 26 percent,

(unlike among the rural dwellers) who indicated the choice

to become independent and establish their ovtn business or

trade (mainly in the informal sector presumably).
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The overall picture now is that of an overwhelming thirst

for general education as well as for further technical

training a striving for occupational advancement, and a

rush into any type of "modern" occupation. This is now

presenting a very serious labour market probl-em, because

there are many more being educated (but lacking the

requisite experience) than can find jobs. In the rural

sector, the consequence has been that production has fallen

to an aII time low, mainly as a result of rural exodus (but

also as a result of very Iow productivity) lumo ,1975].

3.1 .3 The OveraII Background

The typicat Nigerian would move out of home in search of

work in the towns after acquiring secondary school

education. Ànybody from the age of 14 and above is

employable. Even people with an ordinary elementary school

education tend to leave the village in search of work in the

urban areas. Most of these end up in the towns either
working as self-employed informal sector labour market

participants or as unemployed. The informal sector economic

activities represent a substantial portion of Nigeria's

economic life, and such a condition renders it even more

di f f icult for one to measure the true level of

employment/unemployment in such a society.

In Nigeria the government (whether Federal,

Local) constitutes the Iargest single employer

State, oF

of labour,
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providing jobs for mostly educated people in the civil

service, and the public enterprises. There is a shortfall in

the supply of trained and experienced manpovrer at

management, professional and intermediate leveIs. The

shortfall is most acute for all kinds of construction

engineers, irrigation and agricultural engineers '
architects, SurveyorS, doctOrs, farrn managerS, technic ianS,

and skilled artisans of alI grades (Nwosu, 1979). The

shortage of prof ess ional manpovter i S vrorsened by the

country's apparent preference for more academic

qualifications signalled by the fact that most of the

country's instítutions are bíased towards providing training

in the purely academic fields (oleiomaoh, 1979).

The socio-cultural and political factors that underlie

the Nigerian society have a significant bearing on the

Iabour market conditions of. the economy. The country'S

population of almost 9O million Iri,O Statistics, 1984]

mainly resides in the rural sector and subsists on

agricultural and related rural occupations (see below)" Most

economic activities are carried out upon a family unit

basis. The male members of the population dominate the

labour force as increased female participation in the labour

force has been a relatively recent development.

Exports of palm produce (palm nut and palm oil)' cocoa'

and rubber, together with subsistence foodstuff production

has been the core of the economy of the Southern section of
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the country. This area was penetrated thoroughly by the

colonial trading firms; and since most of the cash-crop

production are not Ioca1ly consumed, they possess only an

exchange value overseas, and thus the farmers are largely

dependent on the world market price vagaries (given the

operations of the domestic Marketing Boards).26

Largely isolated from colonial conquest and influence,

the Islamic Northern section of Nigeria is inhabited by

groundnut cultivating peasants, who, unlike their Southern

counterparts, do rely on their groundnut production for food

as well as for export earnings (Lubeck, 1977).

Às in any community dominated by the rural sector, v¡ives

and children in the small farming family unit do not

consider themselves to be active members of the labour force

despite the fact that they perform a multitude of productive

activities. This is because they are not paid a "wage" or do

not receive any other income from the work done. For this
reason, the appropriate definition of the labour force in

the society would be a complex problem.

It is important to indicate the influence of oiI
production. Petroleum oiI was produced in Nigeria as early

as 1958 (r,ubeck 1977), but by 1972 it had become a dominant

factor in national economic life. OiI now accounts for

26 The influence of Marketing Boards is explained shortly"
Marketing Boards are statutory agencies solely authorized
to purchase cash crops from domestic producers for
export 

"
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nearly 93 percent of Nigeria's export earnings, 75 percent

of foreign exchange earnings, 87 percent of total government

revenues, and over 45 percent of Gross Domestic Product. By

contrast, prior to 1970 agriculture employed about 85

percent of the population and accounted for about 80 percent

of exports. Unlike agriculture or manufacturing, oil
production employs very few workers only 1.3 percent of

Nigeria's total modern sector employment as at 1977.

3.2 GENERAL LABOUR MÀRKET SITUÀTION

3.2.1 Population, Labour Force, and Unemployment

The size of the Nigerian population is uncertain. The

official estimate for mid-1980 is 84.7 million, obtained by

increasing at an annual rate of 2.5 percent the 1963 census

result of 55.67 million. It is estimated at 88.1 million in

1984 (and 84.2 miltion in 1983) with per capita cNP of $US

870, and the population growing at an annual rate of over 2

percent. 27

À census taken in 1973 which produced a provisional total
of 79.7 million vras annulled. In the period 1970-1977 the

annual rate of increase is nol¡ said to have been 2.8 percent

(tnirA National Development Plan, 1975-1980). The general

concensus seems to have settled on the above stated 1984

27 As reported by Population Reference Bureau, 1984 World
Population Data Sheet, Washington D.C. 1984. fn 1968 the
Nigerian populat ion $ras reported to be growing at an
annual rate of 2.3 percent, as contained in Federal
Office of Statistics Ðocuments, Lagos.
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figure of 88.1 million lsee: Todaro (1985)1. Ànd there is
no dispute whatsoever that the population is increasing at a

relatively high rate: for while advancements in modern

medical technology has drastically reduced the mortality
rate and increased the survival rate, the birt.h rate itself
has remained relatively high. United Nations demographers

estimate Nigeria's death rate in 1970-1975 at 22.7 per

thousand, and the birth rate at 49.3 per thousand. The

consequence of this high birth rate is a relatively youthful

population, estimated at about 45 percent being under 15

years of age (Yesufu, 1974).

The Labour force, defined for Nigeria as all persons

between the ages of 1 5 and 55 years who were economically

active and wished to work, minus the armed forces and

inmates (fnird National Development Plan, 197 5-80), was

estimated at 29.2 million in 1975.28 Of these, $rage and

salary earners was only 2.18 million according to the 1975

estimate: they included 1.5 million attributed to the

"modern" sector of enumerated employmeît,2e about 1 million

28 The basis of this estimation $¡as a rural demographic
survey undertaken, of which it was deduced that 64
percent of the nearly 28 million persons thought to be
gainfully employed gras attributed to agriculture. (See
Table 3,1 below) .

29 OnIy vrage and salary earners in establishments employing
ten or more persons are enumerated. These are classified
as large-scale and medium-scale establishments, and
constítute the modern (formal/ organized) secLor. Small-
scale establishments are those engaging one to nine
employees, and enumerated for the formal sector as
680,000 for 1974 [rederat Office of Satistics, 1977].



in the various forms of public employment, and 0

in private business.
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5 million

Table 3.1 depicts the sectoral distribution of

employment.

Agriculture had a share of 71.7 percent in total employment

in 1967, followed by commerce with a share of 12.9 percent.

Manufacturing had a share of 9.6 percent. Within the next

eight years the share of agriculture had declined

relatively, but it stiIl had a very commanding lead;

manufacturing increased its share in employment by a

significant amount within the eight years period (1967-1975)

TabIe
Sectoral Distribution of

1967 and

3.1
Employment in Nigeria,
1975.

Sec tor 1 967 197 5

o/
/o (000) o/

Àgr iculture
Mining ( including oil )

Construct ion
I'fanufacturing
Commerce
Transport & Communic.
Electricity,Gas & Water
Services
Others

71 .7 17,860
110
250

4 ,690
3,400

170
30

1 ,400

64.0
0.4
0.9

16.8
12.2
0,6
0.1
u_o

o.e
9.6

12.9
0.8

3.9
0"2

Source: Ministry of
Development

Information, LaEos: Third National
PIan , 197 5-1 980.
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but it still had only about 17 percent of total employment

compared to 64 percent which agriculture had. Manufacturing

offered jobs to 4.69 million people in 1975, âD increase of

7.? percent from its position eight years earlier;

agriculture reduced its employment share from its 1967 high,

by 7,7 percent within eight years. The relative decline in

the share of agriculture is attributable to the structural
changes that obtained: higher productivity and higher

incomes in the modern sector brought about a differential
that drew workers from the agricultural sector to the modern

sectori and the expansion in education within the period

served to accel-erate this tendency.

Reallocating the migrating agricultural workers poses a

major problem for the labour market. Most of the rural
migrants are illiterate, and firms might not be willing to

bear the additional training costs necessary to acquaint

them with the requisite rudimentary skiIIs (see next

Chapter). This absorption problem is aggravated by the

observed differences in the work habits of rural migrants

(Otaloye, 1 981 : 28) . Rural workers not accustomed to the

regulated work rules of industrial life and the "tending of

machines", would not only tend to lose their jobs if they

found aßy, but would also tend to be less productive,

thereby reducing total productivity in the economy.

WhiIe the annual growth rate of population of Nigeria



between 1952 and 1 963 vras est imated at

growth rate of her urban popuation was 12

Census , 1962/63) within this same period.

and 1 963 census decade, di f ferent urban

naturally exhibited differing growth rates,

3.2.

69

3 percent3o the

percent (Nigerian

During the 1952

areas in Niger ia

as seen in Table

The urban growth rate between 1952 and 1 963 ranged from

2.9 percent for Ibadan to 11.5 percent for Lagos. Looking at

the projected figures as shown in the fourth column of Table

3.2, it could be inferred that the growth rate for most of

the urban centres over the last two decades must have

exceeded their 1963 figures - pointing at such cities as

Lagos, Enugu, Ilorin, and Benin City as those whose

popuation v¡as about double that of the 1963 figure.

It is reasonable to expect that if the projections had

taken post-civil-war migration outbursts into account, the

figures would most probably have been higher. In the absence

of any current reliable population data, a detailed and

reliable analysis of urban growth trends would be

impossible; and the best we could do is to faII back on

available proxies. But more recent statistics (Newland,1980)

indicate that Nigeria's annual urban growth rate in the

1970's stood at about 7 percent (and the share of migration

30 Given the controversial nat,ure of the Nigerian population
figures for 1952 and 1963, experts had estimated the
growth rate at 3%. See: "Nigeria: Population Models for
National and Regional Planning" (1952-19671 ¡ Ibadan,
NISER Interim Report, March 1969.
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Population of Maior

1952

Table 1.2
Urban Centres in

1 953

1 , ogg, g00
627,379
295 ,432
197 ,297
1 97,563
166,170
1 63,032
149 ,910
138 ,475
131,003
1 09,546
1 00,694

,402
,418
,007
,549

Nioeri

197 2),

2, 1 00,00

a ( 1952- 1972 )

Cities

Lagos
I badan
Kano
Àbeokuta
Port Harcourt
Zar ia
Onitsha
Kaduna
Enugu
Àba
I lIorin
Benin City
Jos
Ca Iaba r
Sapele
Tota I

Growth Rates
1es2/63 e)

329,900
459 ,1 69
130, 173
84,451
7 1 ,634
53 ,97 4
7 6 ,921
38,794
62,764
57,797
40,994
53,753
38,527
46,705
33,639

1 ,614,444

90
76
61

3,539

0
893,000
420,000

21 4,000

232,000
277,000

297,000
20 1 ;000
1 30,000
1 1 9,000

1

2
7
7
I
0
7
3
7
7
9
5
I
4
5

1

1

5
9
7
5
7
I
1

1

5
7
2
9
1

5
6

ource: Fe ra o ceo SÈat st CSI N 9er an Census pu cat ons,1952- 1 953.* This column gives projecÈi9n9: projected figures from ThirdNational Development Þlan (1975:lgãO), p.gOí.
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in the urban growth rate was 64 percent).

Some of the relevant proxies that could be taken here are

the growth of industrial establishments and employment in

the major centres of Nigeria between 1965 and 1971. Table

3.3 depicts those trends.

I t i s seen that most urban centres

substantial gains in both the number

establishments and employment between 1965

absoute gain in employment, for instance,

cities like Lagos, Calabar, and Benin City.

of

and

was

vre re hav i ng

industrial
1971. The

double for

Generally, the high urbanization rates as well as the

lopsided distribution of their growth potentials (See Table

3"2) have created inÈernal growth problems for the urban

areas and the rural areas alike. Such problems reflect the

heavy congestion existing in most of the urban areas, the

ever increasing widening of rural-urban vtage differential
and development 9ap, persistent urban unemployment, and the

other social problems attached to these.

Over the last two decades, urban growth in Nigeria has

progressively resulted in rural-urban wage/íncome and

development differentials. À11 available studies suggest

that the sectoral distribution of income in the 1 960's

consistently favoured Èhe urban oriented sectors. The

Teriba-PhiIlips3l findings as shown in Table 3.4 indicates

3 I As reported by Teriba and Phillips in their study
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:ì..

Table 3.3:

CitY
1 965

Lagos
Abeokuta
I badan
Benin City
Sape I e
Aba
Calabar
Enugu
onitsha
Port Harcourt
Kano
Jos
Zar ia
Kaduna
I 11or in

Industrial Establi shr.nent and 
- 
EmpIgTBent 

-¡-E - -Njg$.' 1965 and !!!.
No.of Establishments % No.of Employees %

I 5216
16
47
23
20
36
13
24
57
55
72
22
14
31

4

3.28
2.46
7 .24
3.54
3.08
5.54
2.00
3.69
8. 78
8.47
1 .09
3. 38
2.15
4.77
0.61

2,006
3,785
1 ,443
7 ,623
3,204
2,291
3,849
2,027
4,276
9,964
1,087
1,411
7 ,'704
3,260

E

2.37
4.35
1 .65
8.7 6
3.68
2.63
4.42
2.33
4.91
1 .45
1.24
1.62
8.85
3.7 4

1 1

Total

197 1

Lagos
Àbeokuta
I badan
Benin City
Sape I e
Àba
Ca laba r
Enugu
Cnitsha
Port Harcourt
Kano
Jos
Zaria
Kaduna
Illorin

649

27
58
28
33
47
86
95

102
9

32
11

1 00. 00 86,96 1 97.61

41.02
.27

1-'
.20
.42
.65
.56
.95
.45
.77
.86
.63

1

3
1

5
2
2
1

1

4
11
16

0
4
1

7'7 ,6
2r4
6r0
2r2

10,2
5r0
4r8
3r6
2r7
9r0

22,4
31 ,4

1r5
7,7
2rO

.4642
1

6
4
2
4
2
2
4
7
I
I
0
2
0

493
16
76
48

.37

.54

.13

.32

.99

.41

.84

.04

.40

.18

.78

.77

.75

.94

56
09
03
77
74
22
47
92
53
39
59
81
41
70
64

.81

.10

.09

Tota I 1,161 1 00.00

Source: Compiled from Federa Of f ice of Stat I s t I c s
Survey s 1955 and 1971.

189 ,287 100. 00
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this trend. It is apparent that the per capita earnings in

urban-oriented sectors of the economy (refer to the 6th

column) : manuf acturing (26%\ , construction Q3%) , commerce

(69%), services (21%) , were higher than the per capita

income in rural-oriented sectors such as agriculture and

Tab1e 3.4
Sectoral Indices of Average Per Capita Income, 1960-67

( 1960=1'00 )

Sector 1962 1964 1955 1 967 Share of
P.c.i't

AgrÍculture, Forestry
Mining
Manufacturing
Construction
Electricity & Water
Commerce
TransporL
Servi ces

106
100
108
107
104
130
111
107

108
106
130
121
106
174
1'1 1

120

113
93

130

9.25
2. s0

26.00
23.00
14.45
69.00
15.50
20.50

133
129
192
125
130

110
111
136
133
118
180
11s
125

Source ¡
* p.c.i

Adapted from Umo ( 1 975 ) .
= per capita income. This column shows

total per capita earnings determined
the percentage of
by the sector.

f orestry (9%) , or minings z (3%) .

One major cause of this disparity has been historically

attributed to the pricing policy of the Nigerian Produce

Marketing Boards (Essang ,1971). These Boards are statutory

32

conducted on t,he same subject in 1971¡ pp,88.

Although the mining sector is supposed to have been
recently boosted by earnings from oil production, its
impact on rural income is stiIl limited because the
capital-intensive nature of oil production precludes a
substantial employment effect. The profit taxes and
royalties now accrue to the Federal- Government.
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monopsonists of export produce and have over the tast three

decades of their establishment siphoned funds from the rural
areas (ruraI agricultural sector producers) to the urban

centres where investments are concentrated. Essang (1971)

noted that the Marketing Boards had become the primary

"vehicle for widening the rural-urban income gap", for
substantial proportion of the funds accumulated by the

Boards are invested in projects which largely benefit the

non-farm sector. And also, on the same issue earlier oD,

Lewis ( 1 967) noted that while the prices paid by the

Marketing Boards to the farmers went down from 100 percent

to 73 percent in 1961-1963 using 1950-52 prices as a base,

the minimum vrages received by unskilled urban labour went up

from 100 percent to 297 percent.

Since 1967 when Lewis made his observation, there have

been three major vrage commissions in Nigeria that. have

raised urban wages, and thus helped widen further the rural-
urban income gap.33 There was the ADEBO COMMISSION in 1970

which awarded about 50 percent of measured cost of living
increases since 1964 (Umo, 1975). There also was the UDOJI

REVIEW COMMISSION in 1975 which awarded salary hikes ranging

33 The reasons for setting up these vrage commissions and for
their raising wages vrere more politically motivated than
economic, These were ad hoc commissions set up by the
government to address the growing unrest (as it were) of
the (public sector) labour unions and their growing
agitations for yrage hikes. Therefore, it is not
surprising that the commissions' recommendations seemed
not to take adequate considerations of the rural sector
wage conditions.
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from 30 percent to 130 percent for various categories of

urban workers (Nigerian Economic Survey, 1975, pp.53-55).

Ànd while the latter did more than double the vrages of

unskilled urban workers in an effort to bridge the wage gap

between the skilled and unskilled labour force (ttrat was a

primary government objective), it also succeeded in further

aggravating the widening rural-urban vtage differential. Nor

vrere the ruraL farmers like1y to have received a 'fair
share' of the "Udoji boom" through sale of their food crops

since the existing poor transportation and distribution

system facing food marketing in Nigeria meant that they

could not obtain adequate earnings for their products. Ànd

what is more, the Marketing Boards are not Iikely to

increase their offer prices to the farmers since they base

their offer prices largely on world export market prices,

which are unresponsive to domestic wage policies.

And we may note that to the extent that vlage-induced

migration accounts for much of the migration pattern that

obtain in Nigeria (tøabogun je, 1970; ryoha , 1975) , the rural

areas are likely to face decreased agricultural output

because of manpolrer losses through migration to urban

centres. It may be that the absolute size of the rural

labour force is not declining despite the migration [as

shown in the case of Kenya (see Rempel, 1978)1, but it is

understood that the rural labour supply is lower than it

would be if there was no such high rural-to-urban drift, and

rural output is also lower as a result.
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The labour market figures for 1970-1974 is given in Table

Table 3
Labour Market,

5
1970-1974

Category 197 0
(milIions)

197 4
(miIIions)

Change
(mitlions)

Labour force
Gainful occupation
Unemployment gap

Àgric. empl.
Non-agric. empl.

Medium & Large scale
Smal1-scale

Wage-empJ-oyment
Agric.
Non-agr ic .
Medium 6, Large scale
SmaII-scaIe
SmaIl-scale (non-agric. )

Self -employment, Unpaid
domestic, & Apprentices
Àgric.
Non-agr ic .

26 " 080
24.054
2.054

16 .7 90
7 .264
0.695
6.569
1 .38s
0.170
1.215
0.765
0.620
0.522

22 .669
1 6 .620
6.049

28.560
27 .316

1 .250
1 7 .881
9.435
0.905
8.530
1.790
0.190
'1 .600
0.98s
0.80s
0.694

25.526
17.691
7.835

2.857
1 .071
1.786

1L.

3.
-0.

1.
¿.
0.
1.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

480
262
780
091
171
210
961
405
020
38s
220
18s
172

Source: 2nd National Development PIan, 1970-1974
l¡dapted f rom: Damachi ,1973¡ p.86] .

3.5. It provides the evidence for the relative dominance of

agricultural occupation in the Iabour force, and the

relative smallness of nonagriculturaf ( including industrial

manufacturing) employment. Whereas the 1974 data indicates a

high employment level for the labour force overalf ( 27 .3

million employed in a labour force of 28.5 million), the

fact remains that a vast majority of these are employed in

agriculture (almost 18 million); Ieaving only about 10

million to be shared by aII non-agricultural avenues. And

more sor wage-employment accounts for a relatively meagre
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1.8 million approximately Iand we note that non-agricultural

employment 1 .6 million dominates agricultural

employment 0.2 million in total vrage-employmentJ. Out

of the total agricultural employment of about 18 million
(out of 28 million), a vast majoriÈy of them (over 17

million) are self-employed. We notice also the importance of

self-employment in non-agricultural sector (almost I million

out of the approximately 10 miltion).

The geographical distribution of the population is that

of high densities in the Southern States and more sparse

distribution for the Northern States, with unusually high

densities for the cities. Urban population is growing at an

average of about 5 percent annualy (see Table 3.2).

Unemployment:

Studies by Bairoch (1973) indicate that whereas there vÍas no

reported figure for rural unemployment rate in Nigeria by

1963, the country's urban unemployment rate in that period

stood at 12.6 percent. It should be noted however, that this
need not imply that there is no rural unemployment: rural
unemployment exists as weII, but not in open form as the

urban which contains the greater concentration of the

unemployed, and hence attracts more attention. The urban

unemployed are mainly young school-leavers (piejomaoh and

Orimalade, 1971) 
"
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The 1963 census yielded an unemployment figure of 1.9

percent for the total labour force population (rederal

l4inistry of Information: 1963 Population Census, Vol.III,

1968; p.41). It was 2.0 percent among males and 1.6 percent

among females, overall; but 3.0 percent for the urban labour

force, 3.4 and 2.0 percent for urban males and females

repectively. For the rural areas, the corresponding rates

were 1 .6 percent. overall, 1 .6 percent for males , 1.6 percent

for females. 3 a

The 1966/67 labour force survey of the National Manpower

Board indicates a 1 .7 percent overall unemployment, I
percent for urban areas and 0.5 percent for the rural. The

1974 data from the Manpovrer Board Surveys is given in Tab1e

3.6. The overall high urban unemployment rate is revealed.

Though the rate is disproportionately very high only for the

Southern areas of Ca1abar, Port Harcourt, Enugu, and Benin;

and moderately high for Lagos, rbadan, Jos, and Kaduna,

these figures are to be viewed with the realization that

this (1974) period was a period of the so-called "oil boom"

in the country. For such high unempJ.oyment figures to have

obtained over this period implies that the situation would

have been v¡orse without the sudden stimulus on the economy

of the oil wealth.

34 These figures should be taken with
caution considering the high degree
associated with the census itself.

a great deal of
of unreliabi I ity
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Table
Urban Unernployment rates

(197 4)

3.6
by States and State Capitals

State Unempl.
Rate (%)

Capi taI Unempl.
Rate e\

Lagos
Western
Mi d-We ste rn
Kwara
Kano
No r t -Ea ste rn
Nor th-Cent raI
East-CentraI
Benue-Plateau
Rivers
South-Ea stern

1
I

7
5
2
2
2
4
4
7
tr

2
9

2
4
2
7
0
3
7
2
9
7
3

Lagos (t"tet ro )
I badan
Benin
IlIorin
Kano
Ma i dugur i
Kaduna
Enugu
Jos
Port Harcourt
Ca laba r

7.2
5.7

13.1
1.s
¿.¿
5.0
6.1

11.5
6.2

1 3.3
22.3

1

1

AII States 6.4 À11 Capitals 7.0

Source: Federal Of f ice
Manpower Board

of Statistics:
Survey , 1974.

The 1966/67 data by age and sex distribution of urban

unemployment is given in Table 3.-1 . It shows that over 88

percent of the urban unemployed were concentrated in the age

group 15-29 years (the youth). It also indicates that among

the youth, male unemployment rate is higher that that of

females. Ànd particularly among the 18-23 years age group,

the unemployment rate is extraordinarily high (Sl percent

for males and 27 percent for females).

with regard to their qualifications, the 1966/67 survey

indicates that 7.1 percent of the urban unemployed of both

sexes were illiterate, 64.6 percent had at least primary
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Table 3.7
Percentage Àge and Sex Distribution of Urban

uñemployment, (1966/67)

Àge group MaIe (%) FemaIe (%) Total (%)

15
18
24
30
36
41
46
s1

17
23
29
35
40
45
50
55

1 8.6
50.9
16.s
7.4
2.4
2.0
1.4
0.6

25.3
27 .5
12.5

20 .1
trt tr

1 5.6
6.3
2.4
1.6
1.2
0.5

2.0
2.3
0.0
0.3
0.1

Tota 1 99.8* 100 1 00.2*

Source: Federal Office of Statistics: Handbook,1972.

* Do not add up to exactly 100 due to rounding-off
errors.

educaLion but below

were high school

university-graduate

high school graduation,

graduates. There $¡as

unemployment in 1967.

and 9.7 percent

apparently no

3.2.2 Education and Manpower

Nigerian economists have identified an important factor in

the labour market problem: the fact that the "educational

system is not yet completely geared towards meeting the

specific manpovrer requirements of the economy" (Diejomaoh,

1979).3s The link between education .na *ánpower needs in

35 Blaug (1973) provides an excellent discussion of the
relationship between education and labour markets in
LDCs. ÀIso, see Fields (1974a) and (1974b) for very
interesting models of demand for education and resource
allocation to education in LDCs. The contributions of
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to be a loose one. The educational system

emphasis on the humanities' courses relative

technological training (see TabIe 3.8 below).

::t.:

The ratio of enrolments in the humanities to the

enrolment in science and technology and related training in

Nigerian Colleges and Universities stood at 52.5247.5 as at

1979 (piejomaoh, 1979). The result has been that many of

the arts graduates coming out into a world where the

employment avenues are mainly open to persons with

technological oriented training, face unemployment of a

painful kind. This has given rise to the peculiar problem

facing Nigeria (and many other developing countries): while

there are surpluses of certain skilIs (such as

administrative and office secretarial skiIIs), there are

acute shortages, at the same time, of some critical skills
(such as engineers, scientists and technicians). end the

educational system in Nigeria has been rather sluggish in

reacting to this situation (for reasons of inappropriate

political and economic planning). The result has been the

exi stence on a mass ive scale of underut i I ization and

underemployment in the labour market.

The most serious manpo''¡er problem in Nigeria is the

rising unemployment and persistent underemployment.

Presently, it has been felt that the country's educational

both authors are
Chapter 5 below"

very insightful. See also our model in
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and training system has not succeeded in meeting her needs

of the requisite high-Ievel manpower (technological and

professional) [oiejomaoh,1979]. It has also been felt that

the problem is not that of under-investment in manpovler

resources, but rather that of misplaced emphasis and

priority with regard to the pertinent type of manpovrer needs

which suits the country's peculiar circumstances

(Yesufu,1974i Falae,1971],. This position is supported by

Table 3
University

I
Graduates ( 1 966)

F i.e Id Number (000) %*

Humanities
Languages
Soc iaI sciences
Law

311
376
1228
161

7.9
Õtr

31 .1
4.1

Tota1 Arts* 207 6* 52.5t'

Àgr iculture
I'latural Sc iences

573
242

14.5
6.1

Total Science* 81 5* 20.6l,

Education
Fine Arts
Engineering and Technology
Other

600
109
321

28

15.2
2.7
8.1
0.7

À11* 3949t 99.9t,#

Source: National
Ministry

Register of High Level Manpower,
of Labour, Lagos.

* Not included in the original Table.
# Does not sum up exactly to 1 00 due to our
rounding-of f errors.
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the evidence shown in Table 3.8

Whereas over 52 percent of the total- number of university
graduates in 1966 specialized in the arts and social

sciences, only 8.1 percent specialized in engineering and

technology-related fields; about 14.5 percent in agriculture
and 6.1 percent in the sciences. The overwhelming number of

the arts and related graduates clearly implies a sharp

disproportionality in the mix of university trainees. One

would have expected that since Nigeria is an agrarian

economy, agFicultural training would have received far more

than the 14.5 percent it had. And being underdeveloped,

engineering and technology as weII as the natural sciences

ought to have had more than the mere 8.1 and 6.1 percent

respectively,3 6 One rather observes that the country's

formal education system is oriented mainly to the non-

agricultural sector occupation which provided employment to

only about 33 percent of the labour force in 1974,, as Tab1e

3.5 indicates. ISee a1so, Damachi (1973)].

3.2.3 Labour and Industrial Relations

Labour unions in Nigeria date back to 1912, and came into
fuI1 operation with the passage of the Trade Union's

Ordinance in 1939 which gave unions lega1 status and

provided for freedom of organization (umo, 1985; Damachi,

3 6 The most serious consequence of
high raÈe of university-graduate
existing, reported at about 20
(west Àfrica, October 7, 1985).

this policy now is the
unemployment currently

to 30 percent in 1 985
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1973; gleeks, 1972) .

As of 1962 total r¡age-employment in Nigeria stood at

approximately 930,000 persons. Of these, about 300,000 or 2

percent of the total economically active population belonged

to a union (nifUy, 1967). This represents about 32 percent

of total vrage-employment, but since wage-employment in

itself accounts for a very smaIl proportion of total
employment, it is more relevant to use the economically

active population and its percentage that is unionized.

Both Weeks (1972), Sonubi (1973), and Kilby (1967 ) found

that unionization is limited to the civil service, and

public corporations; and that Nigerian unions are not only

smaLl overaII, but also are almost "non-functioning" in the

private sector. Of þhe total number of labour disputes

reported by Sonubi (1973) : 1 50 for 1967 /68 f inanc iaI year,

133 for 1968/69, 170 for 1969/70, and 270 for 1970/71, over

97 percent of each case involved the public sector only, and

even then, the private sector ones were noted to have not

gone beyond mere "vocal demands made by workers in respect

of non-wage related grievancês", and settled at once.37

37 Kilby's (1967¿ 496) study of strike statistics reveals an
exceedingly short duration of the average stoppage: about
75 percent of these stoppages have ranged from 3 hours to
2 days maximum. While such a situation can be attributed
to both weak unions and government intervention, both Umo
(1985), Rimmer (1981), Sonubi (1973r, and Kitby (1967)
attribute it to union weakness. Kilby particularly feels
that once management has fully been informed about the
grievances in most disputes, there have usually followed
quick setÈlements, mainly because unions would not be
capable of "holding out" in the event of a strike.
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Kilby (1967 2494) attributes the weakness and

ineffectiveness of Nigerian unions to certain "conditioning"
factors ranging from the lack of country-wide co-ordination

due to the relative vastness of the country and the problems

of communication that jeopardize the effective organization

and administration of national or even regional unions, to

the social ethnic differences among the labour force, and to

the ability of the government to surpress unionism

generally. t u

In a more recent study of Nigerian unionism, Rimmer

(1981) found that unions have grovrn weaker and weaker in the

past decade. Àccounts from this study indicate that

employment in Iarge-scale manufacturing and the other

quantitatively more important activities in the modern

sector is given in a cont.ext of formalised industrial
relations. Kilby's (1967 ) study found that the apparent

official intention was to build a replica of what was then

the British system (of which Kilby terms the "Ànglo-Saxon

modeL" ) of industrial relations, with s¡ages and other

conditions of employment determined by collective bargaining

between employers and unions (witfr the government acting

only in provision of conciliation or arbitration with the

consent of both parties). Rimmer (1981:104) points out that

this purpose vras to a great extent to be frustrated by the

38

Labour unions
treated again

within the context of our
in a subsequent chapter.

study wiIl be
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sma11 average

f inance" .

During the civil war (1967-70) the government made major

changes in the forms of industrial relations: decreeing

strikes to be iIlegal, and resort to compulsory arbitration
when negotiating procedures had been exhausted (Sonubi,

1973; Rimmer, 1981; Umo, 1985). This was replaced in 1976

when a new Trade Disputes Decree laid down a detailed and

obligatory procedure for resolving industrial disputes

through mediation, conciliation, arbitration and

adjudication, thereby so strongly inhibiting the freedom of

employees legaIly to strike (umo, 1985). Requirements for

registration of unions v¡ere made more stringent by a decree

in 1973, which was clearly intended to discourage

proliferation of Iabour organizations. Rimmer (1981) found

that, in practice, wages and other terms of employment have

been altered in Nigeria less t,hrough collective bargaining

and union influences than as outcomes of other factors.3e

GeneraIly, the consensus is

relatively active in the public

sustained political influence

unions have been

though they lack

inef fect i ve in

that,
sector,

and are

3s Such factors include government commissions of inquiry
set up from time to time in response to social, political
or labour agitation. It is important to note that such
commissions mainly looked into the affairs of unskilled
rather than skilled l-abour market, and that strikes in
Nigeria have been related to the recommendations of these
commissions rather than to the organization of unions
against firms.
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negotiation with the government. In the private sector,

union activity is mi1d1y visible within the unskilled

category of the formal sector, and even then, they are

generally inactive. Private sector unions are not known to

exist for the semi-skiIled and skilled category of the

labour force, even though v¡ages and conditions of employment

in this category are the best in the r¡hole labour force. The

following statement from a Federal Ministry of Commerce and

Industry document (1982) goes to emphasize this situation:

"...Employers still fix wages and conditions of
employment without reference to trade unions, and
it is not common practice for unions and employers
to negotiate and sign contracts which fix vrages
and other conditions of service for a given period
of time... " lrederal Ministry of Commerce and
Industry: Industrial Labour Gazzette (1982),
p.63J.

Kilby (1967: 496) also noted a similar statement from

Ministry. This indicates that collective bargaining

not, for a long time, been a common characteristic of

employment relat ionship.

the

has

the

3"3 GENERAL ASSESSMENT OF THE LÀBOUR MARKET PROBLEM

The Nigerian labour market is very clearly divided into a

high wage, high productivity and "protected" primary sector

and a low wage, Iow morale, high turnover and low

productivity secondary labour market. This condition

provides the strucÈural basis for the observed wide

disparities of income among the members of the society

between salary and wage Ievels, between vrage-employment in
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the "organized" private and public sector and self-
employment in the "unorganized" sector (encompassing small-

scale informal activities and rural agriculture).
Differences in skiIls among the members of the different

segments and differences in technology in the different
segments of the labour force "only go to widen the

disparities further. The workers of the primary sector tend

to be more skilled and engage in capital intensive

activities which require that they be relatively far more

trained/educated. The secondary workers undertake casual-

type work and require very little or no capital and training

Isee House (1984a); House and Rempel (1976b)].

Nigeria's population is among the largest in Àfrica and

grov¡s at a relatively high rate of about 2.5 percent per

year. ReaI wages have not been rising in recent years, even

though money wages have increased Isee; Yesufu (1974)]. The

result has been that of an overall stimulus on labour

demand, but new labour force entrants had to be absorbed in

low-wage employment of the smaIl-scaIe and inforrnal type.

The average household income in the small-scaIe unorganized

sector has been generally lower than that of the organized

sector despite the fact that the unorganized segment has

greater access to the services of unpaid apprentices and

family workers. The bulk of the "gainfully-occupied"
population is stiII in agricultural employment of either the

peasant-subsistence type or the market-wage type (see Table
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unorganized (informal) sector.

89

employment in the urban

The volume of wage-employment and the growth in real

household incomes have however been the greatest for the

modern "organized" (formal) sector participants, namely: the

large-scale to medium-scale private and public enterprises

as well as the medium-scaIe self-employment.a0

Rough estimates indicate that wage employment

manufacturing industries in Nigeria constitutes about

percent of total labour force, âs at 1970 (ilO Yearbook

Labour Statistics, Geneva, 1973). ISee Tab]e 3.5 abovel.

1n

0.6

of

Employment in the modern sector is associated with

relatively higher wages and relatively lower turnover rates.

The employer-employee link is durable and labour

productivity is relatively high. Such relatively favourable

conditions associated with the modern sector labour market

appear to be a factor determining the nature of the supply

side in this sector. In this sector in Nigeria, there exist

several establishments of various sizes, and the sector is

dominated by multinational firms, with most firms

characterized by capital-intensive technology (which then

40 By definition of the unorganized (informal) sector as
that in which employment and economic activities are not
reported or measured by the official government
employment statistics, private concerns employing less
than ten workers belong in this sector, and are referred
to as smaII-scale enterprises by official Federal
Government of Nigeria Office of Statistics' stipulation.
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means that labour productivity is high and rising,
relatively).

In the formal sector, the public sector labour force

tends to be unionized, and government employment tries to be

at par with the large-scale private sector. Weeks (1972)

found that governmentally-set vrage rates are not, and have

never been, statutorily enforced in the private sector in
Nigeria, Èhough they can be taken as the "key" rates for the

economy's vrage sector. ÀI1 available evidence indicates that
government acts very much as a wage-Ieader (warren, 1966;

KiIby, 1967; Weeks, 1972).

Within the formal sector itself, there has been declining

share of þrage-employment in agriculture (caused by the

gradual but significant disappearance of the plantations

and/or increasing sub-division of large farms and the

increased growth of family-labour small-scaIe farms). There

has also been slower growth of manufacturing v¡age-employment

relative to the growth of manufacturing output, ês well as a
higher share of v¡age-employment in the public sector.

Industrial output growth has been high (rajana , 1g7g), but

the employment-elasticities of increases in industrial
output are quite low (Frank, 1967; Fajana, 1973; Umo, 1975¡

OIaIoye, 1981; Iyoha, 1982). Most of the large-scale firms

in Nigeria adopt capital intensive modes of production, a I

41 They also tend to operate under excess-capacity and are
characterized by high profit rates (pniflips, 1972). This
situation is attributed to the very high proportion of
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such that {assuming there is capital-skitl complementarity

lorltiches, (1969)¡ Hamermesh and Grant, (1979)] ], there can

be little or no room for unskilled labour engagement.

Moreover, the government policy of "sheltering" domestic

firms against stiff competition from well--established

foreign ones", puts most industries behind "tariff wa1Is"

where they neither see the need nor the incentive to adopt

labour-intensive cost-saving techniques of production Isee

Fajana (1973)1.

Entry criteria into stable modern sector employment

include the possession of experience and some leve1 of

ski11, and formal education (proven by possession of the

requisite and appropriate certificates). Most employers

insist on at least an elementary school education for nelr

recruitment even for the lowest category manual jobs. One

might understand this practice to mean that employers

believe that some level of literacy enables the worker to be

more adaptable to industry conditions, and be more capable

of receiving and adequately carrying out instructions (bottr

written and verbal), and thus have better chances of being

upgraded and/or promoted, and of improving their skiIl
leveIs.

foreign capital in the investments that established these
industries Isee vielrose (1971 ) for a complete empirical
analysis in this regardl. Though excess capacity may or
may not be connected with it, high capital intensity is
related to the high profit rates Isee Àrrighi (1973); Lim
(19771; Knight and Sabot (1983)1. See a1so, our
analytical model in a subsequent chapter.
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The major implication of the employment practices

discussed above is that of higher wages and job protection

and "segmentation" that is likely to characterize modern

sector employment. This means that too few people in the

labour force would be employed as employers choose the

attributes which best predict desired performance and

productivity among a Iarge number of potential employees.

There will be a creation of sma1l numbers of "more

productive" and better-paid employees, and these will be the

ones better able to compete well in the employment queue.

One sees that the strategy of employment promotion for the

economy as a whole has to address the employment practice

within the modern sector, and any employment policy has to

be geared f i rst towards ensuring that modern sector

employment practices are modified to suit greater industry

demand for labour.

GeneraIIy, the unorganized sector is the most important

in terms of size. It is also noted to be remarkably dynamic

and adaptable in respect of its employment-absorbing

capacity Isee: House ( 1 98a); Rempel ( 1 982) ] . rt is

characterized by relative ease of entry, a 2 reliance on

indigenous resources, unregulated competitive product

42 See Rempel (1982) for a divergent position on this in
respect of Kenya. In absolute terms, entry may not be
easy, to the extent that some "starting" capital is
needed, and the entrant may have to face certain entry
barriers imposed by those already in that particular line
of activity. But our view is that, relative to entry into
the formal sector, entry in this one is easy.
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markets, flexibility of operation and the ability to blend

well with traditional values and social practices
(eboyade,1983 ) . In Nigeria, t.he unorganized sector is
unfortunately not well recognized with regards to its labour

market importance. Wage policy and employment are tuned more

to the dictates of the organized (formal) sector than to the

requirements of the informal sector, and this factor

underlies the main reasons why the latter's potentia)- for

employment generation has not been effectively tapped, âs it
can actuatly be made to be' a source of well-paying

employment for the vast majority of the labour force that

are engaged in it, Unlike their large-scale counterparts,

Nigeria's small-scale industrial establishments are Iabour-

intensive Isee KiIby (1962) ¡ Fajana (1973)] , and labour

costs form a sizeable proportion of their tot,al costs, so

that the hiring practices of employers in this sector are

Iikely to result in market-clearing (Weeks, 1972). But over

90 percent of the small scale firms in Nigeria operate in

the informal sector where their impact on the employment

situation is not well recorded (Celestin, 1983).

Combined with increasing rural-urban migration and the

relatively small size of the modern sector in terms of

Iabour force absorption, Nigeria's high rate of population

growth has led to a large increase in the size of open

unemployment (though stiII even greater numbers are

underemployed and unproductive). The problem of urban
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unemployed school-Ieavers has become very acute, not only

for the obvious waste of human resources they represent, but

also for the social and political repercussions of such

continued idleness among the country's youth. Àlso, the

very high growth rate of the population may be disturbing

for an economy whose industrial firms tend to adopt capital-

intensive rather than labour-intensive techniques of

production.

Structural changes in the economy are such that the

modern sector expands faster, and develops faster, while the

traditional sector seems to contract (todaro, l 985) .

Redundancy of agricultural manpower in the traditional

sector is the main bottleneck besetting the labour market.

Such redundancy has particularly damaging adverse effects in

the economy because of the preponderance of agricultural

occupation in the total employment in the country (as

depicted by the evidence in Table 3.1 ) .

3.4 STIMMÀRY

Given the background of the Nigerian labour market: the

social and cultural factors of the people, external factors
(such as colonialism), the country's population, and size,

the labour market conditions is seen to reflect the common

characteristics of that of most LDCs. Open unemployment is

high in both relative and absolute terms, (though the extent

of underemployment is more difficult to ascertain).



Industrialization has had very IittIe impact

employment generation, as stiIl the majority of

population is made up of agrarian peasants. Next

agricultural self-employment, the informal sector is

targest employer of the population in the modern sector.
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Granted that industrialization is akin to economic

development, a sound l-abour economic policy would seem to be

that agricultural development should be coupled with

establishment of more labour intensive industries. In that

way industrial-ization wiIl make greater contribution in

absorbing labour, and agricultural employment will become a

more gainful employment avenue. But availability of cheap

labour has not led to establishment of the needed amount of

labour intensive industries because the multinational

corporations which control industrialization do not see

Iabour intensive industries as "guick-yielding" enough, and

as prof itable enough ( see Àrrighi , 1973 i Herman , 1975;

Reuber, 1973ì -- also see Chapter 5 below).

The industrial sector is capital intensive in technology,

rather than labour intensive. Labour unionS are inactive

generally, and specifically have not been seen to have much

role to play in wage determination. Wage-employment is

relatively small in the entire population; sel-f-ernployment

dominates. But then, relative to self-employment, $tage-

employment is very high-paying, as employment in large-scale

capital intensive manufacturing and other modern sector



establishments is associated with high vrages. But

next on the ladder of high-wages is vrage-employment

public sector, followed by other employment in the

sector (both vrage and non-wage). The least on the

Iadder is agricultural employment.
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again,

in the

modern

wage-

In the face of these high v¡ages, there exist massive

amounts of unemployed labour (labour surplus), and one

wonders why the high vrages should not be driven down by the

surplus labour. The labour market is segmented into primary

and secondary sectors, but the source of the segmentation is
neither clear nor does the segmentation seem sufficient in

explaining the source of the entry barriers between the

various categories of workers in the two segments.

We would proceed to develop in the subsequent chapters,

some pertinent theories of the labour market. that may be

applied to explain these observed labour market conditions

for Nigeria and LDCs in general



Chapter IV

THE FRAMEWORK FOR MODELLING LDC LABOUR MÀRKETS

Disequilibrium rnodels in microeconomics depict labour

market imbalances as due to excesses in one of either sides

of the market: the supply or the demand side. The employment

problem must therefore have its roots from either the demand

or the supply side of the market: deficient demand for

labour, or/and excess supply of labour, ât the existing
market wage (pack, 1974; Addison and Siebert, 1979; Kreps et

â1, 1980).

Equilibrium models in macroeconomics would postulate

familiar notion of equilibrium "fu11-employment level

unemployment" in the economy, in the long run

natural rate of unemployment (Sa1op, 1979¡ Rosen , 1982).

the

of

the

The dual labour market approach of "segmentation"

llterature would characterise labour market imbalance as a

conseguence of the "badness" of the conditions in the

secondary labour market (1ow wages, poor working conditions,

high turnover, etc. ) which results in higher "search"

unemployment among secondary sector workers (tta11, 1971i

1975; Rubery, 1978; Rosenberg, 1980; Cohen and Pfeff.er,

1gg4).
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Our aim here is to provide a disequilibrium model of non-

marhet-clearing in the LDC's labour market that can

adequately shed light on the behaviour of profit maximizing

firms in creating employment avenues for workers. This is a

neoclassical framework that we believe conditions economic

behaviour of individuals and groups.

4.1 THE BÀSIC MODEL

Backqround to the Model: The Efficiency-Waqe Theorv

Some writers have stressed the view that the Iiterature
on wage determination for the underdeveloped economy should

stress a new element in the theory of labour markets, namely

the notion that output per man-hour will tend to vary

according to the wage rate (leibenstein, 1957a, Moes and

Bottomley, 1968t StigIitz, 1976). Two variants of this wage-

product'ivity hypothesis can be specified: the 'nutritional'
variant and the 'motivational' variant.

The nutritional variant of the model can be seen as that

analyzed by Leibenstein (1957a,b; 1958) and furthered both

theoretically and empirically by Rodgers (1975) and Bliss

and Ster.n ( 1978 ) " I t essent iaIly holds Èhat employers can

benefit by paying higher þrages, for as wages rise, a better

diet and an improved and more positive attitude towards the

job task will cause workers to increase their productivity.

Therefore, both the number of hours offered for hire (Iabour



supply) and the output (number of work

time, such as, number of bricks laid per

vary positively with the vrage rate. At a

man-hour will contain more work-units than

wage (t'talcolmson, 1981¡ Basu , 1984) .
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units per labour

hour, sây) will
hi gh vrage , each

it does at a low

The motivational variant of the wage-productivity

relationship can be seen as that emphasized in the works of

Akerlof (1982ì 1984), Yellen (1984), and also utilized by

Eswaran and Kotwal ( 1 985) in their "shirking model" of

employment and wage determination in a "two tier" agrarian

labour market. It explains that higher productivity may

result from higher v¡age payments because a worker would be

motivated to put in his/her best in the job not only because

of an innate motivation of the higher remuneration flowing

from the job, but also for fear of losing the job (and the

higher "utility" it confers) if fired as a result of

"shirking". Let us elaborate further on this "shirking
model" aspect of the motivational variant of the hypothesis.

IÈ can be postulated that there is a divergence between

the formal authority and work rules of the industry set up

and the actual authority and work-rules that does obtain in
the work place (ekerlof, 1984). Workers tend to set their
own informal work rules which are often different from the

official ones. The ability of the management or employer to

make workers conform to the official rules (which are

assumed to be the rules that must be observed in order to
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enable the firm to maximize labour use and hence necessary

f or prof it maximi zaiuíon ) , i s highly quest ionabl-e. Not only

do such enforcement of the rules require the employment of

additional supervisors and therefore raise costs, such

enforcements do not guarantee that the worker will actually
put in his/her "best" in the work process.

Instead, the employer may succeed in "enforcing" work

rules through the use of higher v¡age payments that not only

appeal to the individual worker's own zeal, but also raises

the work-group's morale, and thus elicits the maximum

productivity potential that the group has. This is obviously

very advantageous to the firm. It can be viewed that given

the practical impossibility of negotiating all aspects of

the worker's performance in hiring contracts, and of

policing the worker all the time, the payment of a vtage in

excess of the worker's opportunity earnings represents an

effective way to give workers the incentive to put in their
maximum potential work-effort on the job (Àkerlof, 1984¡

YeIlen, 1984; Eswaran and Kotwal, 1985). Moreover, such a

high v¡age makes it unattractive for a worker to shirk, since

the alternative earning open to him (assuming he is fired if

caught shirking) is inferior to the high vlage that he would

earn on¡the job by putting in his best.

On the basis of the above

function" is construed to attach

of the employment relationship.
the form

postulates, an "ef fort

to the production function

The effort function is of
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e = e(w), e'(w) >= 0; e" <= 0,

where

e is the effort the worker puts in the work process,

(ttre number of ef f iciency units he produces),

W is the money r{age rate.

The relevant production function for a typical firm would

then be given in the form

(1) Q = Q{i..e(w),n} i e'>0, e"(0,
where

O is output,

L is labour employed (Iabour time),
K is capital input.

With the above production function in view, and on the

basis of the "conventional" neoclassical production function

of ( labour ) economic theory, of the form

Q) O = e(L,K),
one readily infers that the implication for any employer

operating with the function (2) is that

e(w) = 1, so that e'(lt) = 0.

That is to say that the employer operates on the belief (or

implied assumption ) that all labour time employed is
necessarily utilized in work-activity" In other words, the

employer acts as if all work hours employed automatically

transfers to productivity-augmenting activity (whether

supervised or not). Is this a realistic supposition? the

aRswer is no if an "effort function" does exist for the
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economy, i.e. if e(W) is not constant in the economy's

industrial set up. For if, indeed, e(w) is not constant

if e'(W)>0 for at least some sector(s) of the economy

then a more relevant production function would be the one

depicted by (1) above. Therefore the conventional function

Q=Q(L,K) which neither recognizes the necessity of taking

measures for "extracting" actual work-effort from employed

Iabour, nor incorporates an 'effort function' that is

dependent on the wage rate, must be inadequate.

We assume that over a certain range, the increase in
productivity is proportionately greater than the increase in

the srage itself, to explain the employment and wage-setting

behaviour (in the private sector at least) within the

Nigerian labour market scene. It is assumed that employers,

in their own interests, will hire labour according to a rule

not governed by the objective of paying the lowest $¡age at

which a quantitatively sufficient supply wiII be

forthcoming, but by the objective of paying vrage which will

minimize their labour cost (that is, the cost of the work-

unit). Such a yrage leve] is termed an "efficiency-wage".

We model a situation in which firms, aiming to minimize

costs, tend to transform workers into loyal workers by

keeping them at a higher wage rate than that which could

clear the labour market. The rationale for this modelling

for the Nigerian case lies in the fact that r ês an

underdeveloped economy, the average income level in Nigeria
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is not high enough to rule out the possibility of workers

tying their work efforts to the immediate remuneration

f lowing f rom the work place ( ttre vrage rate ) . In f act it is

viewed that employment decisions by firms is governed by the

universal recognition of such a condition (leibenstein,

1957at Stiglitz, 1976; MaIcolmson, 1981 ). In a developed

economy on the other hand, the average income level is

relatively very high, enabling the average worker to achieve

a certain standard of I iving considered as the basic

minimum, so that Èhere is less Iikelihood that increases in

the worker's vrage rate would necessarily lead to increased

work-effort from the worker. But the case for applicability
of the efficiency*wage model can still be made for such a

society on a different postulate (see AkerIof, 1984).43

StilI, hiring and discharge processes in Nigeria are

carried out somewhat arbitrarily there are no formal

contract rules- nor are there official bodies that oversee

that any contractual obligations (specified work performance

on the part of the workerr. or job security provision on the

part of the employer) are strictly adhered to (Olaloye,

1 981 ) . Moreover, industrial job tasks are those that

require the worker's continued use of his/her own judgement

and discretion from time to time in the work processr âS

opposed to menial job tasks that are just routine duties and

4 3 In this case it is expected that the "motivational"
aspect of high yrage payment (see above) Ue more
applicable t.han the "nutritional efficiency" aspect, even
though both may be highly applicable for the LDCs.
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require little judgement; so the employer has to ensure that

the worker would have the innate tendency to put in the

necessary work effort requîred for the job without having to

be very closely supervised or monitored. To achieve this the

employer needs to provide the worker with the motivation by

employing "a subtle supervision technique that avoids

resorting to continuous monitoring" (Eswaran and KotwaI,

1 985 ) . The f irm thereby minimizes total labour costs by

offering such "efficiency srages", for in an underdeveloped

economy with largely uneducated and hence difficult-to-
supervise labour force, the firm could use such a high-wage

"reward" to entrust responsible tasks to the workers who are

otherwise apt to be prohibitively expensive to supervise.

The srage that minimizes the total labour costs ( including

vrage and supervision costs) is higher than the wage that

would minimize the vrage costs alone (Eswaran and Kotwal,

1985).

The implication here is that the industries in which this
wiII pertain are those involving production tasks for which

worker discretion is needed (House, 1984a:406); i.e. it is

more likely to hold in manufacturing and service sector

firms {utilizing "modern" technology and high capital
intensive techniques of production Isee Àrrighi ( 1 973 ) ;

Langdon (1975); Mazumdar (1977)¡ Knight and Sabot (1983)l]

where it is essential to att.ract a more responsive and
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structured labour force. aa Our inclination here, therefore,

is to emphasize that skitl-acquisition of workers (human

capital) is a key factor. The employer faces substantial

"guasi-fixed" labour costs in hiring labour Ias is the case

in some developed economies like the U.S. (see oi, 1962)1.

On the other hand, such fixed costs are not encountered by

(secondary) firms such as those in construction, relying

mainly on casual labour which does not require worker

discretion in task performance.a5 Mazumdar (1977), while not

real1y touching upon its human capital implications, makes

this point clear: only some firms engage in this type of

wage-behaviour. lelso see Rempel and House (1978: 8a)]. we

shall return to this point in a subsequent chapter.

44 By structured labour market (as against structureless
one) is meant the one characterized by strong binding
attachments between employers and employees. On the other
hand, the only attachment between employer and employee
in the unstructured labour market is the vtage Isee below;
also see Sobel (1982)1. Mazumdar (1977 ) as well as Rempe1
and House (1978a) have attempted to provide the complete
analysis dealing respectively with LDCs in general, and
Kenya ín particular.

45 Other writers have also emphasized this notion strongly.
Yellen (1984) asserts that the wage-productivity nexus'
while important in some sectors of the economy, is not
important in others: it. is relevant for the primary
Iabour market (where v¡e f ind job rationing and voluntary
payment by firms of wages in excess of market clearing).
It is weak or non-existent in the secondary labour market
where neoclassical behaviour is fullv observed in the
sense that the market (for jobs in this sector) clears,
and anyone can obtain a job in this sector (at a
relatively lower wage, though). But the snag is that the
existence of the secondary labour market does not
eliminate unemployment because, ( following HaIl [1 975] ) ,
the primary-secondary vrage di fferential will induce
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The efficiency-wage theory is developed and applied to

the labour market situation in the industrial sector in

Nigeria. First we develop the model in a theoretical
framework, detailing both an intuitive basis and a more

explicit presentation. We then use the model to address the

way the employment decision is made in the economy by the

prof it seeking f irms that operate in it. The policy

implications arising frorn the analysis, and some empirical

illustrations of the model, are briefly discussed to
conclude.

4,1 .2 An Intuitive Preview

The efficiency wage hypothesis, applied to the LDCs,

would essentially hold that labour productivity in the

underdeveloped economy depends on the real vrage paid by the

firm; and this has important implications for explanation of

the most pertinent factors causing disequilibrium

unemployment in the economy. ft has been observed that even

in the face of a large dose of demand stimulus, in the LDCs,

the labour market might still not clear, and in fact has

been noted to remain in apparent disequilibrium (MaIcolmson,

1981). Even if unemployed workers are prepared to'accept

Iower r¡age rates, the r{age rate is still not bid down as

employers/f.írms do not find it attracÈive to pay lower wage

search
ttsta i t tt

Sabot

unemployment among job-seekers
for primary job vacancies). See

( 1 983 ) , Weeks (1972) .

( who
aIso,

choose
Kn i ght

to
and
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rates below some particular levelrWx, termed the "efficiency
wage". Firms f ind it unprof itable to cut vrages in the

presence of involuntary unemployment (leibenstein, 1978) ,

even though at a first impulse one is liable to expect that

such srage cutting ought to raise profits.

Thus a downward vrage rigidity situation obtains even in

the absence of a labour union. But then it is not supposed

that the wage rate wiIl be raised indefinitely. In fact,
the efficiency vrage is supposed to be determined by the firm
acting to maximize profits. But an efficiency wage as a

profit-maxirnizing wage is different from one that is
determined outside the wage-productivity nexus, i.e. where

the "effort function" is ignored. For instancer wê know

that under the usual neoclassical assumptions of profit

maximization for a firm operating with a production function

O = Q(L) assumed to be a function of only one input, Iabour,

in the short run, the profit function is
II=p.Q(t)-wL

where p is price of output Q, L is labour employed, and I.l is
wage. Prof it maximization requires that p.Q'(L) - þrJ = 0 ,

giving w = pQ' = ws as the prof it maximi zíng vrage. Now

dwo/dL = PQ" (l) <

the firm's point of view). It is viewed that Wo is
different from the efficiency wage, W*, in at least two

respects: W* should be rigid downwards; W* should be at

IeasL as high as We, and can be equal to We by sheer



coincidence (that is, if supply of Iabour

labour demand at the ef f ic iency wage ) . a 6
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happens to equal

It is supposed that a firm can have labour available to

it provided it offers a vrage that is at least equal to the

supply price of labour. Therefore the above profit function

is maximized subject to a binding constraint that the vrage

offer be at least as high as the supply price of labour.

In standard theory, if an employer is faced with an opLion

of paying a vrage greater than or equaL to Wo, he is expected

to opt for the lowest, We. However, vrithin the context of

the efficiency-wage model, this choice is no longer

considered as necessarily the most rational because a higher

wage may ensure a larger number of efficiency units from

each hour of labour and therefore from each worker.

It is expected that the efficiency-wage be greater than

or equal to the supply-price of labour in the LDCs because

the low-income characteristic of such a society makes it

unlikely that the supply price of labour could exceed the

efficiency-wage. ïn the developed countriesr otì the other

hand, it is likely that the supply price of labour could

exceed the efficiency-wage given the high-income character

of the society. We proceed now Èo explore deeper into the

theoretical framework.

46 rt is possible (albeit
Iess than Wo. For an
Basu ( 1 984: 98*1 01 ) .

unlikely in the LDCs) for W*
analysis of this possibility,

!o be
see



4.1 .3 The Mode1

Consider a situation in which the

by firms with fixed capital stock

employing labour at wage W.

The firm is assumed to seek to

efficiency unit , c, i

mÍnimize average cost per

w/e(w),

worker (see above),

e"<0 given the assumption of

diminishing returns.

I.I.e'(w)l/ [e(w)] 2 0

economy

in the
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is characterized

short run, each

(4.1)

where

To achieve

(4.1a)

and

From

The

Now

e = effort
e t )=0,

min c
{w}

per

and

(4.1),

Ie (w)

d2c/dWz = {_We2e" _Ze'e2+2We' zelt/(e2)2 .

(¿.1a), e = w.e' ; and substituting
d2c/ðw2 = -e2e''w/(e2)2 >

second-orðer condition for cost minimum is satisfied.
with

e(w) = w.e'(w) (from (4.1a)),

dividing through by e(w),

w. e' (W)
(4 "2)

e (w)

(4.2) is by definition the v¡age-elasticity of effort.

1
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The solution to (¿.la) ls the vrage rate which minimizes

costs, and as $re see f rom (4.2), is the vrage rate f or which

the wage-elasticity of effort is unity. That is, a

proportionate change in the vrage rate draws an exact

proportionate change in work efforÈ of the worker, This

wage rate is the efficiency-wage rate, W*. It minimizes

Iabour costs per efficiency unit, and is rigid downwards.

This can be illustrated as follows:-
for all W < W* , objective (4.1) is not achieved. That is

le(w) - w.e'(w))/le(w)1 2 <

Then

e (w) < I^r. e' (w)

and it follows that

e'(w) . w/e(w) >

This indicates that work effort is wage-elastic over wages

Iess than W*; and the firm should continue to raise wage in

order to minimize cost until Wt' is reached. So, the

position of the supply curve of labour at w* would then

determine whether the amount of employment, L*, offered at

W*r is the most desirable for the economy or not, As long as

the aggregate demand for labour falIs short of aggregate

Iabour suppiy and W* exceeds labour's reservation wage, the

firm will be unconstrained by labour market conditions in
pursuing its optimal policy. Equilibrium wiIl therefore be

characterized by involuntary unemployment (StigIitz, 1976¡

MaIcoImson, 1981 ¡ YeIIen , 1984) ,
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Now, the (short-run) production function, âssumed to be

continuous, twice differentiable, increasing and strictly
quasi-concave in its arguments, is of the form

(4.3) O = e[e(w).t]i e'>0, e"<o
where Q is output,

L is the labour employed (Iabour time).

The firm's profit function is given by

n=p.e_WLì
p = p(Q) is price of output;

p' = 0 under competition,

p'<

and the firm's objective to maxímízea7 n is attained where

(4.3a) r: pe'[e(w).r,].e(w) + Qp'Q'e(w) - I^r = 0 ;

(4.3b) w: pQ'e'(w) + Qp'Q'e'(w) 'l = 0

Hence

f rom (4.3a), W* = p e(W,r) e' [e(W't).f,] + Qp'Q'e(W*);

i.e.
(4.4) W* = e,e(W*) [p + p,e]

or w* = pe'e{1 + (p,ç/p)}.

From (4.3b) ,

Q'e'(w) {P + QP'} = 1,

or

PQ'e'[1+(P'Q/P)] = 1.

These together yield, upon further simplification
(4.3c) w/e(w) = 1/e'(w)

47 It can be verified under certain simplifyin
that the second-order conditions are satisf
Appendix to this Chapt,er for the exercise.

assumptions
ed. See the

I
I
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and this is the same result given by (4.2) above.

Equation (4.4) states that the firm needs to equate $rage

rate to the marginal revenue product/narginaL value product

(as the case may be) as a necessary condition for profit

maximum.as we note that the marginal physical product as

shown in (4.4) is a function of effort per worker. Àssuming

the employer recognizes this, he has every incentive to keep

e high (at least to the minimum leve1 required to sustain II

at its appropriate Level) by augmenting W which is the most

important argument in the functional form of e.4e

From (4"4) we can express W as

(a.aa)

where

-oé <

For simplicity

Then (4.4) becomes

(4.4b)

PQ',e,'', l+lw

-1 is the price-elasticity of demand of output.

let
(1+a)

tþ (i.e. assume 4 constant).
n

we would consider,
(a) competition

w úQ' .e(w).p.

each in turn, the tþ¡o cases of

(P'=o);

48 Note that under competition, the limiting value of
p' approaches zero is pQre=marginal value product,
under imperfect competition, Èhe bracketed term in
is the marginal revenue r such
W=[eQ' (p*p'Q) ]=marginal revenue product.

W* as
and

(4.4)
that

4s The functional form of e is e=e(w), contained in (4.3).
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(b) imperfect competition (p'<0).

(a) The Competitive settinq:
The equilibrium wage in this case is
(¿.S) w* = pe'.e(W*)

lHote that if P'=0, then ú=1].

In this model, since W* is simply a "choice variable" which

the employer uses to reach his empì-oyment decision, it is

important to determine the sign of 61ñ*/dL (or d!,/dwx) to

enable us ascertain the behavioural response of the employer

(in terms of v¡age setting) to changes in labour demand.

In short, the sign of 6VI*/ðL would indicate the "slope of the

demand curve for labour", and would show whether or not the

employer would alter employment in response to changes in Wi,.

Taking a total differential of (4.5)

dW* = p[eQ" (L.e'dW* + edL) + Q'e'dW*] i

and rearranging, we have

dç,t[1 - pe'(eQ"L + Q')] = pQ"ezdL i

from which we obtain

dw* PQ' 'e2
(4.6)

AE

It can be shown that
given the signs of

conventional economic

thing that can induce

to expand employment

form of e(w), such as

{1-pe'(eQ"L + Q') i
(+.e) is not unequivocally negative

êt, Q' and Qt', as expected in
theory. This implies that the only

the f irm to reduce the v¡age it of f ers

should be a change in the functional

e' (i{) =0.
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If e' = 0, then

(4.6a) aVt*/dL = pe,,s2 <

as in conventional theory.so

But according to the prime case of our model that e' is
actually positiver wê proceed to determine the behaviour of

the firm with respect to the efficiency-wage in equilibrium,

as well as what the relevant wage leve1 the efficiency-wage

would be.

Define

(4.7) N = r.e(w)

as the effective labour force engaged by the firm.
Then

dN = L. e'dW + e (w) dr,

so that

ôN/ôw = L. e' >

These results show that whereas the firm's labour demand curve

is downward sloping, its effective manpower utilization (i.e.

actual work time utilized as opposed to available labour time

in the firm) wiII increase at higher vrages.

50 Note that the assumption that e'(W)=0 implies that the
effort-function, e(w), having a zero first derivative, is
therefore a positive constant ( see preceding
explanation). This would indicate that, âs alluded to
earlier, the firm reckons that the employee has a
positive work effort, but does not link it to any factor
(or may link it to a factor other than wage). Such an
assumption appears to be implicit in conventional
analysis, but the quest ion then arises as to how
realistic it is. This is assumed to be the case for
secondary labour market firms Isee Yellen (1984)], We
also assume that this holds for some public sector firms
in the LDCs (lkpeze,1978; House, 1984a), for reasons to
be explained later.
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Now substituting (4.5) into (4.7) and differentiating
total ly :

dN = L.e'p{Q'e'dw* +e2Q"dL + e'eQ"LdW'k} + edl, ì

and collecting terms we obtain

dN = dw*(Le'tpQ' + Lz.'2peQ") + Le'e2pQ"dL î

and rearranging vre have

dL = [aN dw*(Le'2pe'+ L2e'2pee")]/te'e2pe" ,

from which it follows that

ôt - t(Le'2pQ' + ¡2"'zpeg")l
ôw*

simplifying

ôL
=

ôw*

[Le'e2pQ"] ;

this gives us

[(0' + L.ee")]
e' (w)Q' '

that i s

(4.8) 6L/awx = le'/e'e" + r..e/e'J
But from (4.5) we know that

e, = 91*/p.e i
now substituting this into (4.8)

(4.8a) ôT,/õw* = - vt*/p.ee'Q" t.e/e'
Now we want to constrain (4.8a) to be negative;

i.e. f or the $rage level 9I*, the "ef f iciency-wage", it is
expected that an upward variation in it leads to a

reduction in the employment of labour.

Hence

- w* r.e(w)

p.e(w)e'(w)Q"

so that

e' (W)
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w*

p.e(w)e'(w)Q"

solving this yields
(4.e)

r,. e (w)

e' (w)

W* >= L. e 2PQ' '

Now this solution shows us that the efficiency-wage

cannot fall below a certain minimum Level if profit maximum

is to be maintained. But the efficiency-wage is also

supposed to be greater than the market-clearing wage wo; so

we deduce that the solution to the problem is that the s¡age

rate must be at least as high as a certain minimum Ievel

determined by the f i rm according to its opt imi zing

behavioural condit ions under the ef f ic iency-wage rule. Thi s

analyzes the specific case of competition in the product

market. We now consider the more generalised model.

(b) Imperfect competition: Mono porys 1

In this case the equitibrium wage offer is

I^t* = úe'p.e(W*).
Dif ferentiating totally:

dW*= ú{peQ" [L,e'dp'r+ edt] + pQ'e'dW*+ eO'p'Q'(Le'dW*+ edt) i

and rearranging

51 This section is a general model and can be applied to aII
oligopoty situations as well (e.g. duopoly or
monopolistic competition) since each of these cases is
characterized by p'(Q)<0. Note that even though this is
the condition in the product market, t.he labour market is
still failry competitive among the various firms (bidding
together for workers in the common labour market). The
case of. monopsony will be considered in relation to the
agricultuarl sector in a subseguent chapter.
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from which

(4.10) u** 
=

,/eQ' 2p'Le' ]
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ú{pe zgt' dL+e' 2p' e 2 }dr,

ú[pQ"e2 + P'ez9' z1

dL {1-,/e'p(eQ"L + Q')} - e'p'LeQ'2p

Àgain the sign of (4.10) is indeterminate. However, putting

e'(W) = 0, we have

(4.10a) avt*/dL = úe2{pe" + p'e'2i < 0.

This again reduces to the conventional case of the usual

downward sloping demand curve for labour. But with e'(9I) >

0, to resolve the problem:

substituting e'(w).w=e(w) {from either (4.2) or (a.3c)} and

e'e(w)=vt/úp {from (4.4b)}, into (4.10)

we have

dw* úpe 2Q' ' + ( l¿,p' "o'wt /rþp)

dL

and simplifying,

i 1- (W't/e ) e' úe' 2w*P9' ' ,lt $* ¡fn ) p'Q'Le'

(4.11)
dL

ffi*
From this relation,
solved for:

úQ " ee'p (W*p, e, Le, /p)
úretpQ" + (hlr,p' eQ' /p)

noir, the efficiency-wage level can be

1.e.

from which

(4.12 ) w't wt.
P'Q'L

ef f ic iency-wage

efficiency-unit

úQ' 'ep2
>=

(4 "12) gives the

minÍmizes cosL per

as that wage level which

(maxímizes profits), but



for which the employer's response to increases

be to reduce the amount of labour employed.

downwards because any reduction in it would

revenue,

in it
]t 15

yield

and
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would

rigid
Iess

henceproductivity, higher costs, Iess net

prove suboptimal for the firm even

excess labour supply at W*.

though there may be

This simple model seems to indicate an explanation for
the industrial sector wage rigidity and unemployment

observed in such developing countries as Nigeria (oiejomaoh

and Orimalade, 1971¡ Falae, 1971). Ànd it is no wonder

that, even barring the activities of labour unions, vrages

have not been observed to exhibit downward flexibility as a

vray of encourag i ng more employment of labour . We novr

proceed to apply this model in addressing the employment

question.s2

4"2 APPLICÀTION OF THE MODEL

Employment demand at the firm level in the private sector,

characterized by e' (I^¡) >0 f or yrage-employment in the Iarge-

scale formal (organized) sector, and e'(W)=0 for others, is
first analyzed. We then extend the model to cover the cases

of the public sector and the "unorganized" (informal) sector

within a framework of the aggregate (market) economy. In

this latter case we attempt to explain how wages and

s2 The following analysis applies to plantation agriculture
as well, given its relative capital-intensive character.
Tn this respect it is to be viewed differently from the
'agricultural sector' .
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determi nedemployment in

s imultaneously

various sub-sectors

the (complex) system.

the

within

4.2. '1 Employment in the Private Non-Àgricultural Sector

Consider the three-quadrant diagram in Figure 4.1. The

first quadrant shows the efficiency wage, W*r âs the v¡age

that minimizes cost per efficiency unit. The firm's demand

for labour is shown in the second quadrant as the curve DL:

it is positively sloped over the range of the ï¡age rate less

than W*r and negatively sloped for aII W > Wrr. DL is to be

interpreted in the following manner: the firm is av¡are of a

wage W¡t which maximizes profits. Therefore it offers that

nage and employs the optimal number of labour L*. The firm
will not offer any wage less than W*, and apparently does

not have any clear-cut employment decision at such wages.

However, if for some reason it must offer some employment at

such wages, it will just employ some amount of labour less

than L*, and will employ successively fewer workers as wage

fal1s, because Iower vrages yield Iower productivity.

For wages greater than t{* , cost per ef f ic iency unit i s

rising because each worker's productivity increase is less

than proportionate to the vrage increase that brings it

about. Àccordingly, Èhe firm believes that each worker

employed aÈ such wages would not be as "efficient" as those

employed at W*r so it employs f ewer workers than L't. s3

53 Viewed from the firm's standpoint, it is unnecessary to
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At W* the firm's optimal labour demand is determined as

L*. It is assumed that at W*, the firm faces a certain

number of job-seekers aL its gates wishing to be employed

Isee Lewis ( 1 954 ) ] . In accordance with its optimal

employment needs, the firm will settle for the point G,

employinþ the amount of labour LtÉ.

The t.hird quadrant shows the net-revenue curve R.s4 Tt is

maximized when L* is employed.

Now if the amount of labour seeking employment in this
representative firm is Nr, then, âñ excess demand situation
arises, and all workers seeking jobs will be employed, with

vacancies remaining to be filled in the firm.ss We note that

at the market-clearing wage We, an equilibrium employment

demand situation obtains at the point À. But this
equilibrium is unstable, in that, for any I,l>We equilibrium

does not gravitate back to A (as vrages are inflexible
downwards). The point B is also unstable since all vrages

greater than W't will not be offered.

pay such a high wage when a lower vrage (w*) is all that
is required to obtain optimum efficiency.

54 Net revenue is given b
revenue and total wage b
curve minus W.L.

the difference between
II, i . e. the area underY

1

total
the DL

55 Under such a condition, competition by firms for
scarce labour will drive up the vrage, and firms would
operating sub-optimally. Such a situation is,
definition of a labour surplus economy, ruled out for
Nigerian economy and for most LDCs Isee Weeks (1972)].

the
be
by

the
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If, however, the amount of job-seekers facing the firm is

Nz, then, there is open involuntary unemployment. The number

employed, L*, are "protected" in employment by the

"efficiency-v¡age" phenornenon, which also acts as a permanent

barrier to entry into employment by the unemployed. The firm

wilI offer on-the-job training to its employed, and the lack

of this training v¡i11 act as an additional barrier facing

the unemployed.

This indicates a "segmentation" situation. The

" segmentation" here, though, does not relate to the

characteristics of the workers; it is a result of the firm's
optimizing behaviour. The unemployed (secondary workers)

are faced with a few options: they could continue searching

for j obs in these f i rms; they could enter into seI f-
employment in informal activity (either in the urban area or

in the rural area's subsistence agriculture and/or other

rural activities), or they could continue to move in and out

of other low-paying casual jobs within the industrial

sector.

Hence this analysis provides a basis for demarcating the

labour market into a primary (protected) sector with high

vrages, good working conditions, low turnover rates, etc.
(Mazumdar, 1977; Rempel and House, 1978); and a secondary

sector (constituting the "bad jobs" industry, and informal

employment including subsistence activities), with
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relatively lower vrages and higher turnover rates.56

4.2.2 The Publ ic Sector

Employment in the public sector is characterized by

both e'(W) > 0, and e'(W) = 0. We make this assertion

because of the following prevailing conditions in the

sector. The public sector may be distinguished from the

private sector by the nature of the former's operating

environment which is largely marked by the absence of strict
market forces (Gunderson, 1979). In the public sector the

profit constraint of the private sector needs not be a

consideration because public firms are mainly natural
monopolies and invariably face inelastic demand curves.sT So

it can be assumed that firms can not only easily raise

output prices with 1itt1e or no conseguence for output and

employment (Gunderson, 1979; House, 1984a), but also do not

operate according to the "effort*function" of our model's

production function. Firms can offer relatively high vrages

and better conditions of service according to the tastes of

56 Rempel and House (1978: 84-85) note that this results
from firms in an industry characterized by differentiated
products, and among industriesr so that a dual labour
market is apt to emerge: "In the 'protected' part of the
Iabour market a limited number of employees will receive
a vrage above that available to those who fail to gain
access to the protected portion of the market. Protection
is defined in terms of the production techniques used by
certain firms""

s7 See House (1984a) for empirical support of this in the
case of Cyprus. Gunderson (1979) illustrates it for
Canada, añd Ehrenberg and Goldstein (1975) provide a
support for this point using U.S. data.



the government without profit and

(tkpeze, 1978). We consider the

and "market srages" respect ive1y.
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ef f ic iency considerat ions

two cases of "high vragesrl

Case 1: e'(w) > 0.

within the high-wage public firms (whether or not profit

maximization is pursued) employees tend to increase their

work-effort and hence productivity as a resul-t of the high

vrages. In such circumstances, the employment rule would be

similar to that of the private sector efficiency-wage firms

just analyzed: high wages, high profits, and fewer

employment.

However, this result has not been observed to

characterize the public sector firms in Nigeria (Fajana,

1g75; I kpeze, 1978) ¡ in Kenya (nempel, 1 981 ) ; in Colombia

(Berry, 1975) ¡ and in mos.t LDCs in general (House, 1984a) .

In Nigeria, the public sector employs more vtage-Iabour than

the private sector (Damachi, 1973¡ Rirnmer, 1981)-, but public

sector wages are not as high as private sector wages, and

public firms are not associated with making positive profits
(weeks, 1972; VieIrose, 1971; PhiIlips, 1972). This implies

that optimizing labour market policies are not being

followed by public firms; as, within the framework of our

modeI, it implies that public firms are offering non-

ef f iciency-wa9ês, viz :

Wo < W*.
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the f i rm,

i.e.
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that cost per efficiency unit is not minimized by

Ie (w) w. e' (w) l

Ie(w)]2

for the firm's chosen point of operation.

That i s

e(w) < w.e'(w),

so that

e' (W) .W

e (w)

This indicates that the firm operates at the range of vrages

over which work-effort is elastic with respect to s¡age

changes , yielding a suboptimal employment policy: net

revenue will be smaller, employment will be small or large

depending on the labour policy of such a public company

(and/or the government that directs it). The firm might as

weIl (and usually does) decide to offer the higher

"efficiency-vrage" to some of its employees on the basis of

such factors as seni oríty/experience, credentialism Isee

House ( 1 984 ¿ 406) I , and other bureaucratic evaluative

considerations (as welI as for political reasons).

Case 2:, e'(W) 0.

Às indicated earlier, this implies the case of a constant

efforÈ "function". Frorkers supply positive work-effort which

does not have a direct link with the $rage paid.
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In certain segments of the public sector, pêrticularly in

the civil service, s I the majority cf the employees are

middle-Ievel, semi-skilled and unskilled workers having

generally academic qualifications equivalent to High school

certificate. These belong to a labour market where the

conventional v¡age-employment relationship governs: labour

demand is inversely related to wage rate. No particular
skill acquisition is necessary for employment, and the firm
needs not raise s¡ages to encourage higher productivity, for
such a policy, besides not being necessary (since workers

would generally not react to it in the desired fashion given

their inherent attitudes to government work Isee below] ),
has no theoretical basis for being applied in this sector of

the labour market.

To ascertain worker attitudes to work among this category

of the labour forcer ie€ carried out a survey in the Lagos

area among civil service employees of the Federal and Lagos

State governments. Of the 1 61 respondents, almost 88

percent replied that vast increases in their sal-aries would

not make them to "work harder" (i.e. to be more punctual to

work, Lo stay at their posts for all of the 8-hour working

day for which they are paid, and to be more honest in

58 Employees in the civil service are known to be
characterized by "nonchalant' attitudes to work (nirX-
Green and Rimmerr1981). High v¡ages do not necessarily
lead to more work-effort from workers, given that the
civil service is perceived as a "no man's land" where
inefficiency "does not matter". (See the empirical
evidence discussed within the main text).
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carrying out their (pubtic) duties); nor would higher vrages

make any much difference in their general attitudes to
government work (which is that of general apathy to duty).

Consider equat ion ( 4. 1 0 ) of the model :

(4.10) 
U* _ tþlpQ"e2 + p'e2e'zf

dr t1-rle'p(eQ"L + Q')i e ' p' LeQ' zg

Putting e' (W) = 0, vre have

dvt/ðL = r¡¡{pe"e2 + p'e'2e2ìr <

This indicates an inverse relationship between employment

demand and wage rate of the "usual" type postulated by

neoclassical theory.

Under this setting therefore, the labour market would clear

under normal circumstances. Even if the public firm wishes

to "maximize prof its" , it can adopt a ï¡age policy (wo ) which

enables it to do so. But since profit maximization is not a

usual consideration, the firm can employ as much labour as

it wishes at the wagese Ws (the "secondary labour market"

wage ) .

The actual amount of employment offered is illustrated
beIow.

ss Note that senior civil servants are
the category analyzed under Case 1.

supposed to belong to
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4.2.3 The Aggregate Labour Market

The foregoing analysis relates exclusively more or less to
vrage employment in the formal sector. We attempt now to

apply the model to the overall labour market, encompassing

both the formal (organized) and informal (unorganized)

sectors.

From (4.12), employment in an efficiency-wage firm i is

foundr so that total employment by all non-competitive

efficiency-wage firms (say, f of them) is
f ú0"i ei
T

i=1 w*ip'ie'i
SimiIarIy, employment in each competitive efficiency-wage firm j

can be found from (4.8)¡ so that total employment by all
competitive efficiency-wage firms together (say, h of them) is

h
E

j=1

Therefore, aggregate

efficiency-wage firms

E**

wr, j

e j zpQ" j

emPloYment, E** r

in the labour

r/Q' 'iei
+

for aI1 the (f+h)

market i s

f
E

h
E

-w* j
1 1 w*ip'iQ'i j 1 ej 2pQ' 'j

Now let us assume homogeneity for each category of

labour. The demand for labour f.or all efficiency-wage firms

taken Èogetherr E¡t*, can be obtained by horizontal summation

of the curve DL (of Figure 4.1); but adding the negatively-

sloped demand curve of all other firms taken together to
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thisr wê obtain

the kinked curve

the aggregate

DmDo shown

labour market

in Figure 4.2

demand curve

The amount L*t' = Etr* are the "protected" employees

employed by the efficiency-wage firms in the organized

sector. The wage ll^ is the average level of the earnings in

rural agriculture and other activities, and for all w > w^

the economy's supply curve of labour is the positively-

sloped curve SL.60 The total labour supply to the market

(less those already employed in the efficiency-wage firms,
L**), is SN.

The curve Dn is the labour demand curve of the unorganized

sector.

The amount of labour L**Lo is the total employed in both the

private and public sectors by aIl non-efficiency-wage firms:
the amount L**Ln employed in the unorganized sector,

receiving Wn; and the amount LnLo in the public sector,

receiving We.

It follows that the critical determinant of the wage rate in

the unorganized sector (Wn), as weII as . the exter¡t of

unemployment in it, is the rate of flow of labour from the

agricultural sector to the non-agricultural sector; and the

factors influencing this flow include the levet of Wo, (ttre

average vrage level in the publ ic sector , which are

60 Because of a possible Iabour supply aggregation problem
that may arise because of the non-uniqueness of wages
( since dif f erent lrages prevail in equilibrium) , Íre assume
that leisure is a normal good for all categories of the
labour force both the organized (high vrage) and
unorgan i zed ( low vtage ) categor i es .
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influenced by institutional forces of government policy such

as minimum vrage Iegislation); W^, the corresponding earnings

in agriculture; and îr, the weighted average of perceived

probabilities of obtaining high-wage employment by potential

urban-bound migrants for any given We lsee Harris and Todaro

(1970); Todaro (1969)1.

4.2.4 Employment in Agriculture

The agricultural secLor being the dominant sector of

Iabour market in the LDCs deserves a special treatment,

vre shall devote a Chapter to it in this thesis.

the

and

wi thi n

however,

two cases

(a)

(b)

the framework of the

agricultural employment is
of

e' (w) >

e' (W) = 0 f or commerc ial

ef f ic iency-wage model ,

illustrated using the

agr iculture,
agr iculture.

That e'(W)=0 for commercial agriculture is not only

because agriculturaL production is not capital-intensive,
but also because activity in it is of a seasonal character,

so that there is no v¡isdom in any employer maintaining a

consistent wage-employment policy (though some labour-tying

arrangements may be necessary between the employer and some

of the employees (but not all)) lBardhan, 1979b; Eswaran and

Kotwal, 1 9851 , Therefore, if the employer adopts an

efficiency-wage policy, sây, there would be no means for him

to fully utilize the high productivity that would be



forthcoming from his workers, since the services

workers (a11 of whom are paid the same wage) would

to him during the slack cropping season. So, the

employer would not adopt an efficiency-wage policy.
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of the

be lost
rat i ona I

uite distinct f rom using Q=Q[r,.e(w) ] and
(w)=0. using 9=91¡¡ (assuming p is
yield dr./aw = -17pA" (L) < 0¡- üsing
s equation (4.6) in the text, whose sign

but upon putting e'(w)=0 becomes dL/dvl

Moreover, àgr icultural work tasks are of the menial

category. No personal judgement is required of the worker,

and there is no reason for him/her to be "encouraged" by a

high wage offer to put in his/her best. The employer needs

no "subtle supervision technique that avoids resorting to

continuous monitoring" because usually the nature of the job

is of a piece-rate type. It is not easy for the worker to

shirk, as hís/her productivity is readily observable.

Thereforer w€ would adopt the conventional neoclassical
(implicit) assumption (of e'(W)=0) in addressing

agricultural $¡age-employment. This is more so because the

agr icultural labour market i s normally assoc iated with

market-clearing Isee Bardhan ( 1 979b) ] , and by assuming

e'(w)=0, we would verify whether our model will yield such a

market-clearing situation.6 1 AIso, the agricultural sector

is characterized by many other peculiarities which set it

apart from the non-agricultural sector, and this
necessitates our having to tackle the analysis here from a

61 Using Q=Q(r.) is q
then putting e'
constant ) wi II
e=elr,.e(w)l yield
is indeterminate,
= 1/pçr r. [e(w)] 2
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sI ightly di f ferent angle.

On the other hand, the employment implications of

subsistence agriculture to be analyzed using the

assumption that e'(w)>0. This is because the subsistence

family head (employer) bases productivity of his family

members (employees) on their nutritional intake (wage),

despite the fact that production techniques in this
situation is not capital-intensive. À1so, and more

irnportantly, shirking is highly like1y to pertain among

subsistence workers because of the cultural behavioural

ethics that do not permit shirking to be punished (by, sây,

denial of "payment"). There will therefore be a moral

harzard problem in family employment, and the head has to

counter this by offering "high wage"; in fact, by offering
the highest "wage" possible to encourage higher work-effort.

l,fe return to the analyses of agricultural employment in a

subsequent chapter, but before which we proceed to consider

some empirical analysis of the model.

4

4

3

3 1

ÀN EMPIRICÀL FRAMEWORK FOR THE MODEL

Àbout the Data

In a study of the type being undertaken here, the

empirical illustration of the analysis is confronted with

one ma jor problem -- that of availabiJ.ity of data. Like rnost

LDCs, Nigeria has an acute shortage of economic data,



particularly on employment and wages. Such

confronted several researchers in this area

economy, and has compelled many a researcher

on proxies and estimates (ptrillips, 1972¡

Weeks , 1972).
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a situation has

of the Nigerian

to rely heavily

Fajana, 1973¡

just a
. Jonas
for his

The data we utilize in our study are either data obtained

in a few surveys,62 or data from the Industrial Surveys

conducted by the Federal office of statistics (ros), Lagos.

Unfortunately, for reasons ranging from inadequacy of

resea¡:ch rnethodology and lack of finance lsee phillips
(1972)1, to the severe difficulties of obtaining information
from people who usually tend to with-hold such information
to avoid taxation and the Iike, sufficient time-series data

is generally not available for Nigeria, and we shaIl be

relying mainly on cross-section data.

The FOS Industrial Surveys, thei r shortcomings

notwithstanding, are said to constitute the most

comprehensive and authoritative source of data and

information on the Nigerian industrial sector (rajana, 1973¡

Vie1rose, 1971). The Industrial Surveys, as a rule, cover

only establishments with ten or more employees; the

exclusion of smaller establishments will make it difficult
to generalize any findings that may result from the use of

62 Severe constraints couLd enable us to carry out
few of these surveys. The author is grateful to Mr
Lemchi of the University of Nigeria, Nsukka,
invaluable assistance in this respect.
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such data. Establishments with fewer than ten employees,

which are quite numerous, and are known as a whole to

account for at least as much (if not more) employment as the

larger establishments, are thus not directly covered. But vre

believe that this apparent handicap needs not deprive our

conclusions of its relevance when used to address smaller

establishments, as any relevant inference for an

establishment with ten employees should hold reasonably also

for one with smaller number of employees. Ànd moreover, such

validity depends on the type of inference being examined;

for instance, w€ would be examining the relationship between

establishment size and wage differentials, and in such case

the lack of relevant data for establishments with fewer than

ten employees would not appear to jeopardize our chances of

getting reasonably reliable conclusions regarding

smalI/Large-scaIe establishments v¡age differenLials. The

buLk of enterprises with fewer than ten employees are known

to be family businesses characterized by an apprenticeship

system, and relatively very Iow wages Isee Kitby (1962;

1969)1, and hence there is no reason to suppose that their
inclusion in the analysis would significantly alter the

results to be had.

4.3.2 The Analysis

We would

carrying out

establish an empirical

Èhe following empirical

basis for our model by

analysis which has been
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suit our purposes according to the data availabteadapted to

to us.

we begin by noticing from Table 4.1

high wages tended to have higher levels

that industries with

of value added.63

It is possible that the line of causation is from

productivity to wagesr or vice versa. The important thing,
however, is that employers tend to recognize the close link
between vrage leve1 and worker productivity (Rodgers, 1975).

Both Harris and Todaro (1969) and House (1973) obtained

positive and significant coefficients for the productivity
variable when regressed on the vrage rate, using Kenyan data;

and both researchers cite a similar result for Latin

American countries Isee Erickson (1969)]. These pieces of

evidence go to support the notion of a situation where the

h'age rate has a highly positive influence on worker

productivity in LDCs.

Using Nigerian data and ranking the various industries

according to their value added and wage leveIs, we establish

a rank correlation of 0.75, significant at the 5 percent

Ievel" This indicates a high degree of positive correlation
between value added and wages.

63 Value added is used as a proxy for productivity
(efficiency); value added is measured as gross output
less non-Iabour costs Isee: Phillips (1972)¡ Fajana
( 1 973) I " This is the definition used by the FOS
researchers in their computations.
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rable !.!
Àverage Annual Wages and Value Àdded per t{orker in Nigerian

Industries, 1963-1965

I ndustr ies

Meat pdts.
Diary pdts.
Grain mill pdts.
Bakery pdÈs.
Distillery
Sugar Confectionary
Misc. food pdts.
Beer Brewing
Soft Drinks
Text i les
Footwear
Wearing Àpparel
Made-up Textile gds.
Sawmilling
Wood products
Furniture and Fixture
Paper pdts.
Printing
Tanning & travel gds.
Rubber pCts.
Basic Industrial Chem.
Vegetable oil milling
Paints
Misc. Chemical gds.
Bricks and Tiles
Pcttery and GIass pdts.
Cemen t
Concrete pdts.
Basic MetaIs
MetaI pdts.
Electrical Equipment
Boat Btdg. & Repairs
Àutomobile and bike Àssem.
Àutomobile Repairs
Misc. manufactured gds.

wage
( Pounds )

213
273
393

94
126
158
306
369
180
191
146
110
126
176
84

157
220
240
216
181
326
't 67
315
320
1s6
221
255
249
290
225
226
189
251
270
226

Valued Àdded
( Pounds )

513
871

2709
379
112
784

4 389
3405

8s6
570
513
296
216
393

86
384
733
339
777
572

1923
121 4
1 623
1 412

343
112

167 4
774
761
744
646
189
644
750
809

Source: Federal Office of Statistics, Industrial Survey, 1966.



To investigate the basis for the firms'

practise of offering higher vrages, we estimated

of the industries of Table 4.1. The profit data

Table 4.2.6 4 I t indicates that most of the

industries enjoyed the highest level of profits,

IowesL-vrage industries tended to have very

Ievels.
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cont inued

the profits

is shown in

hi gh-wage

while the

low prof it

Table 4.1 shows that the highest vrages tended to be paid

in such industries as the food products and chemical

industries, i.e. Miscellaneous Food products (such as

margarine, cooking fats, tinned foods, etc. ), Grain milling,

Beer brewing, Basic industrial Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals,

etc . ; and these industries have the highest prof its, as

shown in Table 4.2. (Sawmilling, and Furniture and fixture

are the only exceptions).

Further, Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show that these high-wage and

high-productivity industries have relatively very high

capital intensity and low labour costs as a proportion of

total costs, respectively. Again the exceptions are

Sawmilling and Furniture, and their siluations can be

64 Actual information concerning prof its in Nigerian
manufacturing is non-existent. To overcome this
difficulty, estimations are used. It is considered that
profit is equal to value added minus labour costs minus
depreciation (vietrose,1971l. . The FOS Industrial Surveys
give figures on value added and labour costs (wages and
salaries), but not depreciation. Figures on depreciation
are estimated by using the value of fixed capital and
rate of depreciation provided by the Surveys. Vielrose
(1971 ) adopted this exercise, and our own computations
are based on his methods.
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Prof i ts in Nigerian

n ustry

Meat Pr ucts
Diary Pdts.
Fruit Canning
Grain MilI pdts.
Bakery Products
Sugar Confectionary
Di st i Ilery
Misc. Food pdts.
Beer Brewing
Soft Drinks
Text i les
Footwear
l{ea r i ng Appa re I
Made-up Text,iles
Sawmilling
Wood Products
Furniture & fixture
Paper Products

rable !.!
Manufacturing

t¿

( '000 Pounds )

70
-30

1,759
854
638

-213
10,042
9,489

633
-580

415
271
358

1 ,494
0

1 ,059
375

Industries, 1955

I ndust ry

r nt I n9
TannÍng & TraveJ. gds.
Rubber Products
Basic Industrial Chem.
Vegetab).e Oit MilIing
Paints
Miscell. Chem. pdts.
Bricks and TiIes
Pottery and GIass pdts.
Cernent
ConcreÈe products
Basic Metals
MetaJ. products
Electrical Eguipment
Boat bldg. I Repairs
ÀuÈo.& bicycle Àssembly
Àutomobi 1e ma intenance
Miscel1. manuf actures

Statistics,
971) .

Industrial Survey,

z('000 Pds)

469
2,995

367
3,631

s05
3,980

85
-115

3 ,248
338
1334

3,351
475
-54

1 ,005
3,029

871

1966.Source:
Àdapted
Key: Z

Fede ra I Of f ice
from: Vielrose

= profiÈ
of(l



explained by

intensive in

the fact

character

of their necessarily
(rable 4.4) .
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being labour-

In only four of these industries (rruit canning,

Printing, Sawmilling, and Furniture) was the ratio of Iabour

costs as a proportion of total costs higher than 20 percent"

Even traditionally labour intensive industries such as Made-

up textiles and Wearing Àpparel, seem to share in this low

Iabour cost ratio characteristic Isee, Fajana (1913)].

These indications not only support the fundamental

postulate of our model that high vrages characterize the

manufacturing sector (which is further characterized by high

capital intensity), but also clearly support the theoretical
imptication of our model that profits (and productivity) are

high in thi s sector . 6 5 Ànd since the high-wage

characteristic cannot be attributed to the existence of high

profits (because such an argument does not only lack sound

theoretical basis but also does not make economic sense, for

the fact that an employer makes high profits does not mean

that he has to "give it avray" to his employees), and since

union activities are not the cause of the high wages (see

Chapters 3 and 6), one is safe to imply that the high wages

are a result of "efficiency-yrage behaviour" on the part of

the firms. This inference seems too early to make, but let
us proceed to examine how it may be supported by the other

6s Fajana (19732 369) states that a "...basic characteristic
of Nigerian manufacturing secLor worth noting is the
relatively high levels of profits that firms enjoy.."
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Table 4.3
Àverage Ànnual eercãiEã!'e-In-crease iof Nigerian Manufacturing

n Capitql-intensily* and WagesSector (1963-1969)-

I ndust ry K' w

Mea t Products 64 .8
33.5

-29.9
93.3
82.2
27.8
28 .8

1 10.5
3.7
0.3
3.3

24.3
22.5
33.0
88.0
-7 .0
43.8
-1.8
36.2
61.0

123.3
35.s

Dairy products
Fruit cannino
Grain MiII pioducrs
Bakery
Beer
Soft Drinks
Made-Up Textiles & t{earing ÀpparelSawmilling
Furniture & Fixture
?ext i les
Paper products
Tanning and TraveI GoodsBasic Industrial ChemicalVegetable OiI Milling
Paints
Cement and Concrete products
Basic Metal and Metal products
Electrical Equipment
Footwear
Sugar Confectionary
Printing

1.7
5.3

-2.5
1.3
1.5
3.3
8.7
6.2

14.4
5.0
2.2

10.2
6.0
9.0

16.3
-5.8
9.8

11.8
3.2

13.7
10.2
5.0

Source:
Adapted

Federal Offi
from: Fajana

ce of Statistics,(1973: 368).
Industrial Survey 1963-1969.

* Às a. proxy f or capital intensity, rre take net capitalexpenditure per employee (r.a jana iglli .-
Key:
K' = Ànnual Growth Rate of Capital Intensity g,).
I^7' = Ànnual Growth Rate of Wages.

The tabre indicates that arl but a few of the various manufacturingindustries had substantial growth rates of capital-intensity.The f ew here are rhe Fruit-ãannin9,-eãInts, añd sasi" M;;;i7u.atproducts (atl of which actually .ip.riunceå neguti;;-increases incapitat-inrensiry over the period)i-ãnã'-rt" sa*rmiirinõ anaFurniture (alr ol which are rabo,rr-iñi.nrive by ih;i;'nature).
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evidence that we have.

Establishment size and Waqe Differentials:
Nextr wê attempt to investigate the relationship between

intra-industry rdage vagaries and establishments size in the

Table 4.4
Labour Costs as a Percentage of Total Costs
in Nigerian Manufacturing Sector , 1966

I ndust ry Percentage

Meat Products
Diary Products
Fruit Canning
Grain Milt Products
Ba ke ry
Beer
Soft Drinks
l'lade-up Text i les & Àpparel
Sawmi 11 ing
Furniture and Fixture
Textiles
Paper Products
Tanning and TraveI Goods
Basic Industrial Chemicals
Vegetable Oil t"tilling
Paints
Cement and Concrete Products
Electrical Equipment
Basic Metal and Metal Products
Footwear
Sugar Confectionary
Printing

16
15
23
4
9
12
17
13
27
21
17
13
9
10
2
12
19
I
7
14
13
41

ÀII 11

Source: Computed from Federal Office
Industrial Survey data, 1966

of Statistics,(rables 5 and 13).
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Nigerian manufacturing sector. 6 6

To enable us construct an intra-industry wage structure
ilâp, we resorted to following the lead of Fajana (1975) in

dividing all the industries covered by the FOS surveys into

six groups: 6 7

Establ i shment s Group No. of Employees Midpoint

1

2
3
4
5
6
t
r

more**
499
299
99
49
19

boundary in this Group to be
explained shortlyl.

500 or
300

750**
399.5
199.5

7 4.5
34.5
14.5

100
50
20
10

[ ** we have
1000, fo

aken the
rea sons

upper
to be

The results h'e have

period 1976-1 981 . It
differentials (average

are shown in Table 4.5, covering the

suggests a clear pattern of $¡age

wages)68 by establishment size.

::. :.ìl l
l. .l:r.

66 We adopt this approach on the basis of the fact that the
data available to us could only enable us to test our
model via this approach. Significant yrage differentials
across industries by size of establishments would
indicate that large firms tend to behave according to the
ef f iciency-wage posÈulates.

67 The group number may be taken to represent
the various group sizes. Whereas Fajana
1964-1970 datar Vrê have used 1976-1981 data
that is available to us.

the ranks of
( 1 975) used
which is aII

68 The average tlages for each group is obtained by dividing
the total h?age (and salary) Uifl of alL establishments in
each group by the total number of employees in that
group.
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Tablc \.5
Avonage Wago and. Tl
Establlsh¡nents ln

agc Dlfforcnflgl^by Slze of Ìfanufacüurtng
Nlgeria, 1976-1981.

oup ', I a

6

5

l+

3

?

I

10-- 19

2O - ll9

,o-99
100 - 49
300 - h99

!00 enÄ ovrn

ot¡.lloc 3 onPu c c¡!a oto e g ctr s veys a,I 8¡ü¿bllehnent si.ze rncnsurod by numben of 'snrplO|935 r
a

Kev:
w c 

^Ycragc 
wegc

wi! 
^vcraga 

ïragc of Group 1, 1E1r2 . . . . .6.
All valucs arr ln Nigcnlan Neina.

297 0.1+9

l¡l+o

hçe

586

5tt
6L"

O,72

0.gr

0.96

0.91r

1o0O

1 6

zgt 0.47

45t
5L2

5so

5e5

616

o,73

0.83

0,95

0.96

1.OO

I

293 O.h?

l+50

l+gg

5ee

618

6?z

O.72

0.80

0.96

0.gg

I.0

299 0.h5

L+55

l+çç

60?

623

654

o.69

0.76

o.g2

o.g5

1.00

0.1+?

0 168

0.76

0.91

o.g7

1.00

l+59

907

611

649

667

314

1 BO t

0.1+6

o 167

0.76

0.89

0.98

lo00

311

455

5L3

602

660

679

f n !r:Æì
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It is evident from a casual inspection of this data that,
generally, average lrages vary directly with the size of

establishment, vrith workers in the Iarge (efficiency-wage)

establishments enjoying substantial wage differentials over

those in the smaller establ"ishments. In 1979, for example

(see the wi/w 1 column), employees in Group 6 establishments

had an average wage amounting to just 45 percent of the

average lrage of workers in Group 1." Similar percentages in

that year v¡ere 69, 76, 92 and 95 respectively for Groups 5

to 2. This reveêi1s substantial differentials (except fgr
among the high-wage category of establishments -- Groups 3,2

and 1).6s

To further highlight the strength of the relationship
between establishment size and average vrager Ìr€ attempt to
correlate the two variables. The coefficients of

correlationTo we computed between establishment size and

average wages were? 0.73 for 1976¡ 0.71 for 1977; 0.73 for

6s Fajana (1975), whose analytical methodology we have
followed in applying our data for this analysis, used the
FOS 1964-1970 data to generate percentage nage
differentials of 42, 65, 83, 90, and 90 respectively
between Groups 6-2 establishments and Group 1

establishments, for the year 1967. A comparison between
his results and ours indicate some reduction in the
differentials over time, âlthough no consistent pattern
can be established.

70 In estimating the coefficient of correlation, the
midpoint of each group interval was taken to represent an
average size of its establishments. lror Group 1, which
is open, the midpoint used is that between 500 and 1000.
We justify this by noting that very few establishments
ex i st that had more than 1 000 employees ( see
Fajana,1975)).



1978ì 0.78 for

coef f ic ients

significant at

This conf irms

establ i shment

1979; 0.80 for 1 980; and 0.80

are positive, fairly high,

the 5 percent level.

the high correlation between

síze depicted in Tab1e 4.5.

for 1 981 .

and are
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These

each

average wages and

It is highly probable that the larger an establishment,

the more tikely it is that a higher proportion of its labour

force will be in the highly-paid professional,

administrative, and managerial category (ttre "hierarchy-

effect" ). Expatriate (non-Higerian) Iabour which on the

average earns substantially more than Nigerian labour is

to be found mainLy among the larger establishments. On the

other hand, the proportion of relatively low-paid unskitled

Iabour tends to be higher for small-scaIe establishments

(where production processes are less complex) (PhiIlips,

1972i Fajana, 1973¡ 1975).

The incidence of erage differentials between the large and

small-scale establishments may therefore be due to the

different skilI compositions of their labour forces. This

requires that we adopt a method which is able to isolate the

effect of skilI composition (human capital element) of the

labour force on wages in order to obtain a true picture of

wage differentials which is due to the size of

establishments. So, in order to eliminate the effect of

these skiIl differences, v¡e consider the various industries.

This is done (for an industry) by relating the size of an



establishment with the average wage of a given

category rather than with the average wage of the

labour force.
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skill
ent i re

The relevant data for this l¡ere avairable for a few

industries ( from the Fos) .- The coefficient of correlation
between size of establishment and average wage of four

categories of labour skilrs Iunskilled, semi-ski1led and

skilled; crerical; and professional anð,/or administrative
and/or managerial (pu¡)l vrere computed for each of the

industries. The results are given in Table 4.6.

It is seen that, though the coefficients are in alt cases

ress than those previously estimated, they are stirr fairly
high. À comparison would bear out the suspicion that the

differentiars observed earrier on are partly (but not

mainJ-y) due to differences in skirr composition of the
labour force. However, a strong positive correration still
exists between establishment size and average vrage when

arlowance is made for the skirl-mix factor, âs indicated by

the still relativery high correlation coefficients we

obtained in Table 4.6.

The evidence of vtage differentials by establishments size
we have seen in the Nigerian manufacturing sector implies
that, even among the efficiency-wage firms themselves, the

very large-scale ones tend to offer higher wages (perhaps in
line with labour productivity and capital intensity).
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Table 4.7 relates

and capital intensity
1979.7 1

avera9e

by size

r.rages to labour

of establishments
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productivity
for the year

I t shows

productivity
a paraIlel movement

capital intensity with

of average

respect to

vrages,

the sizeand

Due to the lack of data on outpuÈ and of physical capital
size by establishments, we resort to using value ãAAeA
and net capital expendiÈure per employee as proxies for
labour proÇugtiyity and capital intensity respectively
lsee ryoha (1982)¡ Fajana (1973¡ 1975)1, in thiã case as
well,

Table 4.7
Àverage Wage, Labour Productivity and Capital
Intensity by Establishment Size, 1979.

Est .'tS i ze w q k

10
20
50

100
300
500

- 19
-49
-99

299
499

and over

299
455
499
602
623
654

894
2021
2360
27 43
3992
3998

110
130
172
188
235
296

Source: Computed from Federal Office of Statistics,
Industrial Surveys data, 1979.

Key
w=
q=
þ=

Average rrrage
Labour productivit
Capital inLensity
worker ) .

v
(

(Het value
Net capital

added per worker).
expenditure per

* Establishment size measured by number of employees.

in Nigerian Naira.Atl values are

71
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of establ i shment .

If labour markets vrere competitive, there would be a

tendency, irrespective of productivity differences, for
wages to equalize for workers of the same skill category in

all establishments despite size. The larger firms'higher
vrages would be reduced (Uy the excess labour supply) to the

same level with the smaller establishments. That this has

not been so in Nigeria (and in most LDCs) is due to the

influence of the "non-market" mechanism of the efficiency-
vrage rule {given that most of the non-market institutional
forces (such as labour unions) that could have also been the

cause of this situation, have been discounted Isee Chapter 6

below; see also Rempe1 (1981) and Rempel and House (1978)

for a vivid account of the relative unimportance of these

institutional factors in influencing wages in the Kenyan

economyl Ì. The foregoing evidence therefore indicate some

significant support for the e'fficiency-wage ¡rostulate.

Some Reqression Ànalysis:

To complete our exercise, we would provide the following
regression analysis to test the extent to which there may or

may not exist some degree of causality among wages, capital
intensity, productivity, and employment. If it can be

established that the relationship between these factors and

vrages is significant, then it would indicate that the labour

market is more influenced by these factors than the

efficiency-wage postulate is implying. But a weak
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relationship between these factors and wages would Ieave

efficiency-wage-fixing and other factors (see below) as the

most plausible "explanatory variables" of vrage changes. The

following model is tested:
(4.13) WCn = INTCPT + ÉrCÀPIN + PzPROÐ + gsEMPL + e

where

wGE is percentage increase in average vrages (across industries),
INTCPT is the intercept term,

CAPIN is percentage increase in capital intensity,
PROD is percentage increase in productivity (value added),

EMPL is percentage increase in employment,

e is the error term,

gi's are parameter estimates, (i=1,2,3... ).

The regression equation is:
(4.14) WCe = 5.9442 + 0.308CÀprN + 0.2202PROD - 0.0335EMPL

(0.8e82) (0.4867) (0.0613)

P2=0.0877¡F=0.577
(t statistics in parentheses).

Firstr wê notice that the very low value of the coefficient
of determination, R2, indicates a very poor fit; i.e. all
the explanatory variables together explain only about 9

percent of the total variations in wage changes. This would

indicate that there must be other "unexplained" factors that

are more important in explaining the variations in the vrage

rate. Such facLors would presumably include Iabour union

activities, the level of unemployment, the rate of



inflation, profit leveIs, government

(apparently in the public sector), skill
other such considerations.
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wage poI ic ies
acquisition, and

The positive coefficient of the capital-intensity
variable (though very low) points to a direct relationship
between the wage changes and changes in capitat intensity
(granted that both the changes due to productivity and

employment changes have been accounted Lor) .7 2 This
therefore seems to have a bearing to our notion that firms
tend to increase wages in line with capitat intensity.

But the fact that none of the parameter estinates is
significant (and supported by the very row value of the F

ratio) indicates that wage changes are far more dependent on

other factors than those used in this regression. severar
other writers have reached this conclusion in the recent
past: Phitlips (1972)¡ weeks (1972)¡ Fajana (1973)¡ yesufu

(197a) ¡ o1a10ye ( 1 981 ); ryoha ( 1 982). But rhese wrirers
have not identified the pertinent factors that wourd most

satisfactoriry explain the wage changes, though a few

pointed to capital-intensity (ryoha; phirrips) and high
profit rates (weeks; philrips). This provides an indication
that some other pertinent factors such as the emproyer's

tendency to fix vrages at "efficiency-levers", sây, courd be

rerevant in expraining the wage changes. The regression

7 2 Àrr the
1eve1.

parameter estimates are not significant at the S%
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results are not expected to capture wage changes due to
"ef f ic iency-vrage-f ix ing" since the f i rm tends to f ix such

vrages irrespective of what productivity and emproyment

levels are, and irrespective of the absolute amount of
capital-intensity it uses. what is important for the firm is
that the worker put in his/her best; the fact that the firm
employs a certain amount of physical capitar is all that is
required, the absolute amount of such capital would not

matter very much in influencing the firm's wage-fixing

decision.

4.3.3 The "Turnover" Àpproach

Basu (1984:105) argues that labour turnover in the

industrial sector is generally more costly to the employer

than such turnover in the agricurtural sector. This implies
that employers in this sector would pay higher vrages not

only to encourage higher work-ef fort but also to reduce

turnover. For this reason Basu (1984: 105) believes that the

observed rural-urban duarism that exists would be sharper

than is usually reckonedr so that the actual wage gap

between the two sectors could be seen to be having two

components¡ one part being a response to turnover costs,
the other to productivity.

since turnover rates affect productivity (and not vice
versa), we believe that the employer, in offering high

vrages, is more driven by the productivity factor than by the
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turnover factor. rf high v¡ages lead to higher productivity,
then it means that high wages lead to lower turnover rates.

Labour productivity can be indirectly measured by

absenteeism and turnover among emproyees. Absenteeism

represents an impairment of plant efficiency, and hence

lower 1eve1s of output (niruy, 1961). substantial turnover
means that the worker f inds the job non-enriching,
uninteresting, unattractive (reward wise), and unworthy to
maintain. Absenteeism and turnover rates are more often
functions of the vrage rate and the condition of work; they

represent indices of the industriar commitment of the rabour

force, the commitment of which in itself is dependent on the

remuneration flowing from the job.

Forlowing Kilby's (1961 ) approach, w€ analyzed data on

absence and turnover rates for 14 firms of various sizes (in
terms of number of employees) for 1979. Firms with simirar
work hours per week (+o hours), and having simirar average

di stance to work ( about 5 mi l-es ) , and emproying 1 0o persons

or more, were selected. The data is shown in Table 4.g.

Gross absence includes voluntary absence and

absence. Genuine sickness appeared to be just 'l

Gross turnover includes terminations and quits.
First vre observe that voluntary absence and

turnover are generally not as high as one would

such a Iow-wage setting" But they are relatively

excused

percent.

voluntary

expect in

very high
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TabIe
Absence and

1_.9.
Turnove r (1 97 9)

Type of Firm No.
empl.

Daily
vra9e
i ndex#
N1 = 100

Gross
absence

Gross
turnove r

Brewery 134
Tobacco (Cigrts.) 380
Soap 642
Textiles* 1120
Constructionr'* 200
Peanut oil mill 208
Flour mill 1280
Cement 386
Tin-mining 2550
Coal-mining 800
Cannery 122
Rubber-shoes 270
Rubber processing 1 55
BIdg. materials 1 00

110
140
200
140
100
100
145
'150
'100

150
110
120

90
90 1

4
3
1

2
9
7
1

2
6
4
5
6
9
2

3

3
1

3
17

5
2
1

7
3
4
4

33
20

Source: Federal Office Of Statistics,
Industrial Surveys, 1979.

# Hot included in the original data source.
*Transportation to and from work provided.
r,*Characterized with seasonal redundancy.

for both the construction and rubber-processing and building
material firms who have the lowest vrage levels. Second, we

note that there is an obvious negative correlation between

the yrages and absence and turnover rates.

Table 4.9 contains the findings of a monthly survey of 3

establishments regarding their employee absence and turnover

rates for the year ( 1 961 ) .
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Firm A represents the "permanently established" staff of

the Nigerian Ports Authority, averaging about 4,100 persons

for all the units that constitute the entire industry. T 3

T.tages are high and condi t ions of work are f avourable .

Table !_.2Analysis of Monthl-y Àbsence Turnover (1961)and(N
Firm A

Ipercentaqes,
Firm B Firm C

Sick Àbsent Left Sick Àbsent Left Absent Left

4.6
o?
17.0
1s"9
11.1
11.3
6.7

1 0.4
6.8
2.1
3.0
5.0

7.4
12.1
16.1
12.7
7.8
9.7
7.5
5.3
5.7
5.5
4.8

16.4

1.0
0.1
0.6
0.2
0.8
0.6
0.8
1.2
0.8
0.2

7
3
I
5
0
5
7
6
9
3
6
2

0
1

1

2
2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3
ç

4
4
6
3
tr

9
7
7
3
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
5
4
6
5
3
5
3
5
I
4
3

1

I
7
7
1

I
9
4
6
3
3
I

3
3
2
2
3
3
1

2
2
2
2
2

0.08
0.10
0 .08
0.07
0.06
0.07
0.04
0.04
0.06
0.02
0.03
0.04 90

ÀnnuaI
turnover 5.5 7.2

Source: À pte rom K 1 v

Turnover rates are seen to be }ow, and absence rates also

appear quite low. Firm B represents the staff of the

Central Bank of Nigeria, also having high wages and

favourable conditions of service. Again turnover and absence

rates are relatively low.

93 .6

73 That is: Lagos, Port Harcourt, Warri, and Calabar.



F i rm C processes rubber . Low v¡ages

service are poor. The result i s

excessive turnover per month.
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prevail. Conditions of

high absenteeism and

4.3.4 Evidence from Other Studies

The pioneering works on the efficiency-wage hypothesis

did not have any important empirical scrutiny because a

thorough empirical test of the hypothesis is difficurt to
devise (Basu, 1984). Leibenstein (1957a) provides some

piecemeal evidence to support the theory. But important

empirical support for the moder are found in Rodgers (1975)

and Bliss and Stern (1979), both establishing strong

evidence for the validity of the v¡age-productivity nexus

aspect of the model. However, the most important empirical
reguirement of the theory seems to lie in estabrishing an

empiricar evidence that supports the notion that firms
'clearly behave according to the model's postulates. rn this
regard, Briss and stern (1978) carried out some indirect
tests: their approach to the efficiency-wage hypothesis was

in applying it to agricultural employment. Therefore they

suggested that an appropriate approach to testing the theory
empirically wourd be to compare the wages of those workers

to whom the theory could be thought to apply permanent

labourers *- to the vrages of those to whom it is unlikery to
apply casual labourers. Permanent labourers would receive

higher wages since permanency aIlows the employers to
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capture the resulting long-term (high) productivity benefits
[see Bliss and stern (1978:391 )]. Their finding, based on

Indian data, appeared to support the theory very well. We

have used Nigerian data for the same purpose, and our

finding also is quite favourable to the theory.

Rempel and House (1978 ) considered business firms
operating under imperfectly competitive (monopolistic or
origoporistic ) conditions, using as expranatory variables
(a) an index of the product market concentration, and (b) a

firm's "ability to pay" (as refrected by varue added per

worker). These factors are used as measures of the degree ot
the firm's intervention (and infruence) on wage and

emproyment leve1s. À series of regression tests lrere run,

and these two variabres v¡ere consistently found to be

significant expranatory determinants of inter-industry vrage

differences Isee regression equations and resurts in RempeI

and House (1978¿ 124,141)1. This finding red the authors to
conclude that some f i rms operat ing under imperfectly
compet.itive conditions (in the product market) maintained

higher vrages that were not responsive to rabour market

supply and demand conditions (in Kenya).

This finding means, in other words, that manufacturing

firms acted according to 'efficiency-wages' principles in
formulating their yrage and emproyment poricies (given that
unions are not responsibre for forcing up vrages Isee chapter

5l ).
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We ver i fy that the second-order condi t i ons for prof i t
maximum is satisfied for the firm's optimal employment

conditions discussed in the chapter.

We make the simplifying assumptions that the product market

is competitive: i.e. that Þ'=0; and further assume that Þ=1.

with these assumptions, (4.3a) and (4.3b) reduce to
(e+.3a) O'e(w) - w = 0

(e¿. gu) O'e' (w) - ''l = 0.

Irt is interesting to note that solving (e¿.3a) and (À4.3b)

simultaneously yields equation (4.2) in the textl.
For simplicity let e" (w) = 0, i.e. assume the

effort-function is linear in its argument w (though making

it non-linear , that is putting e" (w) <

the results besides making the simplification more cumbersome).

Note that e" cannot be positive Isee Leibenstein (1957a;

1e58)1.

The sufficiency condition for a

the Jacobian determinant obtainable

ean be shown to be non-negative:

maximum is satisfied if
from (À4.3a) and (À4.3b)

QO e 2 (eQ' 'Le'+Q'e'-1 )

Qt tL"''

J

Qtt e te
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>>= 0
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Expand i ng

Q" 2e'2e2L - Q"e'e{eQ"Le'+e'e'-1} >= o,

and simpli fying

- Qt tet 2eQt + Qt tete >= 0,

or

(ea.+) - e'Q' + 'l ¡= 0.

But from (À4.3b), vre know that e'Q' ='1 .

And substituting into (e+.4), vre obtain zero.

This establishes that the determinant is non-negative.

À1so, that the Jacobian determinant vanishes establishes

linear dependence among the system of equations depicted by

(¿.3a) and (4.3b) [see Chiang, 1979]. This alone is not a

sufficient condition for optimum, but together with the

quasi-concavity assumption for the production function
(4.3), sufficiency is established.

Now from both (4.3a), (4.3b), and (4.2), iE is clear that

w = ete

under the given assumptions

i.e. the equality of wage and marginal productivity of

labour

In conventional neoclassical theory, the implication is that

e(w) = 1.

If, however, e(w) > 1, then

vr > Q'

for the above "marginal productivity theory" to apply.
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But it does not make economic sense for the employer to pay

his workers wages greater than the marginal product of

labour. Therefore, the conventional neoclassical production

function imbedding the notion of e(w)=1 cannot be relevant

for societies where the effort function is operational

the LDCs.
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Table q.1 0
Average Ànnual Percentage Increases in Emplo
and Wages of Nigerian Manufacturing, 1963-19

yment, Va1ue Added,
69*

I ndus t ry E' q' wt

Meat Products
Diary Products
Fruit Canning
Grain MiIl Products
Bakery Products
Sugar Confectionary
Beer Brewing
Soft Dr inks
Text i les
Footwea r
Made-up Textiles & Àpparel
Sawmilling
Furniture and Fixture
Paper Products
Printing
Tanning and TraveI Goods
Basic Industrial Chemicals
vegetable oil Mi11in9
Paints
Cement and Concrete Products
Basic Metals and Metal Pdts.
Electrical Equipment

8.
12.
11.

7.
10.
20

8.

5
7
7
I
7
2
5
5
2
7
I
I
5
R

7
I
3
5
I
7
I
2

12.
22.
54.
27.
22.
65.
23.
6.

38.
44.

149 .
41 .
24.
46.
14.
20.
34.

3
5
0
0
5
2
5
2
3
I
2
0
3
5
I
5
2
2
5
2
8
3

1

1.7
s.3
s.3
1.3
1.5
0.2
3.3
8.7
¿.¿
3.7
6.2
4.4
5.0
0.2
6.0
6.0
9.0
s.3
5.8
9.8
1.8
3.2

1

12.
21 .
16.
24.
14.
13.
35.
7.

11.
20.
¿¿.

117.
14.
18.
39.

1

1

17 .
?o
18.
27.
81.

* Excluding the Eastern States (affected by civil war).

Survey , 1963-69.Source: Federal
Key:
E' = percentage
q' = petcentage
W' = percentage

Office of Statistics, Industrial
changes
changes
changes

in
1n
1n

employment
value added
wages
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TabIe
Capacity Utilization in

4.11
Ñigerian Manufacturing Industries, 1 965.

I ndustry

Meat pdts.
Diary pdts.
Fruit Canning
Bakery pdts.
Grain miIl pdts.
Sugar Confectionary
Di st i Ilery
Misc. food pdts.
Beer brewing
Soft drinks
Rubber pdts.
Basic Industrial Chem.
Vegetable oi1 milling
Paints
Mi sc. Chemical pdts.
Bricks and TiIes
Pottery & glass pdts.
Cement

k/R
(% average)

60
100
100

45
100
100
100

88
64

Industry k/R
(% average)

Textiles 38
Footwear 29
Wearing Apparel 63
Sawmi 1I ing 27
l'lade-up textiles gds. 100
Wood Products 1 00
Furniture & fixture 71
Paper pdts. 89
Pr int ing 86
Tanning & travel gds. 92
Concrete pdts. 35
Basic Metals 1 00
Metal pdts. 74
Electrical equip. 44
Boat bldg. e repair 100
Automobile Àssembly 71
Àuto. repairs 50
Misc. manuf. goods 1 00

90
24
92
45

100
100
100

20

Source: FOS, Industrial Surveys, 1965.

I ntens i ty
Kev:
uß. = Capi ta 1



Chapter V

FURTHER CONSIÐERATIONS IN THE APPLICATION OF THE
MOÐEL

So far we have considered the main theoretical framework and

its applicat ions in addressing vrage and employment

determination. In this chapter vre attempt to link the model

with the other important issues of labour problems, namely:

the role of unions; the role of physical capital (regarding

its influence in the technique of production); the

infruences of foreign (murtinationals) operations in the

economy; and the implications for human capitar formation of
the ef f iciency-wage phenomenon.

Attempts are made to integrate these issues within the

notion of the efficiency-wage principle, and thus provide

the explanations of these issues as they apply to the LDCs.

5.1 UNIONS ÀND TNSTITUTIONAL ÀRRANGEMENTS

Explanations of persistent inter-firm wage differentials for
apparently homogeneous labour can be set out in either of

the two possibilities: employers are forced by employees to
raise v¡ages above the competitive level; or employers may

have reason voruntarily to raise wages (ttnigtrt and sabot,

1983). under the first view, wages are seen as the outcome

of a process of collective bargaining: the outcome depending

164
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part.Iy on the bargaining povrer of workers (the greater their
degree of organization and their cohesiveness, the greater

their ability to impose "costs" on employers through

industrial actions), and on the bargaining power of firms

(the ability to pay high vrages -- due to existing high

profits, say, -- may reduce the wiIl of employers to resist

worker pressures).

The second view of f i rm-related vrage determinat ion i s

that employers unilaterally raise wages above the floor
provided by competitive market forces (or by government

through minimum $¡age legislation). The explanation for this
focuses on the effect of wages on labour productivity, and

this is the essense of the efficiency !¡age model.7a

The various reasons why employers may perceive a

relationship between h'ages and productivity may range from

lhe case that increases in wages can improve the health,

energy and morale of workers, and hence their productivity
(leibenstein , 1957 i MaIcoImson , 1981 ¡ Stiglitz, 1976a;

YeIlen, 1984), to the "Iabour turnover" hypothesis whereby

higher v¡ages are posited to be capable of diminishing labour

turnover in the firm, and hence reducing trailing costs (Oi,

1962t Stiglitz, 1974), and even to the hypothesis that by

7 4 One explanation for the firm's tendency to behave in this
vray focuses on non-productivity benefits that may accrue
to certain employers as a conseguence of vrage increases.
we shall examine such cases below. See Knight and Sabot
(1983), Lim (1977), Àrrighi (1973), for further details
of these analyses.
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can 'cream' the most productive

(t<nigtrt and Sabot, 1983).7s
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an employer

Iabour force

f i rms,

of the

II
based

and to

of the

Iabour

is important to provide some further explanations

on certain institutional arrangements in t.he economy,

draw on such explanations to complement our modelling

efficiency-wage principle. We begin by considering

un10ns.

5. 1 .'1 Unions and Labour Contracts

It is commonplace to view that unionized firms pay higher

srages than nonunionized firms, and that firms with strong

unions or a high proportion of the labour force unionized

will pay higher vrages than firms with weak unions or a low

proportion of workers unionized. Implicit in this analogy

for the LDCs is the assumption that labour unions function
much as they do in developed countries. However, the

75 Any wage differences among firms under this efficiency-
vrage rule may be explained by differences in the
productivity of their workers which is due to 'other'personality productivity-enhancing differences. Because
of such differences in their charaeteristics, firms are
likely to differ in the extent to which they wish to
raise the wage for efficiency-wage reasons or for labour
turnover reasons, and the extent to which they may find
it profitable to 'cream' workers. In this 'creaming'
case, the labour market is not segmented in so far as the
v¡age di fferences reflect di fferences in personal
product.ivity. In the other cases, however, the labour
market is segmented among firms, in the sense that t,here
are no differences in labour productivity at the time of
hiring, and yet there is no tendency for wage differences
to be reduced through compet.ition. See, House (198a);
Knight and Sabot ( 1 983 ) .
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prediction of the effect of unionization on y¡ages courd be
reversed if there is reason to believe that unicns have

rather become an instrument for implementing a government

v¡age-restraint pol icy. such a po] icy has not been uncommon

in LDCs (Smittr, 1969¡ Knight, 1967; warren, 1966; weeks,

1972).

one vray for explaining the rationare for the efficiency
v¡age modelling for the LDcs is to consider that labour is
rargely non-unionized, particularly in the private sectors
of most LDCs. rn Nigeria, unionization is a prerogative of
the public sector (umo, 1 98s). private sector unions are
rare, and where they exist they have been very weak,

ineffective and fragire (umo, 19g5; Rimmer, 19g1; warren,
1956). Labour unions in Nigeria (and perhaps most LDcs) are
not only generalry i1l-organized and rack financial and

political power, they are also weakened by the abundance of
unemployed and poor workers keen to step into wage jobs.
Even in the pubric sector where unions are apparentry
observed to function (umo, 1995), they do not have the
impact that is apparent from their actions and statements

[see: House and Remper (1976)¡ Rempel (19g1)]. And since in
many instances the government has clashed with the unions
and "defeated" them in most cases (Sonubi , 1973), they have

ceased to play an effective role in r{age determination. Ànd

having become instruments of government vrage-restraint
policy, they have even become effective in depressing vrages
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House andin the

Rempel,

public sector (t<nigtrt and Sabot, '1 983;

1976; Weeks , 1972) .7 6

rt is important to note, however, that even though unions

are not able to exert significant pressure on wages via the
bargaining process, it does not necessarily mean that they
do not have some impact via the poriticar process. In fact
unions do have very significant input in getting the
government to acceed to periodic reviews of the civil
service pay structure, the reviewing of the minimum wage

levels, and other such types of union pressures. But the
impact of unions have not been sufficient in preventing the

decrining of real wages in LDcs during periods of high
inflation Ifor example: late-1 970's in Nigeria (Rimmer,

1 981 ) , and mid-1 970's in Kenya (nempel, 1 981 ) I .

Given these circumstances, impì.icit contracts rather than

expricit contracts can be seen to be more relevant in
analyzing the emproyment rerationship. Important ¡¡ork

agreements are therefore not set out in formar written
agreements between workers and employers Ifor exampre,

regarding the specification of what transactions anð,/or

events should be carried out when some contingency arises
(ghrenberg and smith, 198s)]. such "agreements" are governed

76 T,teeks (1972) found that unskilled vrages in Nigeria havebeen much more responsive to economic conditions thanordinariry stated, and that the role of government andunions in ,rrage determination have been largely
overstated. Not,e that thi s f inding relates only tounskilled labour,
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by implicit contracts: that is, a set of shared/recognized

and informal understandings by both parties about how the

firm and the workers will respond to contingencies. For

instance, workers are paid according to work hours rather

than according to output produced. Ànd the nominal wage is
not commonly reduced, nor are workers ordinarily laid off,
except under circumstances of severe depression or worker

inability to perform. Barring such circumstances, and given

that there is asymmetry of information, either party can

make declarations designed to mislead the other.77 Such a

moral-harzard problem would require the procurement of a

more self-enforc ing impl ic i t contract to govern the

employment relat ionship.

The efficiency-wage principle seems to be readily on hand

to lend itself towards modelling such a self-enforcing
contract [given that monitoring by either party is not only

costly, but also has no guarantee of success (akerlof,

1982)1. The efficiency-wage principle provides a way of

postulating a built-in incentive into labour contracts that
induce both parties to refrain from cheating the other when

each has the opportunity to do so.

77 For example, the firm might declare that it is incurring
Iosses during a downturn, whereas it is in fact making
huge profits, and would go ahead and reduce vrages and/or
lay-off workers. On the other hand, the worker might.
feign sickness, whereas he is healthy, and thereby be
able to shirk on the job. This presents a moral-harzard
problem.
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However r vrê would point out that other alternative
incentive mechanisms are possibre: piece-rates payment,

profit-sharing, commissions, and the like. But it appears

that these seem inferior to the efficiency-wage hypothesis,
in that, large-scare enterprises generarly are not in the
habit of using these incentive methods. secondly, and more

importantly, whereas the efficiency-wage phenomenon can be

modelled in a neoclassical fashion and shown to be

consistent with the optimization-subject-to-constraint
behavioural rule of rationar economic agents (firms), these

other incentive principres do not appear to be equarly
amenable to consistent modelling beyond ordinary description
of the facts.

5.2 CAPITÀL INTENSITY AND THE EFFICIENCY WÀGE PRINCIPLE

The preceding anarysis indicates a case of "segmentation"
which has been revealed by our analysis. we indicated in the
previous section that the efficiency i{age principle appears

to be more important for manufacturing and service sector
f i rms ut i I iz ing modern technology. The I i terature in
development economics make it crear that formar sector firms
in LDcs fall in this category, while the urban informal
secÈor and the agriculturar sector are dominated by firms
utilizing relatively lower revels of modern technorogy
(Sethuraman, 1976¡ 1981¡ Knight and Sabot, 1993).
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Capital intensity seems to be a highly relevant factor in

determining Èhe type of response a firm will have (in terms

of vrage setting) with regards to rr'age-productivity

relationship among its workers. It appears that firms with

high capital-intensive production methods (and thus having

lower proportion of l¡age costs in total costs) will have

their profits less sensitive to any given vrage increase, and

therefore can afford to offer higher wages in order to

encourage higher productivity (r,im , 1977 ¡ Arrighi, 1973¡

Knight, 1975). For this reason, technological dualism is
sometimes said to give rise to labour market dualism (ttnigtrt

and Sabot, 1 983 ) .

It is necessary to understand that the choice of

technique in Nigeria (and in most LDCs) has not been in

response to any existing high v¡ages. It is fairly well

established that most large-scale enterprises in Africa are

foreign oligopolies (Herman , 1975) ¡ and also that foreign

investment in Africa (and other underdeveloped regions of

the world) have strong capital-intensive bias (errighi,

1973; Lim, 1977¡ Knight, 1975¡ Reuber, 1973; Herman, 1975;

Knight and Sabot 1983).78 Evidence abounds that wages trere

generally relatively very low at the time of the

estabtishment of most industrial concerns (weeks, 1972¡

7 I For a complete discussion and analysis of Èhe capital-
intensive bias and the reasons for it in the Àfrican
counÈries, see Àrrighi (1973: 227*229). For LDCs as a
general rule, see Herman (1975)., and Reuber (1973). See
also Lim (1977).
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reason for the high capital intensity.
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have been the

In the case of Nigeria, the bias in favour of capital may

be traceabre to the government's fiscar and tariff poricies
which have tended to have the effect of relative cheapening

of capital ( ryoha , 1982¡ Diejomaoh and Orimalade, 1971 ¡

Fajana, 1973). The emphasis in Nigeria's industrialization
strategy has been more on output growth than on employment

generation (najana, 1973),7 s hence the bias of policies in

favour of capital intensive production methods. Moreover, it
is the government's policy that the eligibility of firms for
pioneer status, size of the "capital allowancês", and tax

relief, be determined to a considerable extent, by the size

of capital invested in fixed assets.80 Nigeria uses the

granting of import tariff concessions for capiÈaI goods as

one of her policy instruments to furthering its
industrialization drive.8l These various poricy measures are

the sources of the relative "cheapening" of capital which

lie behind the high capital intensity of industrial
production in the Nigerian (and presumably most LDCs')

economy.

7 s See: Federal Ministry of Information: Statement on
Industrial Policy, Sessional Paper No.4, 1964.

8o Às stated in: Federal Gazette, VoI.58, No.25, May 13,
1971: Industrial Development: (Income Tax ReIief) Decree
1971.

81 See: Central Bank of Nigeria, Annual Report 1966, p.67.
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A high degree of capital-intensity among firms in the

economy will mean that the type of Labour force category

that will be required for employment wiIl be, at least, the

semi-ski11ed82 category. Such a category of labour force is
necessary because of the need to stabilize a section of the

labour force to ensure a stable availability of the

requisite labour. The capital-intensive nature of production

requires a stable labour force able to man the capital
input. Arrighi (1973) found that the large-scaIe foreign

corporations which pioneered industrial establishments in
Àfrica (f,pCs) adopted such capital-intensive methods of
production not only as a response to the technological and

management constraints they faced, but also because they

were (and stiIl are) oligoplies in their home countries
having considerable financial strength. In Nigeria, it.

appears that the high capital-intensity has persisted
(rajana, 1973; Iyoha , 1982), and even the few purely

indigenously owned industries have tended to adapt

themselves to the situation and have been highly capital-
intensive as well (Phillips , 1972¡ Iyoha , 1982¡ Arrighi,
1973).

82 Labour can be classified as: (a) Unskilled: characterized
by versatility and lack of adaptation to the "discipline"
of wage employment (nifUy,1961; Arrighi, 1973),-- it can
be readily put to varied unskilled activities. (b) Semi-
skilled: characterízed by greater specialization,
regularity, and identi f ication with the
1973; Ehrenberg and Smith, 1 985).

ob (arrighi,
c ) Skirred:

)
(

characterized by more complex skills. (d) High-1eve1
manpovrer: characterized by specialization and higher
educational qualificaÈions and training (errighi, 1973r.
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The degree of capital intensity in a sector will
therefore provide us with a way of determining the degree to

which the efficiency-wage principle wiIl be binding among

f irms in the sector. In the highly capital-intensive
manufacturing sector, it is apparent then that the situation
is such that

e' (w) > o.

This is because cognitive skiIIs are generally required for
job-task performance in this sector Isee Thurow ( 1 975) ] .

Workers are trained/educated and thus possess productivity-

augmenting potentials which can be used to the benefit of

the firm. Therefore it pays the firm to elicit the maximum

use of this potential from each worker by use of an

"incentive mechanism" the payment of "efficiency-wages".

In the menial-jobs sector, the smaIl*scaIe dominated

urban informal sector (see RempeI, 1982; Sethuraman, 1976),

and the agricultural sectorrss Iabour-intensive techniques

of production is supposedly dominant; and because of the

observed vrage flexibility (enabling the labour market to

clear) in these sectors (see Yellen, 1984; Hansen, 1983;

Rempel, 1982), the implication is that

e'(w) = 0,

83 We have referred to these sectors togeÈher as the
'unprotected' (secondary) sector of the labour market
(see Chapter 4), as opposed !o the 'protected' (primary)
ef f iciency-wage sector.
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in equations ( a.6a )
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accord with the reLationship established

and (4.10a) of our model (see Chapter

Jobs in these sectors, being non-capital intensive, are

assumed to require just ordinary routine-type production

activities. Non-cognitive skills are sufficient for the job

performance, and there is no need for the firm to pay high

vrages to elicit work ef f ort because the going (market ) l¡age

is sufficient for that. Workers in these sectors belong to

the unskilled category, therefore it is not necessary from

the firm's point of view, to attempt to use the payment of

higher wages to "stabilize the requisite work force" (see

above).

It appears that the degree of capital-intensity is a

crucial factor in the division of the labour market into a

protected (primary) and unprotected (secondary) sector in
the LDCs. Capital-intensive firms are more IikeIy to
practise efficiency-wage rules while non-capital intensive

firms (apparently labour-intensive) are more Iikely to be

characterized by labour market-clearing behaviour. 8a

84 Note that labour-intensive firms are likely to have very
signifícant proporÈion of their total costs of producÈion
determined by wage costs, and therefore have reason not
to pay high vtâges.
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5.3 HIGH PROFITS, MULTïNÀTIONÀL CORPORÀTIONS, ÀND CÀPACITY
UTI LI ZÀTT ON

One may be tempted to view that highly profitable firms may

pay higher v¡ages than firms operating at the margin simply

because they make high profits and therefore can afford to

pay higher v¡ages . But vre note that s ince such f i rms are

profit-maximizing, it is not consistent with their profit-

maximizing objective that they offer "high" wages if such a

policy would not go to promote their objective. Àlso, one

can argue that the will to resist high vrages may be greater

in hi9h1y profitable firms if their high profits is a result

of paying low wages.ss This, however, seems implausible in

case of many manufacturing firrns in which v¡age costs are a

small proportion of total costs, as v¡e analyzed in the

previous section in respect of capital intensity.

The ability to pay high wages may be positively

associated with size of firm (House, 1984; Knight and Sabot,

1983). Large firms may reap greater economies of scale, have

more monopoly povrer and be more likely to be protected by

government commercial polic ies (errighi , 1973; Reuber,

1973\. In that case, they are likety to be capital-intensive
firms, with production techniques requiring a more

sophisticated labour force, necessitating the payment of

high wages in accordance with the efficiency-wage ruIe.

Moreover, they can easily recoup their !{age costs through

8s rt wirt
for most

be shown shortly that this is generally not so
LDC firms
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the ease with which they can sustain profits by passing on

cost increases to consumers (ttnignt and Sabot, 1983; Herman,

1975) . Nigerian manufacturing f irms' prof its are high
(vielrose, 1971; Fajana, 1973); and Phillips (1972) shows

that most of the high-wage industries in Nigeria enjoyed the

highest leveI of prof its, while the Lov¡est vrage industries
tended to enjoy very low or even zero profits (see Table

4.2). Herman (1975) also establishes the same case for LDCs

in general.

We establish a line of causality here between high

profits and high wages: that high profits are a result of

high vrages, in efficiency-wage firms. This sounds odd in the

frame of "usuaf" economic wisdom; but in the LDCs this seems

to be the explanation for the equally "odd" state of
(economic) affairs in the labour market and in the economy

as a whole.

Further to their "efficiency-wage" behaviour, one can

postulate the various reasons vrhy foreign firms
(muttinational companies) that dominate manufacturing

industries in LDCs (Reuber , 1973¡ Àrri9hi, 1973 ) are willing
to pay higher vrages than locaI firms. Multinational
companies may see the payment of high vrages as a form of

insurance in a "hostile" environmentr oF as a way of

securing the loyalty of employees, or of avoiding the

charges of 'exploitation' , and of reducing political
pressures for nationaLization (f,im, 1977¡ Knight , 1975¡
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and Sabot, 1983). The government is Iike1y to choose

discourage wage increases in multinationals if they

such higher wages as a means of wresting from foreign

a bigger nat ional share of value added (t<nigtrt and

1983).

It is asserted that the multinationals operating in LDCs

tend to be highly profitable as a result of their
monopoly /collusive oligopoly positions (Arrighi, 1973¡

Herman , 1975') , and that they tend to u,se more capital
intensive techniques of production for reasons unrelated to
wage consideration (white , 1978; Reuber, 1973 i Arrighi,
1973), so that profit.s are made less sensitive to wages.

lsee the section on 'Capital Intensity' abovel. This is in

line with the arguments we established for the efficiency-
vrage rule as the one governing the labour market policies of

these firms.

Fajana (19732 364) observes that there is a constraint
imposed on LDCs by their dependence on capital equipment

which have been designed to economize the use of labour.86

This constraint involves severe limitations in the labour

absorptive capacity of their industrial development. White

86 The capital equipment used in these countries have to be
imported from the industrially developed countries which
design their capital equipment specifically to fit their
oyrn factor endowments. Labour being the relatively scarce
and more expensive factor of production in most
industrially developed countries, the production
techniques embodied in their equipments have tended to be
labour saving Isee Fajana (19731 ¡ Iyoha ,1982)] .
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(1978) found that it is the practice of the muLtinational
corporations to be tied to their capitar-intensive
technology in the developed countries, and rarely consider
adaptations since such adaptations do not serve their
interests (which presumably is in reaping as much profits as

possible). And that since they can obtain their capital
abroad at "cheaper" rates, they wourd have ress incentive to
adapt, and frequently pay higher wages needed Lo ensure a

stabre labour force required to tend the capital equipments

[see also, Knight and Sabot (1g83); Lange (1963)].t7

A survey of the ownership pattern of Nigerian industriat
establishments indicate a situation in which private sector
ownership dominates, and the situation is similar in most

LDcs. Àlthough the attainment of rapid industrial growth is
the usual major economic objective of LDcs' governments,

government efforts to achieve this objective have consisted
mainly of providing the necessary fiscal incentives,
infrastructure and support activities (tkpeze, 1978). Direct
participation by the pubric sector has thus been minimar,

87 Lange ( 1 963 ) traces the roots of the behavioural patterns
of the murtinationals in LDCs to their urtimate motives
for operating in the LDCS in the first place. "With the
deveropment of large capitarist monopories in the leading
capitarist countries, the capitarisls of those countrieõrost interest in developmentar invesÈment in the LDCs
because such investment threatened their established
monoporistic positions. consequently, investment in LDcs
of capital from the developed countries acquired a
specific character ... " This "specific characÈer"
supposedly implies that such investments must be in
"quick-yielding" industries Isee Arrighi (1979't for
analysis of such industries].
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and the number of public sector-owned establishments is, in
the case of Nigeria, rel-atively smarl (ttirby, 1969t 266;

Herleiner, 1966: 318). Further, on the same subject, Àluko
(1969: 14) notes that Nigerian (indigenous) industrialists
engage mainry in smal-1-scare industries, while the rarge-
scale and complicated industries are alrnost excusively owned

and managed by foreign investors. AIso, Fajana (1975: b33)

had a similar finding: stating that "...in fact most of the

big businesses in the country's industrial sector are no

more than Nigerian branches of foreign companies, relying
mainry on the imported advanced technologies of their parent

foreign-based companies ..." This evidence is a pointer to
the fact that the .typical rarge-scale industriar
estabrishment in the LDcs is likeLy to behave according to
the postulates of the efficiency-wage hypothesis, namely:

capital-intensive, high-wage, and high-profit oriented;
resurting in the employment practices analyzed in chapter 4.

Regarding capacity utitization, in Nigeria the existing
capital stock is not utilized at capacity (vielrose,
1971).88 There is a large degree of under-utilization of

existing capacity, and one would wonder why firms would not

expand by emproying "cheap" labour, under such a condition.
r t i s import.ant to note that , though such an opt ion seems

economically viable, the multinational corporations which

dominate the firms in the manufacturing sect,or may not find

88 See Table 4"3
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it "economical" to expand, given their fundamental objective
of operation in LDCs namely to maximize profits whether

or not their operation is agreeabJ-e with general economic

efficiency. ït is not surprising, therefore, that (as

revealed in Tabl-e 4.11) there is such a substantial degree

of under-utilization of existing capacity. Ànd that this
tendency has continued as a long term phenomenon is a

pointer to the fact that firms do not find it "worthwhile"

to expand (by reducing $¡ages and ernploying more labour).8e

5.4 HUMÀN CAPITÀL IMPLICÀTIONS OF THE EFFICIENCY WÀGE
MODEL

The efficiency-wage firms are expected to be the ones that

invest more in training of workers than firms operating

under flex-wage conditions. It has been indicated in the

earlier chapters that the job tasks for which efficiency-
r{age rules are most Iikely to apply would be those requiring
individual worker-discretion and personal judgement in job

performance. To enable workers to acquire the requisite
techniques to apply to the job tasks, the firm will
emphasize human capital acquisition. Ànd in order to "hold"
workers once training has occured, firms must offer even

higher vrages. Thus, it can be viewed that f irms in the

protected sector are more 1ikely to invest in training than

Within the framework of our model, this means that firms
find it unprofitable to offer any vrage less than W*r for
such a vrage will reduce "ef f iciency", not minimize ,cost
per efficiency unit, and wiIl have the firm operating
sub-optimally and receiving a net revenue less than R*
( see Figure 4. 1 ) .
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are firms in the unprotected sector; and that protected

firms are more like1y to follow policies aimed at minimizing

Iayoffs and vol-untary quits (turnover) (StigIitz, 1974¡

Basu , 1g84). The standard understanding in labour economics

is that it is because of the need to insure against

incurring such "quasi-fixed" labour costs that the firm
would be offering wages higher than the market-clearing one

to its workers (Ehrenberg and Smith, 1985; Gunderson, 1980).

Our view is that it is still necessary to find a way of

determining what the optimal "high wage" will bei what

model would govern the determination of a srage high enough

noÈ only to minimize quasi-fixed (turnover) costs, but also

to maximize profits and efficiency. This is one major

feature of our model as it is applied to the LDCs.

5.4.1 Some Background: À Note on the Demand for Education

Regarding individual investment in human capital, the

implication is that human capital acquisition enables the

individual to enter the protected sector. This underlies a

major difference between our model's results and that of the

dual labour market approach of modern labour economics.s0

eo According to the dual labour market Iiterature, human
capital acquisition is noÈ supposed to enable the
secondary worker to enter primary sector jobs, though it
increases a worker's employability in thaÈ sector (see
Thurow, 1975). Our model wil} imply that in the LDCs,
human capital acquisition in effect "transforms" a
secondary (unprotected) worker into a primary (protected)
sector worker.
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The primary factor motivating citizens to demand

education in LDCs is the enhancement of their ov¡n personal

economic and social status (nlaug, 1966; 1973¡ Fie1ds,

1974a). The demand for a given level of education may

therefore be presumed to be determined by the size of the

expected private return to that Ievel of ( schooling )

education, as well as for the consumption or non-pecuniary

investment benefits education confers (fields, 1974:922). In

Nigeria, both factors appear to be very important in

education demand. Psacharopoulos (1973262) collected cross-

country evidence for the LDCsrel that shows that private

returns to investment in education are very high. Of the

three education l-eveIs (prirnary, secondary, and

college/university) for each of the eleven LDCs covered,

average rate of return is over 20 percent in all but one

country (rnaia).

We can explain. this situation from both the "cost" and

the "benefit" sides. In mosÈ LDCs, education costs are

heavily (and often entirely) subsidized, so that private

costs of education are smaIl (see Blaug, 1973¡ Fie1ds,

1974a). On the benefit side, the very high percentage vrage

differentials between different skil1 leveIs in LDCs (see

Chapter 4 for the case of Nigeria) relative to the developed

countries (elaug, 1966) , may explain the high private rates

91 The
Keny
Tha i
Iist

countries studied are Nigeria, Ghana, Philippines,
a, India, Venezuela, Mexico, Columbia , BrazíI,
land, and Puerto Rico. It is interesting that this
reflects LDCs in alI underdeveloped continents.
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to education in LDCs relative to the developed

This very high private rate of return is readily
into a very high private demand for education.e2

rn Nigeria (and in most LDCs) the actual observed reality
is that the individual demand for formal education (general

training) among the poputace is insatiable (yesufu, 1974;

Damachi, 1973; Diejomaoh, 1979). Ànd this is besides the
high rate of return factor. Education is viewed as both a

sociarly prestigeous and an economically ele.vating factor,
and people tend to invest in formar education without
necessariJ.y considering the potentiar monetary rate of
return.

This high demand for education does not mean high demand

for the educated individuar by employers in the economy.

This depends on a different and more complex set of factors.
r t i s the f i rms' demand for the ' educated' rabour that
becomes the crucial factor in rabour alrocation in the
economy. rt is in this aspect of the problem that our study

92 we do not imply that private individuars actually compute
such returns, but rather that, folrowing Friedman (1953),
they behave as if tþuy do. [the interested reader may wisúto see: Mirton Friedman's "The Methodorogy of positive
Economics", in his "Essays _ in positivã Economics",university of chicago prãilct icagoffil9dT:
Also it is not meant thaÈ the sizè of the private returnis the sore determinant of the demand for ãducation, associal status gnd power, and the prestige of beingeducated Tay be of greater imporÈañce than monetary
considerations. However, vre view the non-monetary factors
as_determining a minimum amount of demand for education,
and then high private returns increases demand above this
minimum (base) leveI.
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the

the

5.4.2 An Illustrative Model

The protected sector utilizes skirred rabour and these

skilrs are assumed to be complementary with physical capitar
(Hamermesh and Grant , 1979; Griliches , 1969). Firms invest
in skilrs accumuration through training programmes, and such

investment decision is made by comparing the discounted flow
of augmented profits to the current training costea (tte11ey

and 9lilliamson, 1980; Becker, 1974) " The accumuration of
human capital by the firm is thus determined by the return
the firm reaLises from human capital. rt arso depends on the

demographic trends infruencing the stock of potentiar
traineesi and this stock is determined jointry by demography

and government policy towards formal education (t<elrey and

williamson, 1980).

93 Tot a very thorough treatment, and modeJ.Iing, of private
demand of educat¡ion in LDCs, see Fields ( I gz¿a ) .- Àrso,
Braug (1966) provides a generar anarysis of educational
demand, and Braug (1973) carries an iñteresting analysis
of education and the employment problem in LDCs;

The cost is assumed to be the average return toinvestment in physicar plant and equipmeñt (since the
opportunity cost of investment in humañ capital to thefirm is investment in physicar capitar). we shalL assume
that this cost is constant.
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We assume that the training is financed by the firm which

utilizes skilled labour, and because of the lack of funds

impJ-ied by the imperfections that characterize the capital
market, and due to the inadeguacy of sufficient private

schools, individuals cannot gain access to training unless

selected for such training by firms who find it profitable
to make such investments.

We def ine:

o=
K=
9_5-

f=

Õ-
!-L-

p=

and is augmented by the

trained worker as

ô{o[1-S]Ki
(5.1)

ôo

returns to physical capital
capital employed

corporate (profit) tax rate

number of trainable workers

number of trained workers

time (in years)

discount rate

cost (average) of training

The firm's after-tax total profits can be specified as

ø[1-5]x

marginal addition of one more

K[1-5] {ôøi +

{ ôÕ}

o11-31 {ôK}

{ oo}

Àssuming that the capital stock is fixed in the short run

as K* ¡ then
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(s.2)

and

of

(s.3)

ô[o[1-S]K]

ôÕ

V

n* [1-S]{00}

{ ôÞ}

this is the marginal (after-tax) revenue from addition
one trained worker.

The present value of the benefit stream to the firm
generated by current investment in training (where p is the

economy-wide discount rate taken as the average of returns

to physical capital) is

{xIr-5] too/aøJ]z
E

t=1

where z

{'1+P} exP t
is the period of employment.

The cost

(a)

(b)

(c )

to the firm is largely dependent on

the level of formal education possesed, F,

(which in turn depends on government policy
regarding scholarships, etc).
the sÈock of potential trainees available, T*,

which depends on the ratio W/w -- w is the

average urban wage level, and w is the average

level of rural earnings such that T* = ô(W/w),

o'>
(1970) postulate on migration choicel.
the opportunity cost ( in terms of returns

from alternative inveslment -- assumed to be

eguivalent to the average returns to investment

in physical capital)
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1974)

(5.4) v
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firm will invest in training if (see Becker,

>= c{F,T't,o}

whe re

(5.s)

Given that F and T* are exogenous in our model, v¡e

observe that it would be attractive to the firm to invest in
O since the left-hand-side of (5.4) implies a "life-time"
flow of continuous returns, while c is a one-time

expenditure. The implication then is that O would be the

crucial factor on which o would depend: the term 0ø/AO is
positive the flow of returns from investment in physical

capital is increased by a unit increase in skilI training of

workers. Investment in training is therefore very profitable
to the firm. The relation Ao/0ø >

by the efficiency-wage relationship -- a worker with ski1l
training is more productive in an industry with modern

(capitalistic) technology, and needs to be paid a relatively
higher wage not only to reduce the tendency to quit but also

to ensure that his "high-productivity potential" wiIl be

consistently applied by him to the work process to the

benefit of the firm.
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5.4.3 Implications

The above illustrations indicate that the acquisition of
educatíon/training has the primary function of enabling the
individuar to gain entry into the efficiency-wage
(protected) sector. But the possession of formal education,

though necessary, is not sufficient in guaranteeing

employment once in the sector. The model shows that some

job-related training is reguired, and it is the firm itserf
which provides such job-related training. Therefore¡ since
(by assumption) cognitive job skirls are not acguired before

a worker enters the labour market but rather after he has

found employment through on-the-job training (Thurow, 197s) ,

the most sensible step would seem to be to create more

favourable conditions for firms to provide more such

training. Thuros¡'s (1975) concept of job-competition (as

opposed to wage competition) among workers irlustrates the

situation. Each worker's relative cost of being trained for
the job is the most important relevant factor infruencing
his employability by the efficiency-wage firm.

The most painful form of unemployment is the unemployment

of a highly educated individual. This type of unemproyment

differs from that arising from the efficiency-wage firm's
unwirlingness Èo employ an "unskilled" worker at a "row

wage" (i.e. the unemployment suffered by a secondary worker

who is thus unabre to enter the protected efficiency-wage
sector)" This type of unemployment is suffered by a primary
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worker within the primary (protected) sector. In this case

the reason for being unemployed is from the demand side: the

firm is simply not able to absorb the worker. However, any

policy that enables the firm's labour demand curve to shift
outward succeeds in reducing (or eliminating, depending on

the size) tfris type of unemployment (whereas such a policy

may not affect the firm's decision not to employ secondary

workers ) .

Thus within the framework of the efficiency-wage

analysis, one can attempt to explain the high incidences of

unemployment among educated people in some LDCs such as

Nigeria as simply a question of insufficiency of labour

demand. Such an explanation differs from that offered for

the unemployment of uneducated (and presumably unskilled)
labour: the disequilibrium unemployment situation explained

in Chapter 4, which is the dominant form of unemployment

that exist in most LDCs.

5.5 CONCLUSION

The foregoing discussions have served to broaden our

analysis by providing an alternative (albeit institutional)
basis to supplement the theoretical postulates of the

ef f ic iency-wage model . Thi s Chapter i s, therefore ,

essentially one that ties together the various ideas that

have been developed in the model. It relates exclusively to

the analysis of the industrial sector employment, and has
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theory of the

The focus has

sector of the

applies to both

thus far been on the non-agricultural
economy. The efficiency-wage hypothesis

employment. It is
former that we now

agriculturaJ and non-agricultural sector

to the anal-ysis of its application to the

turn.
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LDC

Chapter VI

HYPOTHESIS AND EMPLOYMENT IN
ÀGRI CULTURE

This chapter analyzes the agricultural sector and its labour

market implications. The requirements for tabour in

agriculture are not evenly distributed throughout the year

as is the case in most non-agricultural activities. Periods

of prolonged idleness are followed by periods of intense

activity when labour input is reguired intensively, and

insufficiency of labour at such times has serious

conseguences for output (and employrnent in the next period).

Wage-employment in agriculture is labour-intensive and

the efficiency-wage principle is applied with the assumption

that e'(w)=0 (see the explanation in Chapter 4). However,

in subsistence agriculture, the setting is different. The

peasant self-employed farmer (employer) needs to ensure that
he "pays" his household (employees) adeguately enough to
encourage them to perform, in fashion similar to thaÈ

described in the framework for the basic modet in Chapter 4.

Hence, in analyzing the employment implications of

subsistence agriculturer wê employ the premise that e'(W)>0.

In wage-employmentr oD the other hand, there is no need for
the employer to pay a high efficiency-wage, for such a

policy would be unnecessary given the nature of the job

192
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skill acquisition is required for

A different set of circumstances associate with the

employment relationship in agricultural þrage-employment:

the turnov-er problem st i 1I f aces the employer , but it i s

addressed from a slightly different perspective from that of

industrial sector employment. There is a distinction to be

drawn between the employer's more permanent workers and his

temporary (casual) workers, but the basis of this
distinction is quite different from the efficiency-wage

implications. We would address these issues in the text.

6.1 EMPLOYMENT IMPLICÀTIONS OF SUBSISTENCE ÀGRTCULTURE

6.1 .1 Microeconomics of Subsistence Farming

The majority of families in Nigeria, like in any other

underdeveloped economy, still plan their outpuL primarily

for their own subsistence. Their experience demonstrates the

principles which underlie subsistence production and the

basis of the migratory tendencies that is inherent with

rural dwellers.

The basic fact is known to aII farmers that a large

village cannot be fed from, sây, five acres of land by

adding more and more workers to this f ixed area ¡ f.or af ter a

point the addition of more workers will bring a diminishing

output per worker.
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consider the case of a farmer who employs four relatives
on a fixed portion of land, and who might employ a fifth,
paying them by an equal share of the output of the farm.

From previous experience, the farmer no doubt has a fairly
clear idea of how much extra output he witl obtain in an

average season from employing a fifth man; this extra worker

is likely to add less to the output than the fourth worker,

but will add more than he takes by way of the real wage

(average share of the output). Everyone will be better off
if the fifth labourer is employed; but a sixth or seventh

worker may add less to the total output than an average

share, and the relatives already employed wilt be vrorse of f
if these extra relatives must be employed on the farm,

unless the extra workers can be paid only what they add to
the output (ttreir marginal productivities).

The existence of diminishing returns is the basis for the

decision made by rural farmers about the quantity of land to
be cultivated by their families. Consider what may happen

in districts where land is scarce in relation to the demand

for it, so that farmers with growing families cannot acquire

extra land. Àn example may be taken from a study by Haswell
(1963) of the inputs of labour and outputs of groundnuts in
a Gambian village, where the families who could not obtain

more land applied rnore hours of work to their small plots.
Haswell's findings are shown in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1
I nput s

L 0 MPL APL MC

130
150
170
190
210
230
250
270
290
310
330
350
370

2s0
280
310
340
370
425
465
505
545
s80
610
640
66s

1

1

1

1

2
2
2
2
1

1

1

1

5
5
5
5
I
0
0
0
I
R

5
3

1.92
1 .87
1 .82
1.79
1.76
1.85
1 .86
1 .87
1 .88
1 .87
1.85
1.83
1.80

67
67
67
67
57
50
50
50
56
67
67
77

where:
L = Hours worked per acrei
O = Total output in Ibs.;
MPL = Marginal product of labour in lbs.;
APL = Àverage product of labour in lbs.;
MC = Marginal cost in hours per 100 lbs. of nutsi

i.e. the MC shows how many hours must be
worked Lo obtain an extra output of 100 lbs.
of nuts.
lrtrat is: (150-130''/(280-250) x 100 = 67,
for the first row in the Table.
The unit here is 100 lbs.l.

Here we have a demonstration f irstly of increasing

returns, when the marginal product is rising, and marginal

cost in terms of hours per 100 lbs of nuts, is falling; then

of constant returns when the marginal product is constanti

and finally of diminishing returns when the marginal product

is falling, and the marginal cost is rising. The average

output per hour also shows us why some large families on



small plots of Land are relatively poor,
yields (in this case, groundnuts).
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in terms oi farm

In farming, the relationship between inputs of rabour and
the output of crops is compricated by the varying degrees of
fertility found within guite small areas of land; and the
appropriate use of rabour betweeri prots of differing
fertilityr suitable for different crops and reguiring
different methods of working, is part of the rocal knowredge
of farm families. certain plots with good water supplies and
deep soils are known to yield a higher output for the same

quantity of work than less fertile plots; they can therefore
be worked with more intensity -- more inputs applied to them

before the onset of diminishing returns. such a variation

Fiqure 6.1
Marqin?t qni ãFaqe pFoduct curvesin Subsistenèã r.er¡nñg

Q

P Ptot ¿
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between two plots is illustrated in Figure 6.1.

I f a farmer has two such plots and only a few workers, he

will obviously concentrate his inputs upon the most fertile
Iand, which gives the maximum output for his inputs. But if
he has more than L*' workers, then some of them should be

moved to PIot 1, since the marginal output for an extra

worker upon PIot 2 will be l-ess than that obtained by one or

two workers upon PIot 1. In order to obtain the maximum

output from a given quantity of resources subject to

diminishing returns in two or more uses, the input should be

applied so that equal marginal returns are obtained from all
the alternative uses, so that output cannot be increased by

moving one unit of output between the different uses.

Fertile land will therefore be worked intensively until
diminishing returns reduce the marginal product to that
obtained from applying labour to the less fertile pIots.

Hence, families which applied labour intensively to their
plots for a comparatively low output would be unable to find
a more profitable alternative use for their labour, either
by working for their richer neighbours, or by acquiring more

land¡ ot by engaging in some other occupation. This can be

deduced by looking again at Table 6.1. Inputs are not

applied to the land so as to secure equal marginal returns,

and Èhus to maximize output for equal division among aII
workers. Family rights to the occupation of particular
plots of land, the unequal size of families, and
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difficurties in finding a more profitable alternative
occupation, keep some workers cultivating plots for a

relatively low outputi so the individual becomes prone to
migrating to the urban area that then happens to be the only

other avenue for any hope of higher future prospective

earnings.

The majority of subsistence families derive their living
from the crops they grovr on their land, supplemented by

occasional paid work, by trading, or by the sale of some

handicraft. FuIl-time paid workers are relatively few, and

many of these may spend most of their lives on family farms.

Labour here consists of all persons available for work

gainfully employed s¡age earners, members of farm famiLies,

the traders, the craftsmen found in villages and towns, and

the unemployed. The labour market in the African society,
just like in any other low income society, has peculiar

characteristics. The number of workers in paid employrnent is
a small proportion of those gainfully employed, most of whom

work on farms. In a sense, thereforeo the number of people

seeking paid employment is capable of a large expansion in

short periods, not.merely from the pools of the unemployed

and half-employed to be found in most towns, but also from

persons stil1 engaged in the cultivation of crops for
themselves and their families. One might then wonder vrhy

this is so. The pertinent reasons why the self-employed

farmer (as well as the hired farm Labourer) should tend to
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prefer t.o abandon his industry to take up paid emproyment in
the urban/industrial sector if he has reasonable grounds to
believe that he has a high probabirity of being employed in
the latter sector, is in fact a pivotal question that needs

to be addressed.

6.1.2 A Model of Optimum Labour Allocation for Subsistence
Households

In the community, land is owned and farmed by the family
under the readership of the family-head. There is always

increasing pressures upon the landowner/"employer" to
provide work for more labour than he really needsi and in
such circumstances labour's marginal productivity wiIl tend

to fall below a "living wage" (subsistence wage). This

impries that the Landowner must be prepared to sacrifice to
rabour some of what would otherwise be surplus return
(property income). Given this pressure to employ, however,

it is in the interest of the employer to pay a wage which is
high enough to minimize the cost of each 'work unit' .

It is important to note that in Nigeria (quite unlike
some other LDcs) peasant landressness has not been a major

problem. The typical household tends to have access to a

reasonable portion of land for cultivation, as Èhe system of
rand rerations is such that land is commonly owned among

families in a rerativery evenly distributed manner. However,

there is no unlimited access to land by any family unit;
additional land acquisition beyond the normal family hording



is possible mainly through renting or leasing
purchasing of land by one family from another.e5
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or outright

Consider a peasant household under pressure to permit a

family of, sây, six persons of working a9€, to farm a given

area of Iand. Let the decision-maker here be the "father"
of the f ami ly, whom $re s imply ref er to as the

employer/landlord: the employer's level of employment of

labour is thus determined for him by the family size the

family having grovrn to this working size (six) at this
particurar time period. The society's norms as well as the

randlord's ov¡n obrigations require that he provides for all
members of the family. The landlord's choice then lies in
the "wages" he will pay, i.e. what he will leave to the

family after he has removed his "Ieft-over" (a sort of rent)
that he needs to appropriate from the totar yields from the

Iand per time period.e6

95 The general situation in Nigeria contrasts sharply with
the situation observed in some other LDCs: for instance,
it is well documented in Rempel (1981: 209) that while
approximately 30 percent of Kenya's households do not
have access to land, aÞproximately 25 percent of the
smarrholder famiries do not have access to a sufficient
amount of land to be able to produce a subsistence
income. This means that for these households, some other
form of labour activity (presumably wage-employment in
ggriculture and/or migration to the cities Isee: Knight(1967); Rempel (1978)l is necessary to enable the family
to support itself.

96 The practise is for the landlord to remove a portion of
the produce for re-planting during the next planting
season. This portion, which is determined by experience
and the anticipated quantity needed for the next season,
as well as by the landlord's propensity to save, is
regarded by him as a "Ieft-over" which he has to save for
unforeseen contingences and for future needs, and part of
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The family is assumed to have a certain desired level of

"aspiration vrage" (earnings) for each of its members, such

that the relevant comparison is between the househol-d's

leveI of aspirations (desired) and its realised (actuat)

income Ir.obdet1 and RempeI ,1978]. where desired income

exceeds the level of income generated on the farm the

household wiIl re-examine its labour allocation (Rempe1,

1978; Knighr 1967) "s7

We designate this "wage" Level

(which is required to elicit the

each member).

as the

max imum

"efficiency-wage"

work-effort from

We assume only one factor input, labour L, and define

w = vrage rate

C = total wage bill
y = total farm yields

S = surplus or "left-over"
e = effort per worker (say, number of yam-tubers planted per

time period); and

E = e.L

which he has to 'plough back'.
s7 We recognize that although it would be rational to re-

allocate labour in this wêy, it is possible that not all
households will necessarily pursue this objective in the
face of such labour market imperfections as inadequate
information, geographical immobility, and socio-cuIturaI
impediments that beset some parÈicular types of
activities (see Rempel ,1978r. However, f.or simplicity of
modellingr wê assume that the representative household
acts according to this objective.
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is the total labour effort available from all workers

together, and that is applied to the production process.

À11 values are in real terms.

we can write
(6.1) e = e(w), e' ) 0.

we note that there must be a limit to the amount of effort
which an individual worker can put, and follow Leibenstein
(1957a), Moes and Bottomley (1968), and Bottomley (1971) in

assuming that e" (w) <

of E, and is also assumed to satisfy the law of diminishing
marginal productivity. Hence

(6.2) y = y(e) , y' >

Now, for any given value of L we can determine the

landlord's optimal v¡age, as that vrage leve1 f or which any

marginal increase in per worker output equals the increase

in such a wage level that brought about the output increase;

i.e.
(6.3) dlv/r.l = dw

It follows from (6.3) that

dw = [1. dy y. dtl /¡., ;

so that

õw/6Y = 1/r'.
Hence

(6.4)

But by

6y/aw = f,

definition, S = y

ds/dw = dy/dw

C ; so that at maximum S,

dC/dw = 0,

the re f ore



(6.5) ac/aw = dy/ðw = !,

Now substituting y = y(e) = y[e.LJ

dlv{r,.e(w)}l/ðw = L,

so that

lby (6.4)].

= y[l{e(w)}], we have

rate w, so

lncreaslng

$Iage leveI

two curves
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with respect
lnverse, so

revJr i tten as

y'[L.e(w)i r, e'(w) = L ì

and hence

(6.6) y'{Le(w)} = 1/e'(w).

Now both sides of (6.6) are functions of the vrage

f or the Lef t Hand Side (f,US ) we can deduce that
y' '{le(w) i L e' (w) < o

i.e. this is a decreasing function of w.

And for the R.H.S. we can deduce

-e"(*)/{e'(w)i2 >

function of Ï¡.

The optimum lrage level is therefore given by the

for which (6.6) holds, that is, where the

depicted by the two sides of (6.6) intersect.

Figure 6.2 illustrates this exposition. The point À, for

instance ( in the right hand quadrant of the figure) ,

indicates the optimum wage w* I and the corresponding output

yield yr. These are associated with the optimum labour

requirement Lr (shown in the left hand quadrant).

Since

y" (E) <

s 8 This is obtained by differentiating 1/e' (w)
to w. Note that since e'(w)>0, it
that the expression 1/e'(w) can
le'(w)l-1.

has an
be
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then

This shows that the function y' decreases with L at a given

wage levelr so that there exist a family of curves y's
(one for each L lever), with varying (increasing) negative

I
slopes, tor increasing values of L. It then follows that the

optimum trage decreases as L increases. This suggests that
the absorption of extra labour in the family farm reduces

productivity, and reduces "earnings" per individual member.
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The locus labe1led y'(E) in y-L-space (the Ieft hand

quadrant) depicts the various optimal labour requirements

and their corresponding output 1eve1s, each connected with

an associated optimal wage (shown in the y-v¡-space Loci in
the right hand quadrant).

Given y = y(n) and E = e.L = e(w).r,, the solution of
(6.6) can be substituted inLo this to solve for the optimal

labour input required, L*. This yields the optimal number of

family members that the household can sustain under its
given resource constraints. We are therefore able to
determine the leve1 of underemployment in a household type i
as

(6.7) Ni L(c¿)i - L*i >= 0 for at1 i
where

N = the number of the household's employables

L(<^r) i = the number of the household's members in

agr icultural vrage-employment .

The model thus enables an estimation of the level of gainful
employment in the society's subsistence agriculture, which

in turn is an important factor determining the number of
potential migrants to the urban sector.
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6.1.3 Àn Empirical Illustration
Because of the nature of subsistence production, it is
difficult to carry out any successful empirical tests of

most of the models of economic behaviour in this sector.

Howeverr w€ attempt to present some empirical facts that are

established in reLation to subsistence activity, and

recognize that this does not directly support the efficiency
vrage hypothesis per E, but lends support to the basis of

our modelling this sector vrith the use of the efficiency
v¡age theory.

In their "Pilot project" that studied rural production

activities in a Iarge community of Western Nigeria,es

MeuIler and Zevering (1971) found that agriculture is

"entirely in the hands of smallholders", whose average area

under cultivation was estimated to be 4.9 acres. The average

cultivated area of family heads in the villages with no

other occupation than farming was estimated as 5.8 acres.

While 65 percent of total estimated number of farm holdings

belonged to family heads having no other gainful occupation

than farming, 23 percent belonged to farmers who had a

ss It can safely be assumed that given the relative
homogeneity of aII of the communities of Southern
Nigeria, the findings of this study could easily be
assumed to hold for most of the region. Northern Nigeria
is slightly different to the extent that a considerable
proportion of adult males in this area tend to engage in
sedentary livestock rearing as against ordinary peasant
household subsistence farming. But even then, the
practice is that these sedentary herdsmen leave behind
their wives and children in settled peasant land
cultívation a similar lifestyle to that practised in
the South.
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subsidiary occupa.tion, and 12 percent to those having a non-

farming job (such as craftmanship) as their main occupation

with farming, nevertheless ¡ as a subsidiary source of

lncome.

The researchers found that, overa11, structural
underemployment of human resources in agriculture (measured

in man-days of 7 hours) vras prevalent. Actual working time

per farming day vÍas estimated to be between 4.5 and 5 hours.

Seasonal underemployment was wideJ-y reported the peak

seasons: March to July (planting and weeding), and October

to November (harvesting), had the average working time of

4.5 to 5 hours. The remaining months of the year are "id1e"
periods a marked feature of agriculture in the community.

This study establishes fully the conditions of supply and

demand for labour: the basic economic uniL on which the

farmer relies is not a large, extended type of family, but

the resident family nucleus, comprising on the average of

about 4 persons. Ànd there exists a rather high degree of

division of labour within the normal farm household set up,

with the farmer's wife often engaged only marginally in

actual farming compared to the farmer himself and the

children. So that, despite an overall apparent favourable

labour supply balance the study found, the large farms (7.5

acres and over, which account for about 20 percent of the

farms), often find difficulty in securing their labour needs

during certain months of the peak seasons.
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Peak rabour demand is partiarly satisfied by hiring of farm

hands, by mutual help of friends and/or relatives, by small

farmers offering their spare time, and by working longer

hours and more days in the month. But in each case there are

accompanying difficulties ranging from the unwillingness of

the helpers to offer genuine help to farmer's own inability
to plan ahead and start seeking the needed help in ample

time. The study reports that there are serious difficulties
in meeting the needed tabour requirements, particularly
during the peak seasons, thus setting Iimits to the

expansion of the large farms, and restricting the ability of

farmers to expand their cultivation acreage. The problem is
further compounded by the migration of able-bodied youths

from the villages due to their lack of interest in farming;

and the fact that the agricultural population is aging: 84

percent of the farmers vrere over 30 years old, and 50

percent were over 45.

6.2 WAGE-EMPLOYMENT IN
. ANÀLYSIS

I.rIe had earlier argued

framework, employment in

to be characterized by

AGRICULTURE: À LABOUR MÀRKET

that under the efficiency-wage

commercial agriculture is assumed

e'(W)=0 (see Chapter 4), This

in many important ways in the

TS

the

assumption is to be used

following analysis"

Wage-employment in agriculture in most LDCs

characterízed by incidences of monopsonistic povrer that
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employer wierds in view of the extremeJ-y uneguar land

distribution, low labour mobility, and rack of alternative
ofportun i t ies that the labourer faces in the vi rrage

community (Bardhan, 1979b; Hansen, 1983). Ànd agricultural
production is known to be characterized by long and

disjointed activities with intervals of hectic activity
periods and relatively idle periods (¡hmed, 1983). This is
compounded by the dependence on weather conditions, that
therefore renders the timing of agricultural production

unpredictable. It also means that whenever the time comes

for the job Lo be done, it must be done quickly, for there

are risks faced by the ernployer of higher costs of delay.

The employer is therefore usually keen on entering into
some sort of labour-contract with the workers regarding a

dependable and consistent supply of labour at the "right
time", and is av¡are of the substantial t'iring/recruitment
costs he will incur whenever such hir.ing is necessary. The

notion of quasi-fixed cost of labour is implied here. loo The

employer clearly puts a high value on his expected hiring
costs (Hansen, 1983), even though the prevailing
unemployment of workers in the community should have made

recruiÈment easier than otherwise. The employer does not

I o o Such non-vrage cost.s are
costs per hour worked,
with the number of hours
Smith,1 985) . Economists
fixed, in the sense that
employer is committed to
the employee's hours of

costs per worker rather than
and do not vary at the margin
worked (Oi,1 962¡ Ehrenberg and
thus consider them as quasi-
once an employee is hired, the
a cost that does not vary with

work.
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only provide a kind of "unemployment insurance" to his
permanent labourers, he also often supplies them with plots
of rand for their ov¡n individual cultivation as income

supplements, and/or builds them Iiving houses, and grant.s

them wage advances long before the crop harvesting -- aIl
these in an effort to keep and ensure a ready availability
of dependable labour supply in a community where the supply

of labour is a function of not only the income-leisure

trade-off but also of various other socio-curtural factors.
This implies that the real e¡age r âs well as the leve1 of

employment, is Iikely to be understated if measured just by

the observed values that are transacted.

6.2.1 The Theoretical Model

The following theoretical model is envisaged within the

framework of the efficiency-wage theory.

We assume that agricultural production is according to a

usual production function,lor and that the employer aims at
profit maximization, and employs relatively meagre

quantities of capital input (which can therefore be

conveniently omitted in the short-run production function).

Consider a village agricultural employer employing Iabour

L and paying wage rate r,;, and having the ob ject ive f unct ion

I o 1 A usual production function is
has positive and continuous
negative second derivative.

one lhat
first

is concave
derivative

and
and
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where

Given the monopsony situation,
monopsony model that

a = a(L), o¡,(L) > 0
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Max [I
{t,a}

P.OQ{t.e(úr) } uL c(u,v).r¡L

n is profit;
p is the price of output (assumed fixed);

0 is output i Q'>0, Q' '<0.

0 is an "efficiency" parameter; a shift parameter in

the production function (see Hansen (1983), and

Bardhan (1979).

c is the average recruitment cost of each new

(additional) labour hired;

U is local unemployment level;
v is some exogenously determined cost-increasing

parameter, defined as "quasi-fixed" cost factors
(see the explanation above),

and

ttL is a certain proportion of L, where

0 < p <

L is labour employed,

(^) is the money vrage rate.

we are applying the standard

we posit that

easier in a slack

of agr icultural
market than in a

labour would be

tight one, such

hiring
labour



that v¡e can assume that the average cost of hiring,
decreasing function of the extent of unemployment,

community. That is
(6.9a) oc/av = c1 <

This also implies that c declines at an increasing

the 1oca1 unemployment rate (Bardhan , 197 9b). This

be a reasonable theoretical presumption.
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ct is a

U, in the

rate with

seems to

Àlso, by definition of v, we assume

(6.9b) 6c/Av = cz >

It is important to note here that even though the employer

is apt to exercise some monopsony povrer in the local labour

market ( in determining the vrage rate and the unemployrnent

level), such power is not enough to eliminate the incidence

of quasi-fixed cost problem facing him. Thus it would be in
the employer's interest to have a high unemployment leve1 in
the community in order to ensure low hiring costs of

additional labourlo2 (pt).

The necessary conditions require
(6.10a) p.QQ'e - o - co'.L ttc = 0

(6.10b) p.QQ'Le'-L=0.

Substituting e'=0 into ( 6. 1 0b) , we obtain

lo2 This hiring cost is essentially constituted of the wage
paid to them plus the "fringe benefits". These are
expected to be higher during peak seasons because the
employer has to offer higher returns in order to attract
the labourers from their alternative pursuits. On the
other hand, his permanent workers are expected to
continue to accept the vrage rate c¿ in return f or being
kept in permanent ernployment throughout the year.
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L = 0,

indicating that no effective l-abour force is engaged by the

manipulat ion of the vrage var iable. 1 o 3

From (6.10a) therefore the optimal vrage rate is
(6.11) c¿* = p.QQ'e - c,.¡'.L pc.

This indicates that the value of marginal product (pQQ'e) is
greater than the wage rate, since {c¿' (l) .l+pc } > 0. That the

equilibrium marginal value product of labour is higher than

the wage rate, remains to be verified empirically, and vle

shall carry out such an exercise in the empirical analyses

that fo11ow. However, one implication for wage being less

than the marginal product is that the equilibrium leve1 of

employment will be lower than it ought to be under the

standard case where the srage rate equals the marginal

product. Ànd in this modelr wê note that even if non-

monopsony.situation is assumed, (i.e. (r'=0, competition in
the labour market), still the equilibrium wage rate will be

less than the marginal product of labour. In this case, it
is due to the "f ixed cost" f actor alone, i.e. r,r' (L).L=0.

1o3 This is confirmed empirically by Adeokun et aI (198a229)
in their labour market study of the Southern Nigerian
agricultural town of I fe. Among other things the
researchers noted that "...The most striking feature of
the private sector is the priority given to the profiÈ
motive...this is in sharp contrast to the service-
orientation of public sector enterprisei expansion of
the enterprise is done on the basis of the nature of
current activity, and the margin of profit derivable
from taking additional employees. Next to the
manipulation of number of employees, the profit motive
is pursued by the employer through manipulation of
employees' remuneration. "
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Totally differentiating (6.1 1 ) and collecting terms

(assuming a linear labour supply curve, i.e. ú)'ì =0),

( 6. 1 1a ) do{ 1 -p0e' (g' +e9' 'L ) } ( pe 2oQ' ' -(^)' ) dt + peQ' dQ

-a.r' dL- rr ( c I du+c zdv )

so that

ôr,t pe2Qer I -(rr
(6.11b)

ôL { 1 -poe' (Q' +eQ' 'L ) }

and putting e'= 0, it is clear that (6.11b) is negatíve,

indicating the standard notion of a negative relationship

between employment demand and the þIage rate.

Figure 6.3 illustrates the equilibrium condition.

L* is the employment offered, âs against Ls

¡¡:tc is the wage rate. a1 ought to have been paid, but the

employer keeps e*a1 = pc+c,l'.L (to cover his "fixed" costs,

and as monopsony rent). We note that the magnitude of this

"exploitation" depends on the elasticity of labour supply,

the magnitude of the existing unemployment level, and the

extent to which the employer is expected to "maintain". his

labourers (i.e. factors that determine the parameter v).

Weqe c_9¡_djli-orr_s:

We can now

It is easy

(6"12a)

(6.12b

analyze the wage rate behaviour in this model.

to obtain from (6.11a) that

Aa/ Aç¿ = pQ' e >

õa/õv = -Qcz <
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The above rerations indicate how the wage ratè wourd be

influenced by variations in the parameters: (6.12a) irnpries
that an outward shift of the demand for rabour curve - an

increase in the demand for rabour (i.e. an increase in the
parameter o) - would lead to an increase in the wage rate.'
one may interpret a rise in e as due to such things as

improved agricultural technique or practices, use of
fertilizer, more irrigation and/or rainfalr, higher cropping
intensity, or agricultural development factors in generar,
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and one or I combination of these has a compelling influence

on the employer to raise the demand for labour to keep

abreast with the increased cultivation. One may also

perceive O as a purely seasonal factor implying a higher

vrage rate in the busy crop seasons when the above factors

most likeIy come into p1ay. Whichever of these

interpretations one chooses to adopt, this theoretical
finding appears to be supported by empiricaL evidence as we

shall discover shortly.

By the same token the vrage rate will fall during the

slack crop season. Implication for this then is that any

policy that aims at keeping the agricultural wage rate

stable must address the issue of seasonality and

agricultural "development" factors.

(6.12b) holds that under normal conditions the incidence

of higher "guasi-fixed costs" of agricultural labour wiIl
lead to a lower r¡rage rate. The lower the recruitment costs

of agricultural labour the higher will be the level of the

agricultural yrage. We can attempt explaining t,his in the

context of, sây, the association between the labourers' wage

and the numbers of their dependents. In a community

characterized by very high dependency ratios (like Nigeria),
agricultural labourers are expected to have very low hiring
costs (since they are usually in desperate need for wage

ernployment in order to earn money for paying children's
school fees and the like). But despite this situation, the



employer stiII has to incur the fixed
providing meals-on-the-farm, shelters

entertainment r so that the money r{age rate

is indicated by the gap betv¡een t,l* and <¿'

is demonstrated empirically by empirical

below.

pc
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costs by way of

and sometimes

is reduced. This

in Figure 6.3, and

f indings reported

It may be interesting here a.lso to examine the

relationship between the v¡age rate and the erasticity of

Iabour supply. A. familiar result from the theory of

discriminating monopsony is that l-abourers vrith a lower

erasticity of supply would receive lower wages. such workers

have low bargaining pov¡er in their contract with the

monopsonist employer, and the stronger the monopsony power

(as the case is likely to be in the highly concentrated

village community land distribution), the lower the v¡age

rate (Bardhan, 1979a).

To illustrate this,
(6.11) can be re-written as

pOQ' e (u' L/a) a

or

Ë

at- ( pOQ' e-sc )-]TÉ

where

f = elasticity of labour supply with respect to the

vlage rate.

This expresses the wage rate in terms of the elasticity of

labour supply.



Differentiating both sides

t

Edo[ 1- pQe'Q'(eL+1)]

so that

ô0.¡

{pQQ' e-pc }
ôå

Now since

total 1y

t
=_

1+E

and rearranging

pOQ' 'e2dL
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(c 1dU+q r6v¡
då(1-Ë)

-ITft )

pOQ' e-¡rc _p
1+E

¿
+

(1-¿ I

fi:Ð

the above

accord i ng

{pOQ'e-pc } > 0,

expression will be positive or negative

AS

1-E >

i.e. according as labour supply is inelastic or elastic.
For labourers with inelastic labour supply, 1-E > 0,

then Aa/A¿ > O.

This indicates that such workers will receive higher vrages

only if their rabour supply elasticity increases (becomes

more elastic). If their labour supply continues to be wage-

inelastic, they will continue to receive lower wages.

IL is also important that we point out the distinction
that should be emphasized between t,he impact of v on the

wage rate and the impacÈ of the elasticity of labour suppty

on the wage rate. A large value of v (caused by, sây,

irregularity in labour availability) need not imply that
such a group of farm labourers are inetastic in supply, for
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a casual labourer may have wage-inelastic supply but need

not necessarily be irregular in supply and hence more

difficult and expensive to hire. A farm worker burdened

with a large number of mouths to feed may have low supply

elasticity of his labour effort (which tends to lower his

vrage rate), but he may be e-asily available to the employer

for hiring, and this enables the employer to be able to
economize on his hiring costs and to offer a higher vrage to

such a labourer. But since such a worker at the same time

has inelastic supply of work effort, the net effect on vrage

will depend on which of the aspects of v and elasticity is
stronger. À female labourer may have higher elasticity of

labour supply than some male counterparts ( for she i,s more

likely to withdraw her labour supply more readily in

response to a wage decline, because she readily substitutes
domestic work for "market" work), but because of the

constraints that make her more difficult to hire (trigh v),
she may not receive a higher wage rate than her male

counterpart 
"

The idea here is construed to be different from, though

analogous to, Nelson's (1973 ) model for the developed

economies, in which real wage variation is determined by the

distance workers musL travel to work. In our model, the

"distance" factor is implied by the factors that affect the

worker's availability: those that reduce v. These factors

are rather inversely related to the magnitude of the wage

rate.
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Therefo,re vre observe from the foregoing that the

agricultural lrage rate is not invariant to the various

economic forces that operate. We have seen that the vrage

rate is sensitive to both changes in the demand for labour

and the. level of existing level of employment in the

agrarian sector. We also note that the wage rate is
sensitive to both productivity factors and the labour

market conditions governing incidentaL hiring costs and

labour availability. We turn now to investigate the

employment arena.

Employment conditions

The analysis of employment in the agrarian sector wiIl
involve both sides of the labour market: the supply and the

demand sides. We shal1 adopt a particular strategy here in
presenting this analysis: first we shall adopt what may be

termed a "simpIe" depiction of the labour supply function,
and then later follow up ïrith a more detailed depiction of

the labour supply function. We shall also address the

employment problem from both an "employment point of vievr"

and an "unemployment point of view". The reason for this
approach will be seen and explained in the course of the

analys i s .
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Cons ider the agr icultural tabour supply funct i on as

depicted by the relaLion
(6.13a) H = N(¿¿) ; N' >

N is labour supply at the wage ol.

Now labour demanded at the equilibrium wage o't can be deduced

from solving for L in equation (6.1 1 ).

Substituting (6.11) into (6.13a)

(6.13b) ¡¡ = N(pOQ'e-r,;'.L-r¿c)

which is the total amount of Labour supplied at the

equilibrium wage rate.

For simplicity, let us assume e = '1 (since e' = 0),

so that sre can omit e in our solutions without

affecting the outcome.

Totat differentiation of

dN
dL=

N'pQQr r-(, I

( 6. 1 3b) and rearrangement gives

pQ'dQ-,/(c rdu+c zdv)

pQQ' ' -c¿'

and from this
(6.14a)

(6.14b)

we obtain

6L/6Q =

6r./ õu =

The above results show us how employment would respond to

agricultural improvement and fixed labour costs. (6.1aa)

implies job creation in the agrarian sector can be achieved

by agricultural development policy that r äs earlier
discussed, stabilizes the demand for agricultural labour or

eliminates the peak-slack season cycles.
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(6.14b) implies that employment would increase if hiring
costs are reduced. This calls for attention towards training
of agricultural labour: for such training would tend to not

only raise productivity of the worker and thereby reducing

the effective cost of hiring him, but also to make the

worker more readily available for hiring because his wage is

bid up and therefore other alternative pursuits are made

less attractive.

The above results and their policy implications are

deduced frorn our analysis of a simple labour supply function

that depends only on the agricultural wage rate. Let us

examine a labour supply function that takes account of not

only the agricultural wage rate but also an exogenously

determined alternative non-agricultural earning possibility,

which we would depict as c¡A . We nov¡ def ine the labour

supply function in the form

(6.15) ¡¡ = N(u/c¿^'), N' >

(6.11) into (6.15)1o4

N = N[(pOQ'-n' .L-pc) /a^]
and differentiating totally and simplifying

1o4 We might conceive of eA as the opportunity cost of
Iabour supplied in agriculture. Note that although the
employer dominates the labour market by his quasi-
monopsony povrer, a worker still has the option for an
alteinativè use of his/her labour time: the worker could
dec ide to use his/her labour time to go hunting,
fishing, and/or engage in self-employment in subsistence
family farms. o)A therefore represents more or less a
subjective index of what the worker envisages that he
could earn elsewhere.



N'pQQr r-ú)t
dr dN

QA

or

<¿^dN
dL

N'pOQr r-(, I

from which

(6.16a) oL/6a

(6.16b) or./6v
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N ( pQ' dQ-pc r dU-r¿c zdv )

(r)A

dc¿^ ( pQQ' -¡rc ) ;

dc.i^ ( pQQ' -¡¡c ) ( pQ' d0-rrc r dU-rrc zdv )

¿.r^pOQr t -ú)r pQQ' ' -a.¡'

However,

standpoint:

These results are similar to those implied by (6.14a) and

(6.14b).

approaching

define

U = N(r..r)

the problem from an unemploy¡"¡¡1os

(6"17)

such that

dU=

N(pQQ'-(r' .f.-rrc ) L

N'(pQQ"-(¿')dl + pQ'dQ f¡c r dU ¡rczdv) dLì

or

du[1 + r¡c rN'] N' [ (pç¿Q' '-c¿' )dL + pQ'do r¡c zdv] dL

los An important question confronting us in this study is
that of how to define unemployment in agriculture. The
conventional yardstick in economic theory is to
investigate whether a person is seeking employment in
agriculture. We realize, however, that the agricultural
sector is one in which there are "idle" periods (when
there is practically no labour demand), and there is no
reason lrhy the individual should ]ook for work when he
knows that there is none available. The concept of
"seasonal" or "hidden" unemployment is then referred to;
or a worker is classified as inactive because he is not
seeking employment. But one wonders whether this is
really a relevant classification, since conventionally
such a worker is not regarded as underemployed, either.
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Hence

(6.18a) 0U/6a = N'pQ',/(1 + Å¿crN')

(5.18b) 0v/õv = pczv'/(1 + sclN')
The signs of these results are indeterminate since their
common denominator is neither unequivocally positive nor

negative. But we realise that the comnon denominator

1 + pcrN' < 0 if N' >

Hence, if this condition is satisfied, (6.18a) would be

negative and ( 6. 1 8b) would be positive. These show that

agricultural improvement will reduce unemployment, and

lowering l-abour recruitment costs will also reduce

unemployment, provided agricultural labour supply is
elastic. Àpproaching the problem from this angle thus

reveals an interesting fact: the elasticity of labour supply

is a factor in employment determinatíon. This fact did not

come out when we tackled the problem from the employment

ang1e. To buttress this finding, we could obtain from

(6.17) t

dL = du{(1+¡rcrN' )/{H' (pQQ" -(,)' )-1 } [(w'pg'AO)r/{w' (p0e" -(,)' )-1 }

+ &c zN' avrl{W' ( pOO' ' -(r' ) - 1 }

from which we have

(6.18c) 0L/6a = -|rf 'pe',/{N'(pQg] '-c.r')-1} >

(6.18d) Ot/õv = pcrH'/{w'(pQQ"-(,)')-1} <
/

Hence, even by utilizing the "unemployment" approach we stilI
obtain results confirming what we have ín (6.18a) and (6.18b).

Now applying our definition of labour supply of equation

(6"15), equation (6"11) becomes
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(6.19) u = N[(poQ'-(r'.L-sc)/r¡^) - L i

so that

dU = N' [r¡^{ (p0g' '-(.)' )dl,+pg'd0-pc rdU-r¿c 2dv}- (p0e'-pc )d¿¿^]

t¿  2

dL

Collecting terms and simplifying
du = N' I ( poQ " -c..¡' ) dL+pQ' do-pc zdv ) - ( poQ' -pc ) au^l / (¡¿^+¡rc 1N' )

- o:^dt/ (¡¿^+¡rc 1N' ) ì

and from this
( 6 . 1 9a ) ou/ aç¿ = pQ' N' /(r¿^+¡¡c r N' )

and

(6.19b) 0v/6v = -t¿czN'/(a^+¡tc1N')

Àgain we observe that the signs of these results are

indeterminaÈe.

But from ( 6. 1 9a )

PQ'N'
Lim

N t ->oo

and from (6.19b)

[ -rrc zN' ]
Lim

N t ->oÐ

{ar^+pc rN' }

( o^+rrc r N' )

What we have above are limiting cases where N'

infinity. They show that, in this case, to

desired results the supply of labour should be

elastic. If agricultural labour supply is not

elastic, while labourers base their decision as

approaches

obtain Lhe

perfectly
perfectly

to whether
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or not to offer labour time on the relative levels of the

agricultural wage and an alternative earning possibility,
unemployment can onry be reduced by increased rabour demand

if there is massive abundance of labour; i.e. if there is
"Iabour surplus". The implication is that several

agricultural development policies have not succeeded in

significant employment creation in societies such as Nigeria

because a large proportion of the agricultural labour force

tend to desert the agricultural sector and move to other

sectors, thereby rendering labour supply in the sector less

than perfectly elastic. Hence a policy that encourages

labour to remain in the sector coupled with one that
increases the demand for agricultural labour anð/or reduces

hiring costs would help reduce unemployment in the sector.

Agricultural production is of a seasonal nature in
Nigeria. The employer, in order to save on his hiring costs

during the busy crop/harvesting seasons, is assumed to have

the tendency to enter into explicit or implicit contracts
with a group of Labourers on a permanent basis (Esvraran and

Kotwal, 1985; Ahmed, 1983i Bardhan, 1979b). These labourers

are retained in employment both in the slack season and the

busy season, and the employer does not mind even if he has

to pay them a vrage higher than their marginal product

(during part of the year ) provided they of fer him a

dependable supply of labour when the need arises for it in
the busy seasons. In such circumstances, there wilI always
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be a situation of unemployment in the community during the

sLack season given by

(6.20) Us = (L*-tp) + s:r t

where

Us is seasonal unemployment,

L* is the level of employment in the busy season,

Lp is the amount of permanently employed workers.

s:t is some average level of unemployment as suggested by

equation (6.17). Now, whereas s* can be eliminated by the

requisite changes in the product/Iabour market (ttre

appropr iate changes in v , o), o^ ) , the amount (r.*-r.p) cannot

be totally eliminated because of the monopsony situation.
So, a policy of increased mobility could ease this problem.

The result s

It is clear from the foregoing that the agricultural
Iabour market can be ef fect ively analyzed within an

appropriate framework of neoclassical rnodeLling. When

applied to the Nigerian setting, we posit that the

agricultural practise analyzed in this model closely depicts

the actual situation. Not only do landlords tend to hire
labour in a "two-tier" fashion as explained by the model,

peasants also tend to behave according to the model's

postulates in terms of their labour supply and availability
conditions. Empirical support for the phenomenon of the

marginal productivity being higher than the vrage rate in

Nigerian agriculture has been demonstrated by Diejomaoh and



Orimalade (1971) in their study of cocoa

Western Nigeria. Theoretical explanation for
is attempted here.
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production in
the phenomenon

One reason why the employer may operate optimally at a

point where the marginal product is higher than the v¡age

rate is the quasi-fixed cost element of the labour force

employed. Costs are incurred in employing people in

addition to the real/money vrage paid to them food

supplied, health care, housing, and the like and the

employer tends to include these costs in the worker's

earnings. Secondly, there may be "exploitation" in the

strict sense, when the employer is paying less than the

marginal product simply because the worker is ignorant of it
or because the worker has weak bargaining poweri in such a

case an ernployer with a number of workers equivalent to Lr

in Figure 5.3 above, only pays a ïrage equal to ¿,;'t instead of

one equal to c..¡1. Thirdlyrthere is a certain vagueness of ten

about the marginal productivity attributable to any one unit
of resource in combination with others, such as a group of

unskilled men working under a supervisor t ot a farm tractor
and its driver. The marginal product of a group depends very

much on its supervisor, and a driver without his tractor is
reduced to hand labour. These are joint costs made by the

employer; the amount they must pay for each uniÈ of the

combination will be determined roughly by the market price

for each component, but the actual price paid will be
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determined by individual bargaining within the limits set by

the marginal productivity and the current profits of the

employer. Fourthly, individual skil1s differ, and a uniform

wage may both over-pay the weaker workers and under-pay the

stronger ones, in proportion to their output. This variation
between individuals is one reason for the variety in methods

of payment which complicate comparisons of earnings between

occupations and between individuals in a subsistence

society. Employers may pay "time-rates" offering a fixed sum

each hour, day or week of a stated number of hours.

Àlternatively, workers may be paid "piece-rates", an agreed

sum for each unit of output. Farmers may thus pay workers

for each basket of groundnut picked, or for each plot
weeded; the workers can then take their own time about the

job, and the fast workers may either earn more ¡ ot enjoy

more Ieisure.

. Final1y, the general level of productivity is itsetf
conditioned by the whole social and economic structure. In

most of Africa, for instance, there is a sufficient flow of

Iabour between a variety of unskilled occupations to
equalize marginal productivities over this wide range of

employment, and the general level of productivity of

unskilled labour is therefore set by the low level of output

and of earnings obtained in the ordinary family farms worked

by hand t.ools; such that any particular worker may find
himself being paid a vrage far less than his marginal
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productivity. Given this dominant influence, differences in

earnings between different occupations can often be

explained by the relative scarcity of different ski1ls, by

the length of training reguired, and by other natural and

artificial barriers which restrict the flow of persons

between occupations and between regions.

The policy implications of the model will- be considered

in the final Chapter of the thesis, but some preliminary

suggestions would help to rel.ate some policy issues to some

of the model's illustrations. Shifting the labour demand

curve upward seems to be an important policy option. But it
would be unsuccessful i f it is met with the "non-

availability" problem. Our model predicts that the

elasticity of supply of labour would be a very important

factor in increasing agricultural employment. Labour supply

could be made more elastic by the appropriate rural
development programmes that encourage peasants to remain in

the rural sector instead of emigrating to the urban areas.

Tn this way t.he availability problem would be solved, and

any agricultural improvement policy implemented then would

be more likely to succeed in raising employment in the

sector.

Since agricultural earnings are relatively Iow in Nigeria,

this policy would also improve agricultural wage rate as the

model predicts.
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6.2.2 Some Empirical Foundation

Some important findings regarding the conditions of v¡age and

employment in agriculture have been documented by several

researchers. We would consider three such findings: Sarkar

(1957), Bardhan (1979), and Àhmed (1983).

In a study of rural Ceylon (now Sri Lanka), Sarkar

(1957), using a cross-sectional data, obtained the equation:

(6.21)

In O = -Q.0141 + 0.0802 In A + 0.5570 ln L + 0.2453 In C

where

A = yield of rough rice in bushels (l bushel = 20.5

kg).

À = area of land cultivated in acres

L = Iabour input in man-days of I hours

C = all other costs, measured in Rupees.

In explaining his equation,

marginal product can be equated

in the agricultural districts,
(equivalent of 3.92 kilograms of

Sarkar assumes that

to the subsistence wage

which was 1.9 Rupees per

rough rice).

the

paid

day

¡Utilizing Sarkar's equation for a given area of land and

a given level of miscellaneous costs, we can write
(6"21a) InO=r+ 0.5570InL
whererisaconstant.
We can rewrite (6.21a) as
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In

from which

thus giving

v¡here Í 1

The re f ore

(6.22)

Q = ln lrlo's57] ì

it follows that

O = ,AO'557 ì

us the marginal product of

MPL = rtL-o'443 ì

0.557r is a constant.

ln MPL ln r1 0.443 In L

labour, MPLr âs

Using equation (6.22) for the known values of r1 and L we

can obtain the appropriate values of the marginal product of

labour. Sarkar obtained the marginal productivity of labour

as 0.49 kilograms of rough rice per man-hour, and compared

it to the then going real vrage of 0.41 kilograms per man-

hour. That is, given the going subsistence vrage rate of 1 .9

Rupees per man day equivalent of rough rice, wê deduce that

the 0.49 kilograms per man-hour marginal product (which

yields 0.49 times $ = 3.92 kilograms per man-day since there

is an 8-hour working day) would yield an amount of money

wage given by

{ 1 " 90 x 3.28 }/ 3.92 = 1 .59 Rupees. 1o 6

This wage rate of 1.59 nupees/day is lower than the marginal

product of 1.90 Rupees per day; hence vre observe that the

marginal product of labour is higher than the wage rate in

the agricultural sector. This supports the results obtained

in the model (equation (6.1 1 ) ).

1 
o 6 We note that the 0.41 kg./man-hr x I hrs/ðay yields

3 .28ks " /day ,
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Further empirical work on the l"abour market issues of the

agrarian sector in the underdeveloped economy vras carried
out by Bardhan (1979b). He presented the following Iinear
regression equations for wages and unemployment in his study

of agrarian West Bengal region of India:

(6.23)

c¿ -- 1.7803 - 0.3487À + 0.0041c + 0.0842D + 0.0052V

(0.1272',) (0.118s) (0.0014) (0.0128) (0.0013)

0.400'1 f + 0.1592xr+ 0.1901X2- 0.1258x3

(0.0s08) (0.046e) (0.0504) (0.0s3'1 )

0.5985u

(0.1s89)

P2 = 0.108,

= 36.2

(standard errors in parenthesis).

(6.24)

U - 0.9540 - 0.0005v - 0.0324R9 + 0.3413f 0.0378MCR

(0.0210) (0.0002) (0.0124) (0.0109) (0.0067)

+ 0.0766Xg

( 0 " 0080 )

P2 = 0.217 ,

F = 187.2

(standard errors in parenthesis).

where
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o is daily vrage rate received by the labourer in the week;

À is per capita land cultivated by the labourer's household;

G is the age of the worker in years;

D is number of dependents per earner in the labourer's family;
V is a composite agricultural development index (such as

governmental aid and positive commercialization policies) ;

f is a dummy variable indicating a female laboureri

X1 is a dummy variable to indicate if cultivated land is
irrigated;

Xz is a dummy to indicate peak planting season;

X3 is a dummy to indicate slack crop seasoni

U is weighted average unemployment rate in the region;

Rg is the percentage of cultivated area irrigated;
MCR is the village dummy to represent multiple cropping.

First, the low values of ¡2 for both equations can be

explained by the fact that Bardhan utilized cross-sectional

data in his regressions. Moreover, that the variables in

the $rage equation together explain only about 10.8 percent

of variations in the vrage rate cannot be altogether

surprising, since most of the important variables that

influence the wage rate in the labour market are

conspicuously absent in this equation: variables like the

Ievel of employment and the rate of change of the price

Ievel (which may however be less important in cross-

sectional studies). Also, the wage variable is not included
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in the unemployment equation (thougfr it need not be, since U

is correlated with V,f, and x3 with which o is aLso

correlated); and together with other "important" variables

as the rate of change of. the price level and the growth rate

of productivity, the wage variable could account for most of

the variation in the unemployment rate. So the low level of
p2 in equation (6.24) that implies that alI the explanatory

variables together explain only about 21.7 percent of the

variations in the unemployment rate ought not imply a "bad

f it" per se.

Bardhan's action in excIuding these other "important"
variables from the regressions is understandable. The rural
Iabour market is being dealt with, and data availability is
a major constraint in any study of such a sector. The

included variables appear to be the most relevant ones under

the circumstances, and many of them are dummy variables

which are vital in explaining the behaviour of the sector.

The inclusion of the so-caIled "important" variables would

be more vital for a study of an urban or a formal sector

Iabour market, âs data would presumably be easier to 9et,
and measurement of the variables would be simpler.

Using the standard error test r wê observe that all the

coefficients of the explanatory variables of both equations
(6.23) and (ø.Zq) are significant. The values of the F-

ratios afso confirm an overall significance.
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Thus, it appears that the wage rate is posiLively
associated with the age of the worker (possibly indicating
higher productivity of experienced farm Iabourers), the

workers level of subsistence requirements (i.e. the number

of dependents), and the relatively busy seasons of farming;

while negatively associated with the relatively slack

cropping season, the farmer's own household tand

cultivation, the female worker, and the current unemployment

rate in the region.

Hence, contrary to the constant vrage implication of the

subsistence theory of wages Iwhich views agricultural wages

as determined largely by the subsistence requirements of the

worker (see: Ahmed (1983); Mazumdar (1959))1, the agrarian

vrage rate seems to be quite sensitive to the relevant

economic factors. But we would expect that whereas the l¡age

rate could be flexible upward, it be rigid downward; at
least it cannot fall below the given subsistence þrage leve1.

Both Sarkar's study and other related studiesloT tend to

support this view"

1o7 CIark and HaswelI ( 1970) found that an unemployed
countryman in India will be maintained at subsistence
Ievel by his family at the cost of about 1.8 kilograms
of grain per day; and to induce him to start work even
in his own village, he will have to be offered a lrage of
3 kilograms of grain per day. Further, to induce him to
work outside his ov¡n village, he will have to be offered
5 kilograms of grain per day. The same study showed that
off-farm employment opportunities in a cement factory
about
labour
of 9.3
the s
positi

10.6
in
ki

ubs i
vely

kilometres from the village were attracting
abundance when the wage rate was an equivalent
lograms of grain per day more than thrice
stence vrage indicating a supply response
related to wage rate.
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The positive coefficients of X1 and X2 in the wage equation
go to support the theoretical underpinnings implied by

changes in the parameter O (see inequality (6.12a)), of our

model.

The negat ive coef f ic ient of À in the vrage equat ion can be

explained by the model as: the larger the per capita land

area cultivated by each labourer's household, the more

difficult and hence costly it would be to recruit workers
(ttre higher is v) and hence the lower would the wage rate

5.. 1 o8 ÀIso, it could be inferred that the negative

coefficient of the f variable in equation (6.23) indicates
that female labourers are costly to recruit and hence

receive lower wage rates. This can be explained in the sense

that, even if we assume that mal-e and female workers have

equal productivity on the farm, the latter are often

constrained in their availability by factors ranging from

marriage conditions and attachment to household/domestic

chores to traditional beliefs regarding the status of the

female in the society.

1 o I Note that in the absence of the v factors, the $¡age rate
would be higher instead the employer has to pay
higher vrages in order to attract workers who would
otherwise be engaged in their own farms. lÀhmed's (1983)
study reflects this situation: equation (6.25b) below
has a positive coefficient for the TNCY explanatory
variable. Àhmed's study covers the case where, even,
workers are not provided with foodl.
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Produc t i on I1 ncer ta i ntv in ÀqricuLture

A more recent study s¡as that of Àhmed (1983) on Bangladesh.

It was found that (money) wages are not only responsive to

demand of workers, but also to prices of the agricultural
produce. ÀIso it is found that prices tended to set a fl-oor

beyond which wages could not fall. Thus this implies a

downward real wage rigidiLy.

The findings of the study are summarized in the two

equations:

(6.25a) Q 7.69 + 0.024L + 0.558p

(2.80) (3.52\

P2 = 0.76

(t statistics in parenthesis)

and

( 6.25b) c.., = -0.004 ++ 0.24LND

(3.16)

0.035LLS +

( 3. s7 )

0.098p

(2.17 )

0.00'lcRPrN

( 0.34 )

+ 0.1 STNCY

(1.36)

O. O46UNCTY

(0.45)

P2 = 0.71

(t statistics in parenthesis).

where

b

p=

LND

LLS

Iabour employed in 1 00 man-days per month

price of the produce

= land distribution per worker

= Iandless workers (defined as workers owning

less than 0.5 acres of land)
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TNCY

UNCTY
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= cropping intensity (measured as the total cropped

area as a percentage of the net sov¡n area)

= incidence of tenancy (expressed as the proportion

of leased-land to the total cultivable land)

= production uncertainty (measured as the deviation

of production around the trend).

À very important aspect of the study is the inclusion of

an uncertaintyros variable in the wage regression equation.

Existence of production uncertainty may arise from such

factors as fluctuations in rainfall and the likelihood of a

drought in areas without irrigation facilities, and this may

influence the extent and pattern of investment in

agriculture depending on the attitudes of agricultural
entrepreneurs towards risk. If we assume risk aversion on

the part of agricultural entrepreneurs (employers), then

such uncertainty may make them less keen on investing in

agriculture, and they may instead resort to land-

leasing/share-cropping. And this is possible if the

prospective tenants are assumed not to be risk averse, for
if they are risk averse, not much land-Ieasing and/or share-

cropping may result, âs tenants have another alternative
provided in the form of possible migration to the urban

sector. Land might just lie fallow there would be low

demand for agricultural labour.

109 Uncertainty in agriculture can be measured as the degree
of deviaLions of producLion around a predetermined trend(ehmed,1983). To measure such a deviàtion, the variance
of the output variable could be used.
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The uncertainty factor is to be considered unimportant in

modelling agricultural employment. In Àhmed's ( 1 983: 31 7 )

equation, the uncertainty variable is found to be

statistically not significantly different from zeto (based

on a two-tailed test). Ànd moreover, its parameter estimate

itself is insignificant, though having the "correct"
expected negative sign (indicating that higher uncertainty

reduces the wage ) .

In most LDCs, ít is commonplace to have these peculiar

aspects of uncertainty (and risk) in agriculture insured

against by most agricultural entrepreneurs. Mueller and

Zevering's (1971 ) study seems to suggest some aspects of

this situation in Western Nigeria.

In our study¡ wê have assumed that the

element is a relatively unimportant factor

agricultural wage employment.

uncertainty

influencing

6.3 CONCLUDING REMÀRKS

This chapter can be considered an extension of Chapter 4 in
the sense that it considers the application of the model

developed in that Chapter to agricultural employment, and

its implications for the labour market, in some detail"
Policy measures concerning the labour market in lhe

traditional (agricultural) sector is essential in addressing

the overall labour market problems of the developing

country, and it is pertinent therefore that we have labour



market theories that are modelled

prevailing conditions and

peculiarities) in this secLor.

in accordance with

characteristics
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the

( and

Our theoretical modelling is accompanied by empirical

evidence that have been established in the recent past by

various researchers. Data constraints do not permit us to
carry out empirical tests of our olrn based strictly on the

Nigerian economy. But vre would submit that given simil-ar

data as those available to, sây, Sarkar and/or Bardhan (see

above), it is likely that we would obtain the supporting

empirical evidence we expect.

It is believed that the postulates contained in this
study do provide the envisaged adequate representation of

the real world of the underdeveloped agricultural sector in
Nigeria.
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Appendix B

B.1 THE ''ÀVÀILABILITY'' PROBLEM OF ÀGRICULTURÀL LABOUR

The idea one gets from a review of contemporary

approaches to labour market issues of the traditional sector

of a developing country is that the emphasis is to be placed

on the factors responsible for insufficiency of demand for
manpovrer without having to probe as deeply into the

determinants of supply. As a result, the recommendations

made for improving the conditions of employment and incomes

of the rural population generally only indicate the

conditions necessary for production units to operate, such

that assuming ihe existence of high degree of

underutilizætion of labour (as appears to be the case in the

traditional sector), a simple increase in demand for
manpoller wiIl absorb the underutilized labour. This is based

on the supposition that involuntary "idleness" exists.

It could be misleading, however, to suppose that any

unutilized manpovrer in existence would be available for

other work if the demand for it exisÈed. For reasons of a

structural nature as welI as the effects of underdevelopment

and poverty in general, the availability of manpower and the

underutilization of manpoÌ.¡er are not the same thing. To

242
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illustrate Lhis point, consider the case of someone working

on his farm four hours a day and "resting" the rernainder of

the time. He is clearly underempLoyed by conventionar

standards of an 8-hour working day. But vre should reaÌise
that this worker might not be available for work during the

other half of the working day. Various reasons could lead to
such inavailability. He may have to do other jobs which, in
conventional practice, ffiây be regarded as unproductive, .but

which are vital for his on-going production process. For

instance, his house may be needing repair, food has to be

prepared, or even, the farm may need to be surrounded with a

high fence to prevent entry of animals which destroy the

crops.

K1ein (1983) cites the example of Peru where, of the 212

days that the cultivation of maize on the Northern coast

Iasts, 32 days are spent by the farmers acting as "human"

scarecro\{s (being present in the sovrn fields preventing

birds from eating the maize before it is harvested). Klein

notes that although the typical small farmer does not regard

this as constituting real work, it is interesting to note

that the farmer would be prepared to pay someone else to do

it when he could not by himself. In Nigeria, the typical
farmer spends about half of his labour time carrying out

other activities that, while "unproductive" in the context

of the production at hand, are absolutely essential.
Therefore, even though it is obvious that labour is



underutilized, it is clearly not available to be

elsewhere. Hence any anal-ysis that compiles the total
of labour utilized and uses it as a proxy upon which

the amount of employed manpovter resources in

traditional society, is apt to be grossly inaccurate.
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amount

to base

such a

Ànother aspect of this situation concerns the number of

days workers are sick. In Nigeria, peasants who have to

stand up to their knees in water for over 12 hours at a

stretch in order to irrigate their land, spend many of the

following days recovering from the health problems arising

out of these working conditions. Cleave (1974) found that

the heads of families in a village in Uganda Ì{ere sick for

20 days a year on average; while for Camerounl 10 it was

found that men were sick for 10 percent of their available

time of a ten month period (Dasgupta 1977).

Important policy issues arise out of this availabitity
question, and we shall examine them fu1ly when we address

the policy analysis of this section of the study.

t lo Cameroun borders closely with Nigeria. It occupies the
SoutheasLern flank of West Africa. This finding could
hold equally for Nigeria, seeing that the same ethnic
group of peoples co-habit this region of. Àfrica, despite
political barriers.



Chapter VII

CONCLUST ON

7.1 OVERÀLL CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY

The main purpose of this thesis has been to undertake a

study of the LDCs' labour markets with a view to

contr ibut ing towards the development of the requi s i te

theoreLical modelling that could be applied to the

explanation and a fuIler understanding of their conditions.

Such an undertaking is called for because of the continued

ernphasis on the need for the development of "more realistic
paradigms in LDC labour market analysis" (r,ivingstone, 1976¡

Livingstone et aI, 1973; Hansen, 1983). The basis for the

study is the Nigerian economy, supplemeted by evidence from

studies of other LDCs carried out by several other

researchers in the recent past.

Àlthough interest in this area has arisen over the past

two decades against the emergence of some specific studies

which have been directed towards the explanation of some of

the LDCs'Iabour market characteristics, questions were

increasingly raised regarding the narrov¡ness in focus of

some of the studies in the sense that there is still the

need for explaining the fundamental basis of most observed

(or theorized) phenomena in LDC labour markets within the
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framework of modern labour economics. By the late 1970's

several studies had been done, and several of the LDCs'

Iabour market conditions had largely been addressed (see

Chapter 2). But still there remained the need for an

explanation of these conditions within the framework of

mainstream labour economics and within the contexts of

broader microeconomic foundations.

This dissertation has therefore attempted in the main to
provide a theoretical explanation, based on the traditions
of neoclassical labour economics, for the observed labour

market phenomena in the LDCs. Such phenomena include the

high incidences of (i) urban open unemployment in the face

of very high and inflexible vrage ratest (ii) the relative
unattractiveness of agricultural employment (in terms of

very 1ow earnings, and the persistence of vast differentials
between urban and rural wages); and (iii) the "segmentation"

of the labour market.

The outcome of this endeavour has generally pointed to an

appreciable degree of success, in that our study has to a

significant extent been able to put most of the observed

phenomena in place by way of yielding some pertinent models

that are used to explain them. The empirical evidence of the

study has served not only to lend support to the overall
applicability of the theoretical models, but also to lead us

to reach an interesting conclusion: the employment problem

in Nigeria (r,uCs) arises more from the supply side of the
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labour market than from the demand side. This conclusion is

based on the several results emerging from our study of the

general structure, conduct, and functioning of the LDCs'

labour markets.

This study finds that conditions of excess labour supply

permeate the various parts of the labour market,

particularly the non-agricultural sector which is largely

characterized by firms governed in their employment

decisions by efficiency-wage rules. But that real vrages do

not adjust downwards in the vray that r âs would be predicted

by conventional economic theory, would enable increased

absorption of the excess labour to take place, can be better

and more reliably explained by neoclassical economic

modelling using the efficiency vrage theory, rather than by

recourse to the Iargely descriptive tradition of

"institutional economics" (see Doeringer and Piore, 1971¡

Wachter , 1974; Sobet , 1982). This study has found that this

condition comes as a necessary result of the optimizing

actions of firms/employers operating in the labour markets,

rather than of "institutional" factor.s. Therefore, to

stimulate increases in employment of the abundant labour,

action should be focused on changing the characteristics of

the labour force (tne supply side) rather Èhan attempting to

influence prices (tl¡e vrage rate) or the so-calIed

"institutional factors" which are themselves unresponsive to

governmental manipulat ions.



We summaríze the general

attempt to provide some

results.
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of the study below, and

implicat ions of these

resul t s

pol icy

7.2 SUMMARY OF RESULTS ÀND SOME POLICY IMPLICÀTTONS

The efficiency-wage theory enables us explain both the

coexistence of high vrages and high rates of open involuntary

unemployment, and the downward inflexibility of these high

vrages in the face of massive quantities of unemployed

labour, in the LDCs, The tendency for firms to follow the

"efficiency-vrage" rule represents a barrier to entry into

high-paying jobs for members of the unemployed. AIso, both

the individual and market demand curves for labour in the

private non-agricultural sector of the economy are

negatively sloped only for a certain range of domain of vtage

leve1s. This holds important policy implications, in that,

it indicates that wage policies would not be effective in

this sector for countries where wäges are "l-ow". This study

thus contributes in providing us with clearer understanding

of the employment problem in LDCs.

The model also explains the division of the LDC labour

market into a "primary" and a "secondary" sector: the former

characterized by high yrages, 1ow turnover rates, better

prospecLs for promotion and career advancement, and

generally better conditions of service i the latter

characterized by low wages, high turnover, and generally

,t, 
.

.ll
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poor conditions of service. Moreover, the model reveals that

the existence of this division necessarily has its roots

more in the optimizing behaviour of firms than in the

workers' observable characteristics and attitudes to work.

For whereas the high-wage characteristic of the primary

sector of the labour market is symptomatic of the

"segmentation" that is conditioned by factors orginating

elsewhere (according to the dual Iabour market

literature), I t t the efficiency-wage model enables us to

reach the finding that high wages are a cause rather than an

effect of the labour market division, in the LDCs.

The vast and persistent urban-rural vrage gap is explained

by this study. Urban (industrial) employers base their vrage

and employment policies on the vrage-efficiency nexus, and

thus pay higher wages and employ relatively fewer workers.

VÍage-employment in the rural sector is primarily in the

hands of monopsonist agriculturaL employers whor äcting

according to profit maximizaLíon criterion, "exp1oit" their
workers by paying them (low) wages far short of labour's

marginal productivity. That this vrage is low (in absolute

1 I I The dual labour market literature attributes the labour
"dualism" to institutional factors that work to allocate
each member of the labour force to either the primary
sector or the secondary sector, and to the operation of
"administered prices" in lrage f ixing in each Iabour
market sector. Labour union activities and
discrimination in the labour market are other
inst itut ional agents at work in ma inta ining the
division. Some more recent contributions have emphasized
the role of "quasi-fixed" Iabour costs in segmenting and
protecting the labour markets Isee Gunderson (1980)].

lr' : i
.l:rr. ì
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terms) is due to the fact of emptoyers not recognizing the

existence of any rel-ationship between wage and (efficiency)

productivity in agriculture. This, in turn, ís because

agricultural production is non-capital intensive and

characterized by seasonal variat.ions (we elaborate further
on the monopsony and seasonality factors below).

Subsistence agriculture, which employs the greater

proportion of the total rural labour force, is characterized

by 1ow productivity because of its reliance on ordinary

family labour with virtually no application of capital or

any improved (modern) modes of agricultural production. The

subsistence family therefore attempts to optimize its labour

allocation by accommodating the required number of family

members, and allowing the rest to "migrate" to the urban

sector. Even under such "optimum" labour allocation setting,
the subsistence family's (productivity) income is still so

inferior to the average urban income that the former loses

iLs members to the latter at a very rapid rate. The two

categories of rural earnings together yield very low average

rural earnings level. This also explains the

unattractiveness of agricultural (rural) employment relative
to employment in the urban sector (whether or not such urban

employment is in the formal or informal activity).

The nat,ure of subsistence agriculture is such that the

pattern of labour allocation in it affects the country's

overall labour market situation !o a significant extent.

'a:,.,.

':.
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Given the continued dominance of the "family farm" in being

the principal source of employment in the LDCs, the course

of events in this sector (regarding its ability to serve as

an avenue for gainful empJ-oyment) has serious implications

for the labour market in the country. The degree of the

rural-urban migration which Harris and Todaro (1970), Todaro

(1969) , RempeI (1979), Iyoha (1975) and other writers showed

to be the key adverse factor in the employment problem of

the LDCs, Iargely depends on the ability of the subsistence

sector to "sustain" the famiIy unit. Our model of labour

allocation in the subsisLence sector, developed upon the

efficiency-wage postulate, attempts to provide a framework

for a better understanding of the basis for the rural-urban

movement. The model further enables us to reflect upon the

underlying importance of the subsistence sector as the prime

source of the urban unemployed labour in the LDCs.

Wage-employment in the agricultural sector reveals itself
as occupying a central position in LÐC labour markets" The

unattractiveness of agricultural wage-employment relative to

employment in the non-agricultural sector can be traced to

the two main factors already alluded to: the monopsony

situation governing the employment relationship in this
sector, and the seasonal nature of agricultural activity.
The monopsony factor necessarily means that labour

exploitation ( in terms of payment of wages lower than

labour's marginal productivity) would obtain. The
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seasonality of agricultural production gives rise to a

situation where the employer's bid to optimize leads him to

labour-tying arrangements with some of his workers, while

maintaining some of them as casual labourers on a temporary

basis. Such arrangements render agricultural employment not

only unattractive but also undesirable (regarded as "poor

peoples' job" ) .

Our model of wage and employment analysis in agricultural
employment enables us determine the pertinent factors that

influence these variables, and to highlight the importance

of agricultural labour market forces. The role of "quasi-
fixed" Labour costs is once again emphasized, in

agricultural employment. The nature of labour supply

elasticity is seen to be crucial in determining both the

vrage rate and employment demand. Wages are more flexible in

the agricultural sector, but such flexibility does not mean

that the labour market would be led to c1ear, because of the

seasonality factor, and the attached "quasi-fixed" costs of

labour demand,

One of the major findings in this thesis is that formal

education in the LDCs is essentially an "input" rather than

an "output" in the human capital formation process (see

Chapter 5). Formal education is thus not the end in itself,
but rather a means to the end. The end is the firm-specific

training skills which the firm provides and which is an

essential ingredient for continued profitability of
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investment in physical capital (see Thurow, 1975). The

specific contribution made by the application of the

efficiency wage model is to find that an individual who

acquires formal education in the LDCs and therefore belongs

to the "protected" sector of the labour market is not

automatically guaranteed employability. Employment in this
case depends on the firm's size of demand for labour (which

it then trains for efficiency-wage jobs).

Even though the acquisition of formal education by

individuals merely serves as a screening device for
employment positions, education can be considered as an

effective long term solution to the employment problem to

the extent that it enables the applicants to become more

employable by not only the efficiency-wage private sector

but also by the public sector. It also makes labour more

mobile in such a way as to reduce the effects of monopsony

povrer on earnings. So, policies for educational expansion

seem to be appropriate. But increased investment in human

capital by firms themselves appears to be the most effective
remedy. Governmental support to firms by vray of, sây,

subsidizing Èraining in firm-specific ski11s, seems to be a

key policy action. (we address some further policy
considerations of the study shortly).

Also the study indicates that wages would be

flexible in the informal sector of the labour market.

means that t,he market could be able to adjust to enable

more

Thi s

fuII
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employment to obtain in this sector. However, this has not

been the case. The level of wages in this sector are so l_ow

that workers prefer to "search" rather than to accept jobs

in the sector. Moreover, activity in the sector has not been

made more viable and attractive enough to enable

productivity and wages to rise appreciably in the sector,

This study opens up some different policy implications

against the currenL policy actions that exist in Nigeria.

The current employment policy guideline followed in the

country are mainly demand side policies that usually attempt

to restrict wages as a vray of encouraging more employment

demand by the existing firms. We have shown that such

actions would not succeed in addressing the employment

problem because private non-agricultural sector firms wiIl
not offer low wages. (Workers may be prepared to accept

lower wages, but firms will not employ them). The success of

such an approach will be limited to the ability of the

public sector to absorb the excess labour supply.

One is tempted to assert that the differenL options that

this Èheory offers include the idea of concentrating on

finding yrays to encourage firms to abandon their adherence

to efficiency-wage rules in their employment decisions, so

that government incentives that persuade them to agree that

their profits would not be too adversely affected if they

accepted more workers at lower vrages might be needed. Such

incentives could be in form of tax concessions tied to the

firm's volume of employment expansion.



But such a suggestion

to behave non-optimally

pursuits of "efficiency
hardly ever acceptable,

neoclassical economics as

for a solution.
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is tantamount to encouraging firms

and therefore deviate from their
paths". And such a situation is

nor is it even recognized in
a probable recourse for the search

It seems that this study has identified a sensitive

approach to the study of the labour problems of the

underdeveloped economy, but it may not have the ultimate

solutions that are being sought. We are therefore left to

indicate that to the extent that the scope of this thesis is
not meant to reach as far as providing all the needed

answers to the problem it poses, further study and research

are necessary for trying to fu11y utilize the results

emanating from this study
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